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iii. Abstract
Vegetation (grasses, shrubs and trees) as an environmental-friendly approach has been widely
used in many natural and man-made slopes. And it is generally recognized that this can
increase the stability of slopes under static condition. There is anecdotal evidence that
vegetated slopes also perform better than fallow slopes during earthquakes. However, the
study of the dynamic behaviour of slopes planted with dichotomous (‘woody’) roots is
relatively rare owing to the extreme expense and difficulty involved in conducting full scale
dynamic testing on shrubs and trees.
In the thesis, the seismic performance of such slopes in non-liquefiable granular soils has
been investigated and an extensive programme of centrifuge testing was conducted to
quantify the improvements to global slope performance. The key indicators of slope
performance considered herein are acceleration response and permanent crest settlement,
which are key parameters for slope design. Supporting numerical (finite element) and
analytical (sliding-block) models were also developed to better understand the behaviour and
reveal the mechanism. Four major contributions are made in this thesis.
Firstly, a scaled model root clusters having a tap root system was designed, and then
fabricated in ABS plastic using 3-D printing to simulate the fibrous structure of root. The
printed ABS plastic was firstly used to represent real roots and was shown to effectively
simulate the mechanical behaviour of real roots through element tests. A series of large direct
shear (DS) tests were then conducted to investigate the root and soil interaction and reveal
how RAR and root morphology may influence the root contribution to shear strength and
stiffness. The distinct behaviours between the tap root system (3D root cluster) and the plate /
heart root type (straight root group) were demonstrated. The common root reinforcement
estimation methods were also compared with the measured root cohesion from the DS tests
and inferred values from the centrifuge tests and generally resulted in an over estimation of
root contribution.
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Secondly, a total of 8 centrifuge tests were designed and performed at different scales (1:10
and 1:30) and corresponding centrifugal acceleration fields (10-g and 30-g, respectively)
under a sequence of earthquake ground motions. The presence of roots significantly reduced
the permanent crest movement of the slope compared to the fallow case, but had a limited
influence on the general propagation and amplification of earthquake motion from the toe to
the crest of the slope. Input motion frequency content and slope height, which are often
considered to be the key factors influencing the seismic behaviour of slopes were also
revealed in this study.
Thirdly, the supporting numerical models which could highly simulate the seismic
performance of rooted slope were developed separately for different roots systems. For the
plate/heart root system, the analytical modelling consisted of a two-stage process. Firstly, a
beam-on-a–nonlinear-Winkler-foundation (BNWF) approach using existing p-y curves
developed from piling engineering was used to develop a computationally efficient macroelement for individual soil-root interaction. The second stage was to add the force resistance
contributions from roots of different diameters with different mechanical properties to
produce a smeared zone of continuum material properties (e.g. additional representative
cohesion) in place of the roots. While for the tap root system, strength properties of the
smeared zone were derived from Large DS tests rather than BNWF. Two models was shown
to be effective in predicting the seismic performance of vegetated slopes through validation
against centrifuge test data and can be used in the detailed study of the seismic hazard posed
to such slopes and any infrastructure located at the slope crest. Following validation, a
parametric study was conducted to investigate the influence of different potential
characteristics of rooted soil on the overall seismic performance of slope with different size.
Finally, an improved sliding-block procedure was developed to predict the seismic
performance of vegetated slopes as a complimentary simplified procedure in preliminary
design, particularly for identifying key configurations for further detailed study via FEM. The
procedure consisted of two components. Firstly, an analysis using Discontinuity Layout
Optimisation (DLO) was used to detect the slope failure mechanism (i.e. find the lowest
upper-bound mechanism using a virtual work approach) and predict the yield acceleration of
a given slope configuration, accounting for the presence of the roots. The derived yield
vii

acceleration from DLO was then incorporated into a modified limit equilibrium formulation
for sliding block to further account for the geometric hardening of the slope as it flattened
with slip allowing the permanent settlement at the crest of the slope to be estimated. The
procedure was then validated against the centrifuge test results and revealed further insights
into the seismic behaviour of vegetated slopes.
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iv. Notations and abbreviations
a

adhesion between root and soil

aslip

acceleration of the sliding mass

a(t)

shaking induced acceleration

ar

cross–sectional area

A

area of plane

Ar

total root cross sectional area

ABS

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene

ACC

Accelerometers

ARS

Acceleration Response Spectra

𝐴𝑠

empirical coefficient for sand, static loading

𝐴𝑐

empirical coefficient for sand, cyclic loading

b

width of slope

BNWF

Beam-on-non-linear-Winker-foundation

𝐵𝑠

empirical coefficient for sand, static loading

𝐵𝑐

empirical coefficient for sand, cyclic loading

c

cohesion of soil

𝑐𝑘

stiffness proportional, Rayleigh damping coefficient

𝑐𝑚

mass proportional, Rayleigh damping coefficient

𝑐𝑟

cohesion due to reinforcement

cu

undrained shear strength of the soil

C

coefficient related to stress level

CAD

Computer-aided design

CNC

Computer numerically controlled

CRZ

Critical root zone

CSL

Critical state line

Cu

coefficient of uniformity

Cz

coefficient of curvature
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D

diameter of pile

d

diameter of root

deq

equivalent thickness of the plate

DAQ

data acquisition

DBH

Diameter at breast height

DLO

Discontinuity Layout Optimisation

DSA

Direct Shear Apparatus

D10

particle diameter at which 10% is smaller

D30

particle diameter at which 30% is smaller

D60

particle diameter at which 60% is smaller

E

Young’s modulus

EAl

Young’s modulus the Aluminium

Er

Young’s modulus of the rubber

EC

Euro code

EQ

Earthquake

EQS

Earthquake simulator

ESB

Equivalent Shear Beam

e

void ratio

emax

Maximum void ratio

emin

minimum void ratio
triaxial secant stiffness (at 50% of deviatoric failure stress in drained triaxial
compression
oedometric tangent stiffness (in compression)

𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐸50

𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐸𝑜𝑒𝑑

𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐸𝑢𝑟

unloading-reloading stiffness

f0

natural frequency

F

force

FBM
FE

Fibre bundle model
Finite element

FEM

Finite element modelling

FELA

Finite element limit analysis

FoS

Factor of safety

x

Fdynamic

dynamic sliding loading

𝐹𝑝

force against pile group

FPd

forces required to pull a reinforcement bar from drained soil

FPu

forces required to pull a reinforcement bar from undrained soil

𝐹𝑟

force for a single root

FR

resistance force against sliding

Fs

factor of safety

Fstatic

static sliding force

Gr

shear modulus rubber layer

𝐺𝑠

specific gravity

G0

maximum shear modulus

𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐺0

small strain modulus

g

acceleration due to gravity(=9.81m/s2)

H

soil layer height

hm

total model height

I

second moment of area

𝐼𝐷

relative density

IR

relative dilation index

k

coefficient for group efficient

k'

coefficient for the shape of the soil layer

kh

horizontal pseudo-static acceleration coefficients

kv

vertical pseudo-static acceleration coefficients

khy

horizontal yield acceleration

khy(fallow)

horizontal yield acceleration of fallow slope

khy(rooted)

horizontal yield acceleration of rooted slope

k hyDLO
( fallow)

horizontal yield acceleration of fallow slope derived from DLO

k hyDLO
( rooted)

horizontal yield acceleration of rooted slope derived from DLO

k hy

increase of yield acceleration due to the presence of roots

𝑘𝑝𝑦

initial modulus of subgrade reaction

𝐾0

coefficient of earth press at rest

xi

𝐾𝑎

coefficient of active earth press at rest

𝐾𝑎′

coefficient of active earth press at rest for sloping ground

Kp

coefficient of passive earth pressure

l

span of root in material testing

L

length of pile

La

anchorage length of the reinforcement bar

Lpile

length of the pile

LE

Limiting Equilibrium

LVDT

Liner variable differential transformers

m

slope of p-y curve

𝑚′

power-law index for stress-level

MEMS

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems

Ms

surface wave magnitude

Mw

Moment magnitude

n

code of model root

ni

number of roots in root i

nT

total number of roots

N

quantity

NCL

Normal compression line

NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance

PGA

Peak Ground Acceleration(at soil surface)

PS
PSD

Pseudo-static
Particle size distribution

p

reaction from soil due to the deflection of pile

p 0'

initial mean effective confining stress

𝑝𝑘

a specific soil reaction on p-y curves for sand

𝑝𝑚

a specific soil reaction on p-y curves for sand

p m'

overall p-multiplier

'
p mi

p-multiplier in root i

𝑝𝑢

a specific soil reaction on p-y curves for sand
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q

soil reaction

qy

bearing pressure at yield of the soil

r

radius of soil and root matrix

ru

errors of maximum under-stress

r0

errors of maximum over-stress

R

radius of root

Re

effective centrifuge radius

Rf

root orientation factor

RAR

Root area ratio

RARn

root area ratio of each single root n

RPZ

Root protection zone

RSA

Root system architecture

𝑅𝑓
s
s/d
S

ratio of deviatoric failure stress to asymptotic limiting deviator stress
pile spacing (centre to centre)
pile spacing/pile diameter
soil factor describing the site effect

SH

Strain hardening

SS

Strain softening

Samp

spectral amplification factor

Sred_ARS
ST
Spk_amp

spectral reduction factor
topographic amplification factor
peak acceleration amplification factor

Tr

ultimate tensile strength

Trn

tensile strength of root n

u
UTS

lateral displacement
ultimate tensile strength

v

velocity

Vs

shear wave velocity

w

unit weight of plate

wAl

weight of the aluminium frame plate
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Wi
WWM

total weight of the strip of material laying vertically above discontinuity i
Wu & Waldron model

y

deflection

𝑦𝑘

a specific deflection on p-y curves for sand

𝑦

a specific deflection on p-y curves for sand

𝑦𝑢

a specific deflection on p-y curves for sand

Y

cumulative root fraction

z

depth of soil

zsilp

Slip depth

z/H

normalised elevation

ZRT

Zone of rapid taper

𝛼

angle to define geometry

i

horizontal direction cosines of the discontinuity

𝛽

angle to define geometry/slope angel

0

a depth coefficient

βi+1

instantaneous slope angle

𝜀𝑓

flexure strain

𝜀𝑠,0.7

shear strain

𝛾

unit weight

r

threshold shear strain  r

𝛾𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡

unsaturated unit weight

𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡
ψ

'
𝜏

 applied

 ult

saturated unit weight
angle of the root at rupture relative to the failure plane
effective angle of dilation
shear stress
applied down slope shear stress
ultimate soil resistance

𝜃

slope angle

𝛥

deflection

𝜈

Poisson’s ratio

xiv

νr

Poisson’s ratio of rubber

νAl

Poisson’s ratio of Aluminium

𝜈𝑢𝑟

Poisson’s ratio(unload-reload)



density of the soil

𝜎

normal stress

𝜎𝑓

flexure stress

𝜙′

effective angle of friction

'
 crit

 ' mob


'
pk


𝜁𝑎𝑑𝑑

i

critical angle of friction
the mobilised friction angle
(secant ) peak angle of friction
equivalent angle of friction accounting for non-associative flow
additional Rayleigh damping ratio
vertical direction cosines of the discontinuity
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Earthquakes have been historically perceived as one of the most damaging natural hazards. In
the past ten years, several catastrophic earthquakes have been reported, including the Kashmir
(Pakistan) earthquake (2005, Mw=7.6); the Java (Indonesia) earthquake (2006, Mw=6.3); the
Peru earthquake (2007, Mw=8); the Wenchuan (China) earthquake (2008, Mw=7.9); the
Southern Sumatra earthquake (2009, Mw=7.5); the Haiti earthquake (2010, Mw=7.0); the
Tōhoku earthquake(2011,Mw=9.0) and the Christchurch earthquake (2011, Mw=6.3).
The primary hazard to the built environment associated with earthquakes is the strong
shaking of the ground caused by the passage of seismic waves, which induces inertial forces
and relative displacements in structures that can lead to structural damage. The ground
vibrations can also trigger secondary geotechnical hazards, including liquefaction and the
settlement of loose deposits. These can greatly increase the human, social and economic
impact of an earthquake. Amongst the secondary geotechnical hazards associated with
earthquakes, tsunami and landslides (see Fig 1.1) are potentially the most destructive
(Rodríguez et al. 1999).
As an example, in the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, 69,227 lives were lost and 374,643 people
injured, with a further 17,923 listed as missing. Tens of thousands of landslides were
triggered over a broad area, some of which buried large sections of some towns, blocked
transport links and dammed rivers (Dai et al. 2011). It was estimated that the total losses
exceeded £80 billion, and the losses from the earthquake-triggered landslides accounted for
over a third of the total earthquake losses (Chen et al. 2008).
Considering such catastrophic destruction due to earthquake-induced landslides, research
ranging from modelling and understanding the mechanism of landslides (Terzaghi 1951;
Leroueil 2001; Gabet & Mudd 2006; Changwei et al. 2014), monitoring of some trigger
factors (such as premonitory small displacement) (e.g. Reid et al. 2008;Tofani et al. 2013),
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improvements in risk management (mainly through hazard zonation and forecasting) (e.g.
Refice & Capolongo 2002; Li et al. 2012; Umar et al. 2014), to improvements in slope
stability (e.g. Abramson et al. 2002), have been widely undertaken.

2001 El Salvador earthquakes

2008 Wenchuan earthquakes

2010 Haiti earthquakes

2011 Tōhoku earthquakes

2010 Taiwan earthquakes

2011 Christchurch earthquakes

Fig 1.1 Earthquake induced landslides in recent years (After Evans & Bent 2004; Dai et al. 2011;
www.eathquake-report.com; Harp et al. 2013; Miyagi et al. 2011; Aydan et al. 2012)

The use of vegetation (grasses, shrubs and trees) as an effective and environmentally-friendly
approach to improving slope stability under static conditions has been widely recognized
(Coppin & Richards 1990; Stokes et al. 2008). There is anecdotal evidence that vegetated
slopes also performs better than fallow slopes during earthquakes. However, no research has
yet been reported on the dynamic behaviour of slopes planted with vegetation due to the
extreme expense and difficulty involved in conducting full scale dynamic testing on shrubs
and trees.
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Moreover, although a number of analytical and numerical models have been introduced to
understand and quantify the root and soil interaction, these models are far from ideal in
practical application, because they either over-simplify the problem or are time consuming
(Wu 2013).

Recent studies that focus on mechanical soil-root interaction (e.g. Schwarz et al. 2010;
Mickovski et al. 2010) suggest that plant roots respond in a similar way to inert soil
inclusions, such as soil nails or pile foundations, when subjected to loading. Duckett (2013)
employed existing pile analysis techniques to develop numerical models to quantify
individual root soil interactions under very low effective stress and the model was validated
by laboratory direct shear (static) tests to be accurate and time-efficient. Whether this model
can be used for dynamic loading and higher confining stresses still requires investigation and
methods for incorporating such soil-root interaction within engineering analysis and design
are still required.

1.2 Aims and objectives
This thesis will describe the results of an investigation into the dynamic performance of
slopes planted with trees/containing tree roots from individual root-soil interaction to global
slope behaviour. Centrifuge modelling, numerical and analytical modelling will be employed
in this study alongside supporting novel element testing of rooted soil, and the aim will be
met through the following key objectives:
i.

Design and fabricate scaled models/analogues of tree root systems for use in
centrifuge modelling: The plate and heart root system (See Fig 2.2) of trees planted in
slopes will be simulated by groups of individual straight root analogues. A more
complex 3-D tap root system (see Fig 2.2) is also designed in SolidWorks 2012. Both
classes of root model are fabricated using a Stratesys Inc.uPrint SE Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) rapid prototyper (also known as a 3-D printer). The strength
and stiffness of model roots will be validated against data of real roots collected from
previous studies.
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Observe and quantify root-soil interaction during shear loading: A serious of large
direct shear tests are described which show the behaviour of the 3-D model roots and
straight root groups within a soil matrix during monotonic shear loading. The effects
of root area ratio, root morphology and root anchorage depth are investigated. The
most widely used existing root reinforcement analytical models are compared against
the testing results, alongside recently-developed beam-and-spring models (after
Duckett, 2013).

iii.

Develop a computationally-efficient numerical model to quantify root soil interaction
during shear loading: A Beam-on-non-linear-Winker-foundation (BNWF) model
using existing p-y formulations from piling engineering is employed to produce a
macro-element describing the individual root and soil interaction pre- and post-failure.
The model is validated against the direct shear testing results from (ii) and is then
used to forward-predict the root soil interaction within centrifuge models at prototype
scale.

iv.

Centrifuge modelling of rooted slopes under earthquake loading: 8 dynamic
centrifuge tests are designed and performed to investigate the seismic performance of
rooted slopes. Factors which may affect the performance of rooted slopes, including
root morphology, input motion frequency content and slope height are investigated
through the comparison of different centrifuge tests.

v.

Develop a numerical modelling approach which can simulate the complete global
dynamic performance of rooted slopes during centrifuge tests: A continuum Finite
Element Modelling (FEM) approach incorporating appropriately-sized zones of
smeared rooted soil properties derived from the BNWF macro elements (ii) or direct
shear tests (iii) is developed and validated against the centrifuge modelling results
from (iv).

vi.

Develop a simplified method for predicting permanent deformations of rooted slopes
to complement FEM (v) for engineering application: A simplified procedure for
preliminary design based on a combination of Newmark sliding block analysis and
Discontinuity Layout Optimisation (DLO) for determining yield acceleration is
developed to predict the seismic performance of fallow and rooted slope. The
procedure is again validated against the centrifuge modelling results from (iv).
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1.3 Structure of thesis
The thesis is presented in eight chapters, and the contents of each chapter are described in this
section:
Chapter 2 firstly reports an literature review of the basic properties of roots related to
engineering practice. Then a detailed state-of -the-art of seismic slope stability analysis will
be given, with a particular emphasis on vegetated slopes. Finally, calculation models used for
root and soil interaction will be illustrated.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental method used in this work and explains the principles of
centrifuge testing and scaling laws. The centrifuge machine, model material, instruments,
input motion and preparation procedure are presented in detail.
Chapter 4 considers the design and fabrication of representative 3-D scaled root models
which represent a tap root system in full detail. The material used to fabricate model roots is
tested and validated against data collected from a body of literature for real roots. A series of
large direct shear (DS) tests are then reported which investigate root and soil interaction and
reveal how RAR and root morphology may influence the root contribution to shear strength
and stiffness. The results of three 1:10 scale dynamic centrifuge tests containing multiple 3-D
root clusters and having the same root diameter to soil particle size ratio as the DS tests are
then used to investigate the global performance of rooted slopes during earthquake-induced
sliding, and the root morphology effect. Existing root reinforcement estimation methods are
also compared with the measured root cohesion from the DS tests and inferred values from
the centrifuge tests.
Chapter 5 presents the dynamic performance of slopes planted with roots with relatively
simple geometry representing plate/ heart root system in centrifuge modelling. Supporting
numerical modelling is conducted and validated against the centrifuge data to further study
the problem. The numerical modelling work consists of two parts: (i) A computationallyefficient BNWF model using p-y springs is employed to observe and quantify the individual
root and soil interaction relative soil-root displacement; (ii) A fully dynamic plane-strain
continuum Finite Element (FE) model using an appropriately-sized zone of smeared rooted
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soil properties derived from the BNWF macro elements is performed to show the global slope
behaviour.
Chapter 6 gives further insight into the seismic performance of rooted slope reinforced with
tap root system. Results of a total of 5 centrifuge tests at different scales (1:10 and 1:30)
under a sequence of strong earthquake motions are reported and compared. Input motion
frequency content and slope site effect, which are always considered as the key factors
influencing the seismic behaviour of slope will be studied. The seismic response preshocks
and aftershocks will also be revealed.
Chapter 7 illustrates the numerical modelling approach which can be used for a tap-root
system following the procedures developed in Chapter 5 and validated against the centrifuge
models performed in Chapter 6. A small parametric study to isolate the effects of different
root-soil matrix properties (e.g. root cohesion, rooted zone, matrix stiffness and additional
damping) on the overall response will also be performed.
Chapter 8 focuses on developing a simplified procedure for preliminary design to predict the
seismic slip of a vegetated slope. The whole procedure consists of two components. Firstly,
DLO analysis is used to detect the slope failure mechanism and the corresponding yield
acceleration of a vegetated slope. The second stage is to incorporate the derived yield
acceleration from DLO into modified limit equilibrium equations to further account for the
geometric hardening response of slope and predict the permanent settlement at the crest of the
slope via a slip-dependent Newmark sliding block approach. This procedure is then validated
against the centrifuge test results reported in Chapter 6 and used to provide further insight
into the controlling mechanisms behind the seismic behaviour of rooted slopes.
Chapter 9 summaries the results of the work and suggestions for future work are made.
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Chapter 2 Literature review
2.1 Introduction
Earthquakes are one of the major triggering causes for landslides (Malamud et al. 2004).
Keefer (1984) established a database on earthquake induced landslides from 1811 to 1980
and performed statistical analysis on the correlations between landslides and the magnitude of
earthquake. It was found that the minimum earthquake magnitude to generate landslides was
4.0 according to US specification. Such correlations varied in different geological,
topographical and climatic conditions. Following this study, Bommer et al. (1999) renewed
the database from 40 to 76, adding worldwide earthquakes between 1980 and 1997. There
was no significant difference in the findings between these two studies, which offers an
effective way to initially assess the hazard of earthquake induced landslides. As for the case
in the past twenty years, no similar study has been performed. Given the active crustal
activity in recent years (see Fig 2.1), the threat of earthquakes to slope stability should be
highlighted.
Damage from seismically induced landslides and other ground failures sometimes exceeds
the damage directly caused by the ground shaking and fault rupture. Minimising this damage
has been one of the major concern to geotechnical engineers (Kokusho & Ishizawa 2006).
To evaluate seismic slope stability, based on limiting equilibrium (LE) slope stability analysis
and finite element (FE) analysis a variety of techniques have historically been developed
(Duncan 1996), which generally fall into three categories: (i) force based pseudo-static
methods; (ii) displacement based methods (also known as the Newmark sliding block method)
and (iii) stress-deformation analysis through numerical methods. The advantages and
limitations of these three methods will be discussed later.

In order to decrease failure of slopes, various types of traditional geotechnical methods have
been used, including soil nailing, piling and retaining walls, but these traditional geotechniques are not the focus of this project. Vegetation as an environmental-friendly approach
7
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Fig 2.1 Earthquake of magnitude 8.0 and greater since 1900. The apparent 3D volumes of the bubbles are
linearly proportional to their respective fatalities (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of 21st century earthquakes)

has been widely used in many natural and man-made slopes, and it has been generally
recognized that this can increase the stability of slopes under static conditions. There is
anecdotal evidence that vegetated slopes also perform better than fallow slopes during
earthquakes.
This literature review will start with a review of the fundamental properties of roots related to
use in engineering practice. Then a detailed state-of-the-art of seismic slope stability analysis
review will be given, with a particular emphasis on vegetated slopes. Finally, calculation
models used for root-soil interaction will be illustrated.
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2.2 Fundamental characteristics of roots
To appreciate how roots are mobilized to stabilize slope during slippage and should be
managed in practice, a better understanding of the basic properties of roots is essential. This
section reviews those aspects which are relevant to the performance and use of vegetation in
an engineering context.

2.2.1 Root system
Plant root systems are of particular interest to engineers because of their fundamental
importance to most of the functions that vegetation can perform. Root systems vary from very
fine fibrous systems (herbaceous plants) through branched systems to tap root systems
depending on the species of the plant. Controlled laboratory experiments have shown that the
size, plasticity and branching pattern of a plant root system is highly dependent upon the
genes within the plant and the surrounding soil condition (e.g. Norris et al. 2008; Hodge et al.
2009; Smith & De Smet 2012; Jung & McCouch 2013; Rich & Watt 2013). For herbaceous
plants, which have highly flexible stems, transmit mainly tensile force to their roots. As a
result, they produce shallow, fine, fibrous root systems. While for shrub and trees, on the
other hand, which have stiff stems that transmit both tensile and overturning forces to their
root systems, are consequently stiffer, deeper and more favourable for slope stability
applications (Reubens et al. 2007; Duckett 2013).
Tree root systems are generally categorized into three groups (Lal 1998), depending on their
basic three-dimensional structure. A heart system is the most common type of root system
found in angiosperms, where horizontal and vertical laterals develop from the base of the tree
(Fig 2.2a). Plate systems are often found in gymnosperms such as spruce and consist of
horizontal lateral roots spreading out from the base of the tree stem (Fig.2.2b). Vertical sinker
roots develop and grow downwards from the main lateral roots. A third type of root system
found in tree species is one where a large tap root anchors the tree directly, like a stake in the
ground (Fig 2.2c) and horizontal lateral roots act like guy ropes (Ennos 1993). However, the
shape of a root system is largely determined by site conditions and external mechanical
loading (Danjon et al. 2013).
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Fig 2.2 Three basic types of tree root system: (a) Heart root system with many branches; (b) Plate root system
with large horizontal lateral roots and sinkers; (c) Tap root system with a large central vertical root and small
lateral roots (Lal 1998)

The mechanical behaviour of two types of tree system (heart and plate), of which individual
roots resist overturning or uprooting force separately due to the wind or soil movement, is
well recognized (Stokes & Mattheck 1996). In terms of the tap root system, many
uncertainties still exist and it is has been of much interest to researchers recently (Danjon et al.
2013).

2.2.1.1 Root architecture
Root system architecture (RSA) is a result of a sequence of formation processes including
branching, elongation, gravitational response, thickening and turnover (Thaler & Pagès 1998).
Root morphology and root density have been considered to contribute more than root
mechanical traits to the additional root cohesion (Docker & Hubble 2008; Fan & Chen 2010;
Ghestem et al. 2013). Research related to RSA has concentrated on two aspects:

i)

measurement and statics; ii) modelling and development prediction.
An up to date review of state-of-the-art techniques used for RSA measurement and analysis is
given by Danjon & Reubens (2007). The majority of the available RSA data is from the
invasive method (e.g. excavation and uprooting). Non-invasive techniques such as high
resolution X-ray computed tomography (see Mooney et al. 2012) and nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) imaging (Stingaciu & Schulz 2013; Liu et al. 2014) can only be used on
very small potted plants for specific geometry properties. Measurements can be recorded in
the form of XYZ coordinates or specific root segment features (length, orientation and
dimension).
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Topological arrangement of component and geometric characteristics are two major concerns
involved in the establishment of RSA. Two main types of models are generally used to
quantify the topology in previous studies: (1) the static Fractal branching model (e.g. Fitter &
Stickland 1992; Spek & Noordwijk 1994; Ozier-Lafontaine et al. 1999; Walk et al. 2004;
Dannowski & Block 2005; Wang et al. 2009) and (2) Dynamic 3-D developmental models
(Jourdan & Rey 1997; Pagès et al. 2004; Collet et al. 2006). These models successfully
capture the developmental rules and growth rhythm of root systems and can provide an
accurately simulated output of 3-D root systems compared with the natural case (Tobin et al.
2007). It should be noted that in this project the essential simplification of RSA for small
scale investigation at printable sizes will generate a slight misfit with the topology functions,
but the overall trend will be followed. In terms of geometry, shape, size, orientation and
spatial location are all important. Existing analytical models on quantifying root soil
interaction (e.g. Wu 1976; Pollen & Simon 2005) derive mechanical properties from root
geometry (specifically diameter). Root size properties including root length, root density, root
diameter will be discussed in the following section.

2.2.1.2 Root size
Classifying roots into different categories is a practical tool to make measurement and
analysis of RSA easier and more effective. For this reason, a variety of attempts have been
performed on the basis of differences in morphology and physiological parameters observed
between roots. The most common division is the one distinguishing coarse roots from fine
roots, which highlights the difference in diameter assuming a functional difference then exists.
Coarse roots play an important role in anchorage while fines roots act in reinforcement and
soil fixation (Reubens et al. 2007; Danjon et al. 2013). However, there is no consensus on the
critical value of diameter to distinguish fine roots and coarse roots. Reubens et al. (2007)
suggests fines roots usually are root biomass with diameter less than 3mm. Values of 0.5 mm,
2mm and 5mm are given by Bohm (1979); Watson et al. (1995) and Sonnenberg (2008),
respectively. This variation is associated with the objective of the study and should be used
with caution. Within this two category range, sub-categories can be defined (Tobin et al.
2007). Here the classification (Table 2.1) of Watson et al. (1995) is shown for illustration as
such study has a similar research objective with this project.
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Root length and root number vary with species, plant age and season. Main structural roots
are perennial structures whereas fine fibrous roots are subject to annual cycles of decay and
renewal (Danjon et al. 2005). The root distribution (Fig 2.3) of two white oak trees growing
on sloping ground reported by Danjon et al. (2008) is shown here for a general understanding
of root size properties. The two trees were located in the University of Georgia’s Warnell
School of Forest Resources Whitehall research forest (33°56'00''N, 83°22'00''W). This area is
a seismically sensitive zone (http://earthquaketrack.com/r/georgia-usa/recent). It is assumed
that the growth of root systems more or less has some relationship with earthquake motions.

Fig 2.3 Vertical distributions of roots where roots intersect planes parallel to the slope (Danjon et al. 2008)

Table 2. 1 Root diameter classes for structural roots (Watson et al. 1995)
Root diameter :mm
<2
2-10
10-20
20-50
50-100
>100

Structural root class
Not consider
Small
Medium
Large
Very large
Coarse
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Fig 2.4 Graphic reconstruction of a mature showing a mature P.pinaster root system ,showing how the sampling
threshold affects the architecture (Danjon & Reubens 2008)

The average diameter of tree roots is generally small, which is related to the composition of
root system. Abernethy & Rutherfurd (2001) found that 96% of riparian tree roots were less
than 1cm in diameter. 60% of all roots in three hardwood species were found to be smaller
than 0.5mm in diameter by Abdi et al. (2010). But this does not mean the quantity of fine
roots (<5mm) is always higher than that of coarse roots. A study by Parr & Cameron (2004)
observed that a spruce tree had a total of 82500 roots. Among them, coarse roots (>5mm)
comprised 62%. Root number and diameter composition are species dependent.
Danjon & Reubens (2008) illustrated a change of RSA (Fig.2.4) if eliminating roots with fine
diameter. When the minimum root diameter is varied from 5mm through 20mm to 40mm, the
number of root segments decreases from 6700 to 4000 to 1600. A large portion of fine roots
leads to a small average diameter, so it may be not suitable to use the average root diameter to
indicate the cross section of roots. In despite of low quantity, only 3 to 10, the dominant
structural roots of the tree were found to occupy 80% of the total root mass and play a
significant role in tree anchorage (Coutts et al. 1999).
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Fig 2.5 A typical tap root system of mature Pinus pinaster, showing the zone of rapid taper (Danjon et al. 2005)

2.2.1.3 Root plate
One important concept of a root system related to tree anchorage is the root plate. This
provides a simple approach to understand and work with tree anchorage in the field (Coder
2010). Tree anchorage has been estimated as a function of root plate size, tree mass and
external loading by some researchers (e.g. Coutts et al. 1999; Koizumi et al. 2007; Moore
2000; Fourcaud et al. 2008). It is also an indicator of root influence zone used for analytical
models and numerical models.
A tree root plate is composed of large structural roots generated at the base of the stem. Such
structural roots usually taper rapidly away from the stem base (see Fig 2.5). The tapering
structure will make the dominant behaviour of the root segment transform from bending to
tension. The boundary of the root plate is defined by the critical point of behaviour
transformation. Given such a definition, a root plate is a stiff, shallow, horizontal disk-shaped
rooting area.
A root plate can be the same as or much larger than zone of rapid taper (ZRT) (Coder 2010),
depending on the study. The typical shape of a root plate suggested by Koizumi et al. (2007)
is an oval with a ratio of 0.8 between the long and short axes as viewed from above. A
circular shape with a side cross section of a cone or half an ellipse was reported by Peltola
(2006) and Lundström & Jonas (2007), respectively.
Tree anchorage was commonly observed to increase with the depth of root plate, and two
approaches have been introduced : i) 3.6 times the tree diameter at breast height (DBH)
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(Coder 2010); ii) 1/3 of the maximum rooting depth (Danjon et al. 2005) . However, debates
also exist on the impact of root plate depth on root anchorage. Koizumi et al. (2007) found
that root plate depth was not a significant factor in anchorage after a study of tree failures.

2.2.2 Root spread
The lateral extent of root systems, especially of trees, can be considerable, with the majority
of trees spreading by several metres. Measurements of root distributions around individual
isolated trees revealed that root biomass decreases with increasing distance from the stem
(Gilman 1988; Schenk & Jackson 2002; Göttlicher et al. 2008). It is therefore important to
consider root systems as a function of influence zone. Two types of root zone have previously
been defined, namely: critical root zone (CRZ) and zone of rapid taper (ZRT).
CRZ extends to approximately one third to half of the zone the roots really occupy (known as
the root protection zone RPZ)(Johnson 1999). One common method used to identify the CRZ
is to define it as the "drip line"—the area directly below the branches of the tree. However,
when dealing with trees that have been growing in the forest or that naturally have a narrow
growth habit, an approach using "critical root radius" is more accurate than the drip line
method. This is particularly true for columnar trees and for those where competition has
reduced the canopy spread. The critical root radius is calculated by the relationship with the
diameter at breast height (DBH). For each 1 cm of DBH, 18 cm of critical root radius is
allowed for sensitive, older, or unhealthy trees, or 12 cm for tolerant, younger, healthy
trees(Johnson 1999).
The ZRT is more closely related to the mechanical behaviour of roots as this concept defines
the zone of dominant structural roots, which have been found to provide more than 80% of
total root mass (Coutts et al. 1999). A tree will be vulnerable to wind throw if it produces
very few structural roots (Nicoll et al. 2006). It is evident that most coniferous tress are
supported by 3 to 11 large structural roots (Coutts et al. 1999; Mickovski & Ennos 2003;
Tobin et al. 2007). Eis (1974) studied the growth rhythm of tap root systems of various
species of distinct ages. During the early seedling stage, a rapidly developing tap root
penetrates into the soil and plays a dominant role in early stability. Oblique lateral roots
originated from the tap root in the early seeding stage, followed by oblique sinkers which
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originated from the main laterals. Some of these oblique roots increased in size in the late
stage and the whole root system formed a bell-shaped form. Lateral roots taper rapidly until a
maintained diameter of 10-20 mm, by which stage they have lost much of their rigidity and
physical strength. Beyond the ZRT, lateral roots extend outwards in a broad zone for many
meters, without further decrease in size. The three types of structural roots comprise a
functional cage, in which the tap root acts as a main pole in the soil to mobilise the whole
system to resist external loading, oblique laterals contribute to wind firmness and sinkers
hamper the lateral movement of the whole system.
The volume of sinker roots was mainly located within twice the DBH radial distance
according to Danjon et al. (2005), which provides a quantitative indication for physical
modelling. For quantifying ZRT, Danjon et al. (2008) introduced three approaches,
i)

Defining a standard, fixed radial distance of the main tree axis or of the stump
bark.

ii)

Defining the ZRT by a radial distance function of the tree size. In Danjon et al.
(2005), this limit was set to 2.2×DBH to determine the radius of ZRT.

iii)

Directly from the definition of ZRT, as function of root taper or ovality.

2.2.3 Rooting depth
Plant root systems can penetrate to depths of several metres if unconstrained by soil
conditions (Canadell et al. 1996; Jackson et al. 1996; Zeng 2001; Schenk & Jackson 2002;
Schenk & Jackson 2005; Schenk 2008) . Most species have roots at least of 2 m length, as
shown in Fig 2.6 (Schenk & Jackson 2002; Kleidon 2004). This structural trait has developed
mainly for the function of water up-taking, as well as carbon and nutrient cycling. The benefit
of such a structure compared with the shallow root system for slope stability applications has
been highlighted. The presence of root system deep within the soil increases the safety factor
of the slope and hence prevents potential slip.
Despite rooting so deep, the majority of root biomass is concentrated in the top soil, and
shows exponential reduction of root density with increasing depth. An asymptotic equation
introduced by Gale & Grigal (1987) has been used by most authors to model the cumulative
root fraction with regard to depth for most species:
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Y  1  0

100d

Eq 2. 1

where Y is the cumulative root fraction from the surface to depth d (m) and  0 is a depth
coefficient, which depends upon vegetation type. The approximate distribution of tree, shrub
and grass roots as a function of soil depth across the major biomes is shown in Fig 2.7.
The downward growth of roots can be limited by a variety of factors, such as soil bulk density,
seeding method or shallow bed rock, but probably the most efficient barriers are horizontally
stratified layers of shale or clay, permafrost, and the water table (Varney & Canny
1993;Grant 1998; Yanagisawa & Fujita 1999;Laio et al. 2006; Osman & Barakbah 2006;
Guswa 2008; Ibrahim et al. 2011) .

Fig 2.6 Maximum rooting depth compiled from various authors (Kleidon 2004)
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Fig 2.7 The distribution of grass, tree and shrub roots as a function of soil depth (After Jackson et al., 1996)

Plants show a variety of root types through which they have access to deep soil layers. The
majority are tap roots, sinker roots and obliquely descending lateral roots, all of which are
important adaptions for reaching deep soils. The phenotypic expression of these root types is
species dependent, but environmental conditions may completely change root structure,
architecture, and the depth to which roots are able to descend (Schenk & Jackson 2005;
Kroon & Hendriks 2012; Pinheiro et al. 2013).

2.2.4 Root mechanical properties
Tree roots, which have a cellular structure with a number of overlying layers of tissue, have
evolved to an optimum balance of stiffness and strength (Bischetti et al. 2005). Among them,
the xylem and cambium layers play a significant role on mechanical behaviour, driving the
characterisation of tensile strength and stiffness, respectively. The xylem tissue runs through
the core of the root and consists of long, cylindrical cells that are joined from end to end and
provide unidirectional fibre orientation (Karam 2005). The main function of the xylem tissue
is to transport minerals, nutrients and water throughout the plant. Such biomechanical
function requires strong walled cells which are constituted of cellulose. The cambium layer
sits between the xylem and phloem tissues and generates layers of cork as the plant ages
(Karam 2005). It should be noted here that herbaceous species do not have the cambium layer.
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Fig 2.8 Effect of root diameter on Young’s modulus

2.2.4.1Root stiffness
The response of structural roots under lateral loading (such as from moving soil or wind)
conforms to beam theory (Tobin et al. 2007). The elastic flexural stiffness of the beam is EI,
where E is the Young’s Modulus (MPa) of the material and demonstrates a declining powerlaw trend with diameter (Fig 2.8), i.e. E ~ da, where a is typically -0.5 to -2 ( Mickovski et al.
2009). I is the second moment of area; if the beam is circular in cross section (of diameter d),
I can be calculated using:

I

d 4
64

Eq 2. 2

The above equation clearly demonstrates that the bending stiffness decreases rapidly with
diameter, which explains why the structural roots with large diameter play a dominant role in
tree anchorage. When a root branches, even when the cross section of the branching roots
remains the same as the ‘parent’ root, there is still a considerable reduction in stiffness of the
system, and as a result root always fails at the point of branch.Resistance to bending also
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occurs through the development of the shape of structural roots. In response to wind
movement, trees with shallow structural roots have been reported to develop root crosssectional shapes comparable in appearance to ‘I-beams’ and ‘T-beams’ (Fig 2.9) used by
engineers, to maximize resistance to bending while using a minimum of material.

Fig 2.9 Typical spruce I-beam and T-beam root cross sectional shape (Tobin et al. 2007)

2.2.4.2 Root tensile strength
When an individual root is under tension loading, the root will present an approximation of
conventional elasto-plastic behaviour until the root breaks. Failure occurs in two stages: i)
breakage of the stiffer outer root structure; then ii) breakage of the inner root structure
(Hamza et al. 2006). The failure tensile force is observed to vary with root geometry, plant
species and root age (Sonnenberg et al. 2010).
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of roots is also found to be a function of root diameter:

Tr  k  d m

Eq 2. 3

From Genet et al. (2005) the value of k and the exponent m varied within ranges of 23 to 64,
and -1.0 to -0.5, respectively, where d is in mm and Tr is in MPa. There is a trend for
angiosperms to have an exponent value near -1.0, and for gymnosperms to have an exponent
value near “-0.75” (Bischetti et al. 2005); however, it should be noted that many exceptions
exist (Coder 2010).
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Fig 2.10 Relationship between tensile strength and diameter for roots of different ages (Sonnenberg et al. 2010)

Mao et al. (2012) compiled a comprehensive database (Appendix I) of the value of k and m
from the literature. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to distinguish the
difference between herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees. It was found that the effect of plant
functional group was significant on both k (F=6.34, p=0.003) and m (F=18.38, p<0.001).
Mean k was 21.05±16.81, 29.23±22.87, 39.63±20.84 and mean m was -1.15±0.42, -0.69±0.3,
-0.70±0.23 for herbaceous plants, shrubs and trees, respectively. Values of k and m for trees
were significant differently to those for herbaceous plants, but not when compared to shrubs.
As a root grows, its cell walls develop reinforcement, which increases its cellulose content.
As a result, tensile strength has been observed to increase with root age. The evidence was
presented by Sonnenberg et al. (2010), as shown in Fig 2.10. However, this study only
considered very young roots. As for mature roots, whether tensile strength increases with age
is still uncertain (Duckett 2013).

2.2.4.3 Root anchorage
When the subaerial component of woody plant subject to external loadings (e.g. strong wind
loading, earthquake shaking and animal grazing), various axial and lateral loadings are
transferred to the root system. In order to resist such multiple loadings, root requires a
combination of fibrous and rigid elements (Coutts et al. 1999; Nicoll et al. 2006; Reubens et
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al. 2007). The location, scale and quantity of these elements are highly affected by the
magnitude and frequency of external loading during root growth as well as genetic factors.
In response to these multiple loadings, root system may overturn or be uprooted from the soil.
Overturning is the most common failure mechanism for woody plants. Resistance to
overturning is generally considered as a function of root stiffness, soil confining stress and
root soil interaction (Coutts et al. 1999; Gregory 2006). Gregory (2006) investigated the most
likely overturing mechnisms for different types of tree root system (Fig 2.2) and considered
the tap root system as pile foundation to assess the capacity of tap root system against lateral
loading. It was found that the ability of tap root system against moving soil illustrated a
positive relationship with the dimension of the tap root (diameter and length). Such derivation
was further validated by Duckett (2013) through numerical modelling.
In terms of the uprooting behaviour, it is more likely to occur in herbaceous plants due to
their supple nature. While for woody plants, uprooting will mainly be observed in lateral
roots and deep individual roots below the slip plane (Mickovski et al. 2005; Mickovski et al.
2010). The resistance of these individuals root to uprooting is highly dependent on the
surrounding root soil interaction (Mickovski et al. 2007). During uprooting, root may break or
be pulled out, which performance occurs is dominated by that which requires a lesser force
(i.e. the lesser of pull out force and root tensile strength). Further discussion on uprooting and
overturning behaviour will be presented in Section 2.4 under the view of traditional
geotechnical structure.

2.3 Slope stability analysis
2.3.1 Classification of seismic failure of natural slopes and earth dams
Natural slopes and embankments have a tendency to slip as a result of gravity and other
forces, but this slip trend is counteracted by the soil resistance. During an earthquake, the
increase of the shear force because of the additional seismic load, or the decrease of the soil
resistance results from strength loss may lead to failure. A variety of residual deformations
have been observed in past earthquakes; basically, these failures can be classified into the
following types, as shown in Fig 2.11:
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Fig 2.11 Types of failure of earth fills during past earthquakes (after Towhata 2008)

1) Shallow surface sliding of the slope;
2) Development of a slip surface within the body of an embankment or passing through
the soft foundation soil,
3) Slumping
4) Densification
5) Fault rupture

2.3.2 Static slope stability analysis
Slope stability is the resistance of an inclined surface to failure by sliding or collapsing. The
main objectives of slope stability analysis are identifying endangered areas, investigation of
potential failure mechanisms, determination of the slope sensitivity to different triggering
mechanisms, designing of optimal slopes with regard to safety, reliability and economics, or
designing possible remedial measures, e.g. barriers and stabilisation (Towhata 2008). Static
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slope analysis is mentioned here for completeness and as a basis for the better understanding
of seismic slope analysis.
Problems associated with the stability of slopes are very complicated, varying between
natural and man-made slopes. Basic features that should be considered in slope stability
analysis include: geological conditions, site topography, soil properties, groundwater
condition, external loading and slope reinforcement technique (Jaeger 1981).
A number of approaches have been developed for the analysis of slope stability, basically
these approaches can be classified into two types: limit analysis approaches and numerical
solution based on elasto-plastic theory (Duncan 1996). It should be noted here that the Limit
Equilibrium (LE) technique overlooks the plastic flow rule of the soil and investigates the
global stability only; as a result, the calculated safety factor will be dependent with the
fundamental assumptions. However, LE analysis can provide a satisfactory result when
considering slopes composed of homogenous soil.
The most popular LE models are Bishop (1955), Spencer (1967) and Janbu (1975) due to
their accuracy on both circular and non-circular failure surfaces. When a non-homogenous
soil is considered, the LE models may not be ideal due to the difficulty in identifying the
position of the slip plane (Duncan 1996). In these cases more sophisticated numerical
modelling techniques should be utilised. Numerical solution commonly uses advanced soil
constitutive models and therefore a more detailed data input, i.e. advanced soil testing (AlDefae et al. 2013), is generally required.

2.3.3 Seismic slope stability analysis
2.3.3.1 Seismic safety factor
The conventional method to evaluate the dynamic slope stability is the seismic factor of
safety, which is calculated by Towhata (2008):

FoS 
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where FoS is seismic safety of factor; FR is resistance force against sliding; Fstatic is static
sliding force; Fdynamic is dynamic sliding loading.
The ground vibrations caused by the seismic waves may lead to an increase of the shear
stresses in geotechnical structures and reduction of soil resistance. The slope will come to a
hazardous condition resulting in possible failure if the FoS becomes ≤1.

2.3.3.2 Pseudo-static (PS) method
The pseudo-static method is an extension of the limit equilibrium (LE) slope stability analysis
method from a conventional static situation to the dynamic state. Terzaghi (1951) is often
cited with the first development of the PS method. Terzaghi (1951) proposed that the effect
of an earthquake could be represented by a seismic force acing on the mass of the slope. In
order to keep consistency with the static forces, the mathematical formulation of the seismic
force was illustrated as a product of a seismic coefficient k and the weight of potential sliding
mass.
For the application of the PS method, selection of the seismic coefficient k is one of the major
concerns. Terzaghi (1951) suggested that k=0.1 for severe earthquakes, k=0.25 for violentdestructive earthquakes, and k=0.5 for catastrophic earthquakes. In all cases he suggested that
the design safety factor with respect to strength (i.e. FoS) may be close to 1 (Baker et al.
2006).
Seed (1979) proposed that the PS approach was useful in evaluating the performance of
embankments through combination with the displacement based Newmark model, and
recommended the adoption of k = 0.1 for earthquake magnitude 6.5, and k =0.15 for
earthquake magnitude 8.5, together with a required factor of safety of 1.15.
Hynes-Griffin & Franklin (1984) conducted similar research to Seed on dams and found that
using an adequate seismic coefficient k, dams were not likely to generate the failure if there
was no large strength loss (such as liquefaction and strain softening) in the soil. They
provided a proposal of using a k value equal to one-half of the peak bedrock acceleration, and
requiring a design safety factor of 1.0. They also recommend the PS method as a screening
technique in the evaluation of seismic induced slope stability. Only if the FoS is below 1,
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more analysis is required. This has been accepted as a philosophy of design in numerous
guidelines and specifications (Shukha & Baker 2008).
The California Division of Mines and Geology summarised various recommendations about
the determination of seismic coefficient k into a single figure (Fig 2.12). These
recommendations cover different kinds of situations as observed in past earthquakes, and it
can provide an adequate basis for design.

Fig 2.12 Criteria for slope Pseudo-Static slope stability analysis given by the California Division of Mines and
Geology (after Baker et al. 2006)

The PS method is an extension of LE methods, which are based on various static and kinetic
assumptions. Baker (2003) pointed out that these assumptions would tend to result in nonconservative results, which should be avoided. Through minimizing the safety function in
regard to the potential slip surface and the normal stress, Baker & Garber (1978) presented an
approach which does not require these assumptions. Based on this formulation, Baker et al.
(2006) developed a design chart for pseudo-static analysis of homogeneous slopes which
would be applicable for a wide range of input parameters. However, the PS method cannot
predict the deformations when slope failure occurs. In the hazard analysis of slopes during
earthquakes, it is important to evaluate not only the safety factor, but also how far the
deformation will develop, and the area covered by the slip surface in the resulting movement
(Newmark 1965).
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2.3.3.3 Newmark sliding block method
Newmark (1965) assumed that the mechanism of earthquake induced slope displacement is
regarding sliding along a well-defined slope surface. The dynamic behaviour of the sliding
mass could be simulated by modelling the mass as a rigid block sliding on an inclined base.
The concept of yield acceleration or critical acceleration was introduced to represent the
acceleration required to overcome the friction resistance of the slope material and thus initiate
sliding. The sliding occurs when the shaking induced acceleration exceeds the yield
acceleration, resulting in a slip acceleration which can be calculated as follows:
aslip  a(t )  k hy

Eq 2. 5

where aslip is the acceleration of the sliding mass; a(t) is the shaking induced acceleration and
khy is the yield acceleration.
In practice, the value of khy is typically estimated by using a trial and error approach to
identify the failure mechanism along with a conventional PS LE slope stability method.
Explicit equations have also been developed for the relatively uniform slopes and simple
failure mechanism (e.g. Bray & Rathje 1998; Jibson et al. 2000) and non-circular failure
mechanisms (e.g. Sarma 1973) as a function of critical input parameters such as slope
geometry, the unit weight of the soil mass, the frictional angle and the cohesion of the soil.
Slip displacement can be determined by integration everywhere of the relative velocity of
sliding while this is greater than zero. Some empirical formulas have also been introduced,
e.g. Jibson (2007).
Since the first introduction of the sliding block method by Newmark (1965), numerous
displacement based slope stability analysis methods have been developed (Meehan &
Vahedifard 2013), ranging from improving the accuracy of the standard sliding block model,
to simplifying its use, to the expansion of its application, to the estimation of uncertainties
and spatial variability of input parameters associated with the yield acceleration. Meanwhile,
considering that the sliding block method is based on a number of simplifying assumptions, a
significant amount of research has been conducted to examine the sensitivity of predicted
displacements to these assumptions.
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Fig 2.13 Cumulative distribution of difference between predicted and observed displacements for each of the
simplified sliding block models (Meehan & Vahedifard 2013)

Meehan & Vahedifard (2013) compared the recorded displacement during earthquakes with
the predicted displacement of 15 simplified sliding block models (Fig.2.13) and found that
the existing sliding block methods resulted in smaller deformations for a large majority of the
case histories. The reason for this is because of the assumptions that the sliding soil mass is
rigid and soil strength is fixed. In actual slope failures, sliding soil may not always act as a
rigid block but deforms continuously without a distinct slip surface. Once the soil strength
decreases drastically after the initiation of failure, the velocity of the sliding mass will
increase very quickly and cause destructive damage.

2.3.3.4 Improved sliding block method
An improved sliding block method for granular slopes proposed by Al-Defae et al. (2013) is
illustrated here in detail for better understanding of a combined displacement based and LE
slope stability analysis for engineering use. Compared with the initial sliding block model
introduced by Newmark (1965), this model incorporates soil strain softening and slope
geometric hardening behaviour into the formulation to calculate the yield acceleration and
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permanent deformation. The predicated permanent crest settlement showed a good match
with values from centrifuge and numerical models.
In this procedure, the slope is assumed to be of infinite length and width and the soil is sliding
as a block, parallel to the slope surface, as shown in Fig 2.14. For a slope plane at depth z
beneath the slope surface under uniaxial horizontal shaking (plane strain), the applied down
slope shear stress is:

 applied  z sin  cos   k hz cos 2 

Eq 2. 6

where the first term relates to the static shear stress due to the ground slope, and the second
term relates to the additional peak dynamic shear stress induced by the earthquake (ref Eq
2.4).
The shear strength of the soil along the slip plane, assuming that the soil failure can be
described by the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, is given by

 ult  c'(z cos 2   k hz sin  cos   u) tan '

Eq 2. 7

The soil yields when  applied   ult .Then the yield acceleration khy can then be determined,

c'(z cos 2   u ) tan 'z sin  cos 
k hy 
z cos 2   z sin  cos  tan '

Eq 2. 8

where c' is soil cohesion, γ is the soil unit weight, β is the slope angle and ϕ' is the effective
angle of friction.
In a dry cohesionless soil, c  0 , u  0 , and γz cancel in Eq 2.8, resulting in a yield
acceleration khy which is independent of the depth of the slip plane:

k hy 

cos  tan ' sin 
cos   sin  tan '
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Fig 2.14 Forces acting within infinite slope under horizontal shaking

In a standard sliding block analysis, β and ϕ' are constant, but in reality, strain softening
behaviour is always observed for dense soil. A simplified model for strain softening is given
by Matasovic et al. (1997) as shown in Fig 2.15. The variation of ϕ' with shear strain is
incorporated in the improved model. In terms of the slope angle, it will decrease with
slippage as crest settlements make the slope shallower, which is called re-grading. A
simplified model for re-grading is shown schematically in Fig 2.16. The instantaneous slope
angle βi+1 can be estimated by the following equation,

 i 1  tan 1 (

H i  d i sin  i
)
H i cot  i  d i cos  i

Eq 2. 10

where Hi is the height of the slope at the previous step; di is an increment of slip; for the initial
time step, d0=0, Hi=H and βi=β0 (initial slope angle).
When the horizontal component of the ground acceleration exceeds the yield acceleration in
the downslope direction, the slope will start to slip under the slip acceleration aslip; this
acceleration is numerically integrated with respect to time to obtain the slip velocity, which is
then itself integrated to obtain the slip displacement.
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Fig 2.15 Effect of strain-softening (After Matasovic et al. 1997)

Fig 2.16 Incremental slope re-grading mechanism (Al-Defae et al. 2013)

2.3.3.5 Dynamic response amplification in slopes
Amplification of seismic waves in the presence of topographic irregularities is often
advocated as one of the possible causes of concentration of damage during earthquakes. The
term topographic amplification is used to describe the amplification due to the slope
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geometry (i.e. the response at the slope crest divided by the ground surface response in the
free-filed).
Many studies (Paolucci et al. 1999; Bouckovalas & Papadimitriou 2005; Yu et al. 2008;
Brennan & Madabhushi 2009; Massa et al. 2010) have been conducted on different types of
slopes to investigate the dynamic amplification within the slope. It was found that
topographic factor varies with the slope geometry, frequency and duration of earthquake
motions, as well as soil dynamic properties. However, most of these studies are using either
physical modelling approach or numerical simulation, which are a simplification of the field
case due to the simplified topographic irregularities.
Typically instrumented field studies (e.g. LeBrun et al. 1999; Sepúlveda et al. 2005; Buech et
al. 2010) on topographic effects during earthquakes measure earthquake motion on the
surface of the topography (e.g. slope or hill) relative to a base station. The magnitude of
topographic factor reported from these studies varies, with some studies reporting
amplification in the range of 2–3 times (Pedersen et al. 1994), whilst other studies observed
amplifications of up to 30 times (Geli et al. 1988). However, it should be noted that the
recorded amplifications are generally higher than those predicted in the analytical studies
(Geli et al. 1988). The discrepancy may be partly blamed to the difficulty in identifying a
good ‘reference’ station for calculating amplification ratios, but also to the way site
amplification functions are computed. However, as indicated by Paolucci (2002), the large
differences between field observation and theoretical predictions probably depend upon a
combination of other factors, such as source directivity effects, stratigraphic irregularities,
insufficient knowledge of local geology.
In other words, filed topographic factors tend to be concealed in stratigraphic amplification
effects. As a result, in most seismic codes surface topography effects are disregarded. One of
the few exceptions is included in Part 5 of Eurocode 8, that provides amplification factors
ranging from 1.2 to 1.4, as a function of the slope angle and of the topographic feature. For
slope angles <15°, the topography effects can be neglected, while the highest values apply
near the top of the slopes of ridges with crest width significantly less than the base width and
average slope angles >30°, the amplification factor can be assumed to linearly decrease
towards the base, where it becomes unity.
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However, most published results and parametric solutions, including the previous topographic
amplification factors of the EC8, are mainly derived from 2D numerical wave propagation
analyses (Paolucci 2002). Due to the lack of an adequate set of filed observations or 3D
numerical results, the EC8 factors should in preference be applied when the slope belongs to
2D topographic irregularities (Tripe et al. 2013).

2.3.3.6 Numerical solution
The most rigorous approach to analysis of the behaviour of slopes during earthquakes is
numerical solution of the relevant dynamic boundary value problem, adopting suitable elastoplastic constitutive laws in the framework of continuum mechanics. However, this approach
suffers from two basic limitations (Kokusho & Ishizawa 2006):
i) Insufficiently reliable constitutive information of the various materials at the site.
ii) It is impossible to predict the future time history of acceleration, which is essential in
the definition of the boundary conditions of the dynamic problem.
These difficulties limit the application of this rigorous dynamic approach, particularly in
conventionally (small and medium) sized projects.

2.4 Slopes reinforced with inert inclusions
Compared with traditional inert inclusions, vegetation is a more environmentally friendly
reinforcing material. To better understand the mechanical effect of roots on slopes, it is useful
to recognise the reinforcement mechanism of inclusions made of inert materials, in particular
soil nails, dowels and piles.
Commonly, a slope is thought to be divided into moving and retaining soil masses. The
inclusions retain the moving soil mass and enhance the shear strength of the slope. The
enhancement of the shear strength induced by the presence of inclusions is a function of the
forces in the inclusions, which are the direct results of soil-inclusion interaction. There are
two modes of interaction between soil and reinforcement: (a) friction, which leads to axial
tension and compression; (b) bearing, which leads to shear forces and bending moments
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(Pedley 1990). The magnitude of the induced forces is principally dependent on the relative
inclusion stiffness and strength, and deformation occurring in the inclusion. The mechanisms
of friction and bearing are illustrated in Fig.2.17.

Fig 2.17 Mechanism of soil inclusion interaction: (a) Friction; (b) Bearing (Pedley 1990)

Fig 2.18 Mechanism of soil reinforcement interaction used by different reinforcing technique :(a) Soil nailing
reinforcement; (b) Dowelling and piling reinforcement (After Duckett 2013)

Soil nails predominantly mobilise the friction mechanism while soil dowels and piles behave
in bearing. This is related to their orientation and cross section (Pedley 1990). As shown in
Fig 2.18, soil nails always have a low slenderness and are always installed perpendicular to
the slope surface. These structural properties mean limited resistance to bending and shearing
force, but with a high axial resistance along the nails. In terms of the soil dowels and piles,
they penetrate into the soil vertically and are much stiffer and stronger than soil nails, hence
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with a high bearing capacity. Better understanding the two interaction modes could help to
distinguish the mechanical behaviour of fine roots and structural roots during shear loading.

2.4.1 Soil nails
2.4.1.1Seismic performance of nailed slopes
In the past decades, soil nailing has been widely used in slope remediation, and it can
improve the soil shear strength significantly through the use of steels or other high strength
strip materials. This has been proved a versatile and cost effective technique in reinforcing
soil or soft rock slopes (Martin 1997). The process of soil nailing includes installation of nails
in excavated cuts or in slopes either by driving or grouting in predrilled holes. The stability of
the slope face between nails is ensured by providing thin layers of shot-crete reinforced with
wire mesh. The nails are generally steel bars, metal tubes or other metal rods that can resist
not only tensile force but also a very limited amount of shear stress and bending moment. The
nailing method has been used in both granular and cohesive soils and in relatively
heterogeneous deposits. Considering nailed soil structures are coherent and flexible, they can
present inherent advantages of withstanding larger deformation with high resistance to
dynamic loading (Giri & Sengupta 2009). So the general consensus among practising
engineers is that soil nailed structures perform reasonably well under seismic conditions.
However, documented performance of soil-nailed systems is relatively rare in the literature
(Sengupta & Giri 2011).
Studies on soil nail reinforced slopes have concentrated on the mechanisms of the
reinforcement (e.g. Chu & Yin 2005; Pradhan & Tham 2006; Zhou & Yin 2008; Kim et al.
2013) and the design of structures under static loading (e.g. Gassler 1988; Martin 1997; Tan
& Chow 2004; Patra & Basudhar 2005; Turner & Jensen 2005; Lees et al. 2013). The failure
mechanism of such a slope under seismic loading was investigated using pseudo-static
approach (e.g. Babu & Singh 2008; Rabie 2014) and using a kinematic limit approach (e.g.
He et al. 2011; Sengupta & Giri 2011). These analytical parametric studies indicated that the
strength and geometry of the slope as well as characteristic parameters of the soil nails have a
significant effect on the critical seismic yield acceleration coefficient and the permanent
displacement of the soil nail reinforced slope. However, only a handful of full-scale and
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model tests in the laboratory have been conducted on soil nailed system (Tufenkjian &
Vucetic 2000; Hong & Chen 2005; Giri & Sengupta 2009) to validate these models.

2.4.1.2 Soil nail and soil interaction
Experimental and analytical studies have led to better understanding of the interaction
between soil nails and the surrounding soil masses (Giri & Sengupta 2009). A detailed
literature review about the behaviour of soil nails can be found in Sonnenberg (2008) and
Duckett (2013). In the past few years, no relatively new ideas have been proposed and so
there is no need to update these. Therefore, this part will be presented here in brief to ensure
completeness.
In practise, soil nails are generally installed either horizontally or normal to the slope face and
parallel to each other (Patra & Basudhar 2005). This will result in tension for the toe nails and
compression for the crest nails (Fig 2.19). Johnson et al. (2002) suggested that the optimum
inclination of the nails is 35° to horizontal in an anticlockwise direction, with an effective
drop to 0% improvement when the inclination tends toward 125°.This is supported by the
laboratory shear tests (Fig 2.20) conducted by Jewell & Wroth (1987) .
Powell & Watkins (1990) proposed three failure modes for soil nailed structures, namely:
local failure of material, failure of bonds and development of external failures. Sonnenberg
(2008) suggested that failure of bonds (nail pull out) will be most likely to occur considering
current design strategies. The pulling out force can be estimated using the following
equations, which account for undrained and drained soil condition, respectively:

FPu    d  La    cu
FPd    d  La  ( K   '  tan  'c ' )

Eq 2. 11

Eq 2. 12

where FPu/FPd are the forces required to pull a reinforcement bar from undrained and drained
soil; d is the diameter of reinforcement bar; La is the anchorage length of the reinforcement
bar; α is an adhesion factor; cu is the undrained shear strength of the soil; K is the earth
pressure coefficient (typically 1.4 to 2.3 for medium-dense to dense sandy gravel ; 1.4 for
dense sand, ;1.0 for fine sand and slits of high relative density; 0.5 for fine sand and silts of
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low relative density); σ' is the normal effective stress at the slip plane; ϕ' is the effective angle
of internal soil friction; c' is the effective soil cohesion.

Fig 2.19 Effects of maintaining an inclination angle through the slope (Bush et al. 1991)

Fig 2.20 Effect of inclination angle to an inclusion contribution to shear resistance (After Jewell & Wroth 1987)
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2.4.2 Soil dowels and piles
Piles are one of the most widely used foundation elements in geotechnical design and widely
used by geotechnical engineers to stabilize slopes against environmental effects (Al-Defae et
al. 2013). Research related to piled slope design has generally focussed on two aspects. The
first is to find the optimum pile properties including diameter, length, location and spacing in
order to achieve the desired slope improvement with the least construction cost. The second is
to ensure the induced bending moment and shear force are within the structural capacity of
the pile. As individual roots have been considered as a type of frictional pile (e.g. Mickovski
et al. 2007; Duckett 2013), it will be essential to fully understand the behaviour of piles under
lateral kinematic loading and distinguish the factors that may influence the performance of
the piles and the piled slope.

2.4.2.1 Failure mechanisms of pile
The typical failure mechanism of piles observed in theoretical analysis performed by Poulos
(1995) is shown in Fig 2.21 . The following observations can be made from Fig 2.21:
(i)

The maximum shear force in the pile is generated at the level of slip plane ;

(ii)

For the flow mode, the maximum bending moment occurs in the stable soil (below
the shear plane). Compared with the soil movement, the pile movement is relatively
small.

(iii)

For the short-pile mode, the maximum bending moment is recorded in the unstable
soil (above the shear plane). The pile movement is very similar to the soil movement.

(iv)

For the intermediate mode, the maximum moments are observed both below and
above the shear plane. The pile head movement exceeds the soil movement.

(v)

The maximum shear force of the intermediate mode is higher than the other two
modes.

In reality, the failure mode will be a combined function of pile length, pile cross section, pile
mechanical properties, pile spacing and soil properties. However, piles can provide its
maximum resistance to stabilize the slope when the intermediate mode was mobilized
( Mahdī et al. 2004; Phanikanth et al. 2010; Duckett 2013).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig 2.21 The typical failure mechanism of pile (Poulos 1995): (a) flow mode; (b) intermediate mode; (c) short pile
model
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2.4.2.2 Pile position effect
The optimum pile position on slope stabilisation depends on a variety of factors, including
site topography, soil type and the infrastructure located at the crest of the slope. As a result,
debates always exist on the best pile positions. Some researches (e.g. Lee et al. 1995; Ausilio
et al. 2001) observed that piles near the toe of the slope gave the highest factor of safety.
While other researches (e.g. Cai & Ugai 2003; Won et al. 2005; Wei & Cheng 2009; Ellis et
al. 2010) reported the maximum factor of safety is found when the piles are installed at the
middle of the slope. But it should be noted here these studies varied in the slope geometry
and pile types.

2.4.2.3 Pile length effect
Recent studies (e.g. Akl et al. 2014) on piling design suggested that the reinforcing capacity
of piles was highly dependent on the pile length with respect to the depth of failure surface.
This was backed up by the pile failure mechanism mentioned above by Poulos (1995).
Basically, piles can be classified into short, intermediate and long by considering their
stiffness, length and surrounding soil, as shown below (after Mahdī et al. 2004):
Short pile,

L pile
EI  pile 

k py 


1

2

Eq 2. 13

5

Intermediate pile,

2

L pile
EI  pile 

k py 


Long flexible pile,
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4
5

Eq 2. 14
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L pile
EI  pile




k py 

1

4

Eq 2. 15

5

where, Lpile is the length of the pile; E is the Young’s modulus of the pile; I is the moment of
inertia the pile; kpy is the modulus of sub-grade reaction for the soil.

2.4.2.4 Pile group effect
In practice, piles are most often used in groups. The difference between single piles and pile
groups is that pile group response is additionally influenced by the nonlinear pile-soil-pile
interaction, the spacing of piles and the arrangement of piles with respect to the direction of
applied force. If these piles are distributed at wider spacing, the pile will behave individually
and no arching will be generated between piles. But if piles are installed closely to each other,
the group effect should be considered. Two problems are always addressed for the group
effect: the efficiency of closely-spaced piles under lateral loading or axial loading; and the
distribution of the loading to each of the piles in the group.
The pile spacing was always presented as a function of pile diameter. Extensive studies have
been conducted to find the minimum spacing without group effect. Mokwa (1999) proposed
that the group effect is negligible when the piles spaced at more than 6 times the pile diameter.
This observation was supported by the full scale lateral load tests conducted by Ng et al.
(2001). A critical spacing of 8d with no group effect was also suggested by Carder (2009).

Other researchers (e.g. McVay et al. 1998; Rollins & Olsen 2006) suggested that the
efficiency of piles depended on the location of pile row with respect to the direction of
applied force. A spacing of 6.5d for leading row piles and 7-8d for tailing row piles was given,
as illustrated in Fig 2.22. Ellis et al. (2010) proposed a simple equation to define the critical
pile spacing based on the centrifuge modelling under monotonic loading conditions, that is,
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K p2
s
 d   K  K
max
p
a

Eq 2. 16

where s is the pile spacing (centre to centre), d is the pile diameter, Kp is the passive earth
pressure coefficient; and Ka is the active earth coefficient.

Fig 2.22 Back calculated p-multipliers for : (a) leading row; (b) trailing rows piles from previous full scale tests
along with recommended design curve (after Rollins et al. 2005)

In terms of the group efficiency when piles are spaced closely, the p-multiplier concept
originally proposed by Brown et al. (1988), is widely used. This method accounts for the loss
of soil resistance due to the group "shadowing " effect, and different values of p-multipliers
are assigned to each row within the group to reduce the pile loads at a given relative soil-pile
displacement , as shown in the following equation (adapted for a group of roots) (Duckett
2013):
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T

'
pm'   pmi
 ni nT

Eq 2. 17

i 1

'
where, p m' is the overall p-multiplier; p mi
is the p-multiplier in root i; ni is the number of

roots in root i; nT is the number of roots.
Location with respect to the loading direction, and pile head connection (Ng et al. 2001) also
influence response. But it should be mentioned here, full-scale pile load tests are relatively
rare due to the extreme expense of the tests. Only tests in sand (Brown et al. 1988; Ruesta &
Townsend 1997), clay (Brown et al. 1987) and clayey silt (Rollins et al. 1998) have been
reported. A detailed summary of the p-multipliers value from in-situ and centrifuge tests on
pile groups in sand is given in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, respectively (after Rollins et al. 2005).
Table 2. 2 P-Multiplier values from tests on full-scale pile groups in sand (after Rollins et al. 2005)
Soil properties
Sand to silty sand(SP,SPSM) Dr=50%,ϕ=38°
(Rollins et al. 2005)
Loose fine sand (SP)
Dr=30%,ϕ=32°
(Ruesta & Townsend 1997)
Clean medium sand(SP)
Dr=50%,ϕ=38°
(Brown et al. 1988)
Silty sand to silt(SM,ML)
Dr=40-60%,ϕ unknown
(Huang et al. 2001)

Pile properties-driving details
(Arrangement)
324 mm O.D. steel pipe piledriven open ended to 11.3m (3×3)
760 mm square pre-stressed
concrete pile-driven 15.25m into
6m jetted hole(4×4)
272 mm O.D. steel pipe filled
with grout-sand compacted
around existing pile group (3×3)
800 mm O.D. ,560 I.D. precast
concrete pipe pile-driven closed
ended to 33m (3×4)

Spacing

Deflection
range(mm)

1st
row

2nd
row

3rd
row

4th
row

3.29

15-40

0.8

0.4

0.4

-

3.0

25-75

0.8

0.7

0.3

0.3

3.0

25-40

0.8

0.4

0.3

-

3.0

20-130

0.89

0.61

0.61

0.66

Table 2. 3 P-Multiplier values from centrifuge tests on pile groups in sand (after Rollins et al. 2005)
p-multipliers by row

Kotthaus (1992)

Soil
density
Dr=97%

McVay et al. (1995)

Dr=55%

3×3

3

0.80

0.40

0.30

-

-

-

-

(Remaud et al. 1998)

Dr=33%
Dr=33%
Dense

3×3
3×3
1×2

3
5
2

0.65
1.0
1.0

0.45
0.85
0.52

0.35
0.70
-

-

-

-

-

1×2
1×2
3×3
3×4
3×5
3×6
3×7

4
6
3
3
3
3
3

1.0
1.0
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80

0.82
0.93
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

0.30
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.30
0.20
0.20

0.30
0.20

0.30

Investigator(s)

McVay et al. (1998)

Dr=36%
and
Dr=55%

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1×3
1×3

Spacing
(diameters)
3
4

0.75
0.95

0.42
0.60

0.45
0.65

-

-

-

-

Pattern
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Fig 2.23 The Winkler approach with the pile modelled as a beam element supported by non-liner uncoupled
springs. K is the stiffness corresponding to Epy

Fig 2.24 Typical p-y curve and variation of the modulus of subgrade reaction at given point along the pile (after
(Reese & Van Impe 2000)

2.4.2.5 Piles under lateral loading
A number of methods have been used for the analysis of piles under lateral loading. Among
these, the most widely used is Beam-on-non-linear-Winkler-foundation (BNWF) model using
published p-y formulations, also known as the p-y method. This approach was originally
proposed by Winkler (1867) and treats the pile as an elasto-plastic beam loaded through a
series of springs that sit along its length, as shown in Fig 2.23. The springs are given specific
p-y properties (see Fig 2.24) to model the soil reaction with relative soil-pile displacement.
Commonly used rules and recommendations for using p-y method for the design of piles are
presented by the American Petroleum Institute (1987). The p-y curve for single piles and pile
groups subject to different loading in different soils can been found in Reese & Van Impe
(2000) . Details about the p-y curve used in this project will be illustrated in Chapter 5 and it
will not be discussed further here.
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2.4.2.6 Seismic performance of piled slope
The benefit of piles on slope performance during static condition has been well recognized,
but research specific to the seismic performance of pile-reinforced slopes is relatively rare.
Al-Defae & Knappett (2014) performed an extensive program of dynamic centrifuge tests on
pile reinforced slope models and found that the presence of pile row highly improved the
global performance of slopes under a sequence of earthquake motions. When piles were
spaced at s/d=3.5, which is quite close to the most cost effective pile spacing (s/d=4)
suggested by Kourkoulis et al. (2010), the permanent deformation at the slope crest was
observed to reduce by up to 35%, and the dynamic ground motions at the crest were also
found to decrease by 20%. The highest reduction was observed during the first motion, and
this phenomenon was explained by the mobilization of pile-pinning forces during the first
motion. After that, the pile would keep on deforming, but the change of the bending moment
was relatively small compared that of the first motion. The other findings in this study are in
accordance with previous suggestions based on static tests.

2.5 Slope reinforced with roots
The role of vegetation in slope stability and erosion has been well recognized and
incorporated in soil-bioengineering practise (Coppin & Richards 1990; Stokes et al. 2008;
Khalilnejad et al. 2012). There are many possible advantages to planting trees, shrubs or
grasses on slopes, including preventing surface erosion and improving aesthetic appearance;
however the two most significant influences of vegetation are in (i) controlling water within
the slope (e.g. Smethurst et al. 2006) and (ii) directly increasing the shear strength of the
rooted soil through the roots acting like miniature anchors/ piles.

2.5.1 Performance of rooted slopes
The importance of roots and their influence on slope stability has gradually been realized
from consideration of the failures of many natural slopes because of the removal of the roots,
such as in the Alps in the early 19th century, it has been recorded that extensive slope failures
occurs as roots decay (Sonnenberg 2008). To investigate the global performance of rooted
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slopes and verify the contribution of roots on the behaviour of slope, some trials (e.g. Brown
1991; Dalton 1995; Winter et al. 2005) have been conducted on real or 1:1 scaled slope
models. The statistical survey found that recorded slope failures showed significantly more
slope movement in fallow slopes in comparison with slopes coved with large trees and
extensive grasses. Rickli and Buncher (2003) found that more than 75% of all landslides
occur on bare slopes, rather than in forested areas. It may not be rigorous to compare these
slopes directly considering varied slope geometry, inclination and hydraulic conditions, but
these investigations indicate the good performance of vegetated slopes qualitatively. However,
such large trials are expensive and time consuming, and therefore relatively rare. Moreover, it
is impossible to quantify the root contribution on slope performance due to the lack of root
data in these studies.
Another approach is to collect the root properties (e.g. root tensile strength, root architecture,
root cohesion) from stable slopes in situ and perform back-calculations of slope behaviour
employing existing analytical models or computational models (e.g. Abernethy & Rutherfurd
2000; Danjon et al. 2008; Ji et al. 2012; Mao et al. 2014). This approach highly depends on
the accuracy of the analytical models or soil constitutive models selected (Wu 2013). It may
be useful to detect the characteristics that impact the global performance of rooted slope, but
for accurately quantifying the root contribution on slopes, it is not the case, as a number of
these analytical models lack experimental evidence.
Geotechnical centrifuge modelling is an approach which can simulate the global performance
of a full-scale soil slope prototype to a high level of fidelity, by achieving similitude of
stresses at homologous points within the model and prototype. Compared with full scale
investigations, centrifuge tests are cheaper and easier to perform. Meanwhile, the slope
failure can be achieved and displayed in process. Despite such popularity in geotechnical
engineering, few centrifuge model tests (Sonnenberg et al. 2010; Sonnenberg et al. 2011; Eab
et al. 2014) have been performed on vegetation reinforced slopes. This is likely associated
with limited access to a centrifuge for most bioengineering scientists.
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Fig 2.25 Image of slope failure captured in flight : (a) fallow slope; (b)slope reinforced with wooden tap root
analogues (after Sonnenberg et al. 2011)

The presence of roots was observed to transform the failure mode of slope from progressive
block failure to translational failure (Fig 2.25), which highly improved the stability of the
natural slope. The drawback of this study lies in the root analogues which were used to model
real roots. Straight rods, occasionally with some highly simplified branching patterns
following the procedure introduced by Mickovski et al. (2007) were employed to represent
highly simplified tap root, herringbone pattern and dichotomous pattern systems. Such
simplified structures may mask the effects of more complicated (and realistic) morphologies
(Mickovski & Van Beek 2009; Fourcaud et al. 2008; Ghestem et al. 2013). Additionally, the
analogues used were typically made of either rubber or wood as materials with low and high
stiffness and strength respectively. While these bracket the stiffnesses of typical root systems,
neither of their properties are ideal. Eab et al. (2014) found that roots delay the ground
infiltration of rainfall and delay the rise in groundwater table hence delay the soil movement
and the slope failure. However, this study overlooked the particle size effect and scale effect
in centrifuge modelling. In terms of the seismic performance of rooted slopes, no documented
evidence has been found.

2.5.2 Hydrological mechanisms
The hydrological mechanism of vegetation plays a significant role in modifying soil moisture
content and hence increasing the soil strength. The reduction of the pore water pressure due to
the presence of vegetation is mainly achieved in two ways: rainfall interaction by leaves and
organic cover in the subsoil; evapotranspiration through the plant during its growth process
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(Chok & Kaggwa 2004). Eab et al. (2014) reported that rainfall was also intercepted by the
deeper root biomass significantly apart from leaves in the subsoil.
The seasonal variation of pore pressures within an embankment slope is controlled by the
climatic conditions and is exaggerated by the effects of the vegetation present. Perry &
Pedley (2003) observed that the suction effect for deciduous trees near the surface was higher
than that for grass system. Similar behaviour was reported by Scott et al. (2007), as shown in
Fig 2.26. This study also found that a grass covered area dissipated suctions more rapidly
than a tree covered area.

Fig 2.26 Negative pore water due to the presence of roots for tree area (a) and grass area (b) (after Scott et al.
2007)

Sonnenberg (2008) proposed that root suction hydrological effects were usually not
considered in slope stability analysis due to its unreliable and minimal contribution to an
unstable soil based on a body of literature. However, some researchers (e.g. Ng & Yu 2014)
insisted on the role of water uptake to slope stability and developed a new technique to
model the water uptake behaviour through centrifuge modelling.

2.5.3 Mechanical mechanisms
Tree roots penetrate into the soil to form a composite material consisting of fine roots of high
tensile strength for reinforcement and structural roots of high flexural resistance for
anchorage within a matrix of lower strength (Nilaweera & Nutalaya 1999; Sinnett et al. 2008).
This is analogous to a reinforced soil system, where the soil mass is enhanced by the
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reinforcement (e.g. geo-grids, geotextiles, soil nails or soil anchors). The shear strength of the
rooted soil mass is enhanced due to the presence of the root matrix. This effect varies with
species and root architecture and can extend to several metres, both in depth (Canadell et al.
1996) and spread (Danjon & Reubens 2008) for the case of trees. Understanding and
quantifying the mechanical effect of vegetation on steep slopes started approximately 40
years ago with direct shear tests performed on soil blocks containing roots (as reported in Wu
2013). Since then, many shear tests have been conducted both in the field (Wu & Watson
1998; Simon & Collison 2002; Greenwood et al. 2004; Van Beek et al. 2005; Docker &
Hubble 2008; Schwarz et al. 2010; Comino & Druetta 2010) and in the laboratory (Waldron
1977; Operstein & Frydman 2000; Fan & Su 2008; Fan & Chen 2010; Loades et al. 2010).
These studies have provided insight into the strength of vegetated soil and revealed possible
factors that affect the root contribution (e.g. root density, root architecture, root tensile
strength and root stiffness). Few studies, however, report shear tests on well-developed
mature trees rather than young trees due to the large size of whole tree root systems and the
limited size of available shearing apparatus (Sonnenberg 2008).
Roots as a type of reinforcement act in two separate ways to improve the shearing resistance
of soil: reducing the disturbing shear forces on the soil and increasing the available shearing
resistance of the soil (Stokes et al. 2008; Khalilnejad et al. 2012). To express this effect
within engineering calculations, the expression of root cohesion cr was introduced, as an
additional strength term to the fallow component of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
(Coppion & Richards 1990), as shown in Fig.2.27.
Fig.2.28 considered that the roots only affected the cohesion of the soil, without any change
to the internal friction angle of the soil. But this point is not always agreed. In most
publications, research consistently suggests that there was no increase of the internal friction
angle of the soil. However, some researchers (e.g. Frei et al. 2003 ; Chen 2006 ; Mickovski
et al. 2007; Graf et al. 2009) observed a change in magnitude of 1° to 5° increase of the
internal frictional angle of the soil from the test. Meanwhile, Yetimoglu & Salbas (2003)
reported that there was no change of the cohesion of the soil for fibre-reinforced soil based on
the results of a series of direct shear box tests.
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Fig 2.27 Effect of root reinforcement on the shear strength of soil (Coppion & Richards 1990)

The increase of shear strength of the rooted soil was always considered as a function of root
properties itself including root strength, root concentration, branching pattern and spatial
distribution of the root system, and has no relationship with the surrounding soil properties
(e.g. Wu 1976; Wu et al. 1979; Thomas & Pollen-Bankhead 2010). But this may not be true.
A positive relationship was observed between the confining stress and the root cohesion cr
according to a parametric study performed by Duckett (2013) using root analogues.
Jewell & Wroth (1987) proposed that the shear band limits the maximum reinforcement force.
Accurate determination of the shear band is essential for better understanding the sliding
behaviour of soil. The shear band thickness of fallow soil was estimated to be a function of
soil particle size D50 (Mühlhaus & Vardoulakis 1987; Oda & Kazama 1998; Wood 2003).
The magnitude of shear band thickness of granular sand is generally less than 5mm. However,
Duckett (2013) reported a shear band of 20mm for soil reinforced with fibrous root analogues
of 150mm in length. The change of shear band thickness should be given attention. The
stiffness of the reinforced soil was also observed to increase with the presence of
reinforcement (Jewell & Wroth 1987; Shewbridge & Sitar 1989; Michalowski & Cermák
2003).
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Fig 2.28 Representative of pull out behaviour of rubber and wood model roots with different architecture pulled
out from dry and wet sand (after Mickovski et al. 2007)

When direct shear testing technique are used on quantifying the root soil interaction,
attentions are always concentrated on the overturning behaviour of root system and very few
focus are given to the uprooting behaviour, especially for the deep roots below the slip
surface and lateral roots which are subject to axial loading during shearing. Pull out testing as
a most widely used approach in pile engineering has been employed to investigate the
uprooting behaviour of deep roots during slippage (Greenwood et al. 2004; Mickovski et al.
2007; Docker & Hubble 2008; Lin et al. 2010; Osman et al. 2011) . The pull out resistance of
roots was reported to depend on the material stiffness, root architecture and the pore water
suction of the sand base in the study of Mickovski et al. (2007), as shown in Fig 2.28. The
maximum pull out resistance depended strongly on the presence and position of lateral roots.
The deeper these were located, the greater the resistance to pull out.
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2.6 Analytical models of root reinforcement
Since the 1970s, a number of analytical models have been introduced to quantify and evaluate
the role of vegetation on slope stability (Wu 2013). Generally, these models can be classified
into two types:
i)

The macro model which considers the root soil matrix as a homogenous material;

ii)

The soil-vegetation interaction model which considers the root as a structural
element embedded in the soil;

The properties of the macro model were determined by tests on reinforced soil. The strength
is represented as a Mohr-Coulomb envelope or a yield surface as for conventional soil
(Michalowski & Cermák 2003; Zaimoglu & Yetimoglu 2012; Hassen et al. 2013). This
model is convenient where the dimensions and spacing of the reinforcement is small, as
otherwise tests are difficult to perform.
As for the latter approach, the soil-root interaction properties can be calculated from axial
root properties (e.g. Greenwood et al. 2004; Mickovski et al. 2007; Docker & Hubble 2008;
Lin et al. 2010; Osman et al. 2011) which can be determined from pull-out tests and axial
tension tests of the roots. The additional forces due to the presence of roots may be
introduced into the slope stability equations as boundary forces (Greenwood et al. 2004;
Greenwood 2006) or used to evaluate cr in the Mohr-Coulomb equation (Waldron 1977; Wu
et al. 1979). The variety of available root-soil interaction models will be illustrated and
reviewed in the following subsections.

2.6.1 Fibre break model
The first attempt to quantify soil reinforcement due to roots was introduced by Waldron
(1977), which evaluated root reinforcement as an additional soil strength term. The additional
strength cr was adapted within the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength criterion for unsaturated soil,
as mentioned above. Waldron (1977) assumed that all roots were mobilized and broken,
which is the reason why the original and improved models are known as the fibre break
model. The major difference of these models lies in the sequence that failure occurs, whether
simultaneous or progressive (Thomas & Pollen-Bankhead 2010).
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Fig 2.29 Model of flexible elastic root extending vertically across a horizontal shear zone (after Wu et al. 1979)

2.6.1.1 Wu and Waldron’s Model (WWM)
Waldron (1977) assumed that all roots extend vertically across a horizontal shear zone, and
the roots act like axially loaded piles, so tension is transferred to them as the soil is sheared.
The tension developed in each root is resolved into a tangential component that augments the
apparent cohesion and a normal component that augments the frictional resistance, as shown
in Fig 2.29. The cohesion due to roots is provided by the total tensile strength of all roots per
soil unit area:
N

cr WWM  R f  (Trn  RAR n )

Eq 2. 18

n 1

where Trn is the tensile strength of root n, RARn is root area ratio (RAR) of each single root n ,
RAR represents the ratio of the area of roots crossing the failure plane to the total area of
failure plane, is an indicator of root density properties (Mao et al. 2012) and can be given by:
N

d n2

n 1

4A

RAR   (

)

where dn is the diameter of root n, A is the total area of failure plane.
Rf is a root orientation factor, which can be calculated using the following equation:
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R f  sin   cos  tan 

Eq 2. 20

where  is the friction angle of the soil and θ is the angle of shear distortion of the root, can
be estimated by:

tan  

x
z

Eq 2. 21

where x is shear displacement at failure (peak shear resistance), and z is the thickness of the
shear zone. Gray & Leiser (1982) generalized the WWM to the case where roots may be
orientated at any angle relative to the failure plane, so that Rf was modified to be,
R f  cos  sin tan

Eq 2. 22

where ψ is the angle of the root at rupture relative to the failure plane, which can be expressed
as:

1



 tan  1 / tan i 

  tan 1 

Eq 2. 23

where i is the initial root orientation relative to the failure plane.
Wu (1976) independently developed a perpendicular root model and found that Rf was fairly
insensitive to normal variations in θ and ϕ (40-70° and 25-40°, respectively), with Rf values
ranging from 0.92 to 1.31. A constant value of 1.15 was therefore selected by Wu et al. (1979)
to replace Rf and the simplified equation became :
N

cr WWM  1.15   (Trn  RAR n )

Eq 2. 24

n 1

Considering that Wu et al. (1979) assumed that all roots were perpendicular to the failure
plane, the value of 1.15 could provide a reasonable representation of Rf (Thomas & PollenBankhead 2010). However, if root orientation is allowed to vary between 0° to 180°, with
distinct shear distortion θ and frictional angle ϕ, it may be not the case. Danjon et al. (2008)
reported much larger variability in Rf based on field excavations. Moreover, the shear
distortion θ has also been observed to range from 1° to 25°, with Rf values of 0.62-0.98
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(Docker & Hubble 2008). Thomas & Pollen-Bankhead (2010) performed a statistical analysis
(see Fig 2.30) which simulated different root systems within a Monte Carlo framework by
randomly selecting root orientations from appropriate distributions and proposed that an Rf
value close to 1.0 was more appropriate than 1.15.

Fig 2.30 Effect of friction angle and shear distortion on reinforcement correcting factor Rf (Thomas & PollenBankhead 2010)

2.6.1.2 Fibre Bundle Model (FBM)
In the FBM, cr is also a function of RAR and tensile strength, but the roots are considered to
break progressively rather than simultaneously. When some roots break, the total shear force
is redistributed among the remaining roots with the total shear force being apportioned to
each root in a bundle according to three assumptions: (i) Equal load applied to individual root
regardless of root dimension; (ii) load apportioned by root diameter; or (iii) load apportioned
by root cross-sectional area. According to these three assumptions root cohesion cr can be
calculated in the following equations (after Pollen & Simon 2005):
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j

cr FBM ,byrootCSA  R f  max  (Trj  RAR n )

Eq 2. 25

n 1

cr FBM ,byrootdiameter  R f  max( Trj RAR j



j

n 1

dn

)

Eq 2. 26

cr FBM ,byrootnumber  R f  max( Trj RAR j j )

Eq 2. 27

dj

where n is root number ordered from strongest to weakest, n  1, N , j is the weakest root
removed at each simulation step, j  1, N  and Trj is the tensile strength of the weakest
remaining root.
When using different assumptions of load distribution, root breakage occurs in different
orders (Thomas & Pollen-Bankhead 2010). For the above three assumptions, the breaking
order of each root can be evaluated by Trj , Trjdj , Trjdj2, as a function of root CSA, root
diameter, and root number, respectively (Mao et al. 2012). Mao et al. (2012) compiled a
comprehensive literature review on the validation of these models and demonstrated that
majority of studies (Pollen & Simon 2005; Hales et al. 2009; Bischetti et al. 2009; Mickovski
et al. 2009; Loades et al. 2010) using FBM were based on only one of the assumptions. Few
studies (Ji et al. 2012) have been conducted to employ all three assumptions. But in reality,
especially in mixed forests with abundant species, the three assumptions may all exist. Mao et
al. (2012) showed that the predicted cr varied significantly depending on the model used,
among them, cr (FBM, root number) < cr (FBM, root diameter) < cr (FBM, root CSA) < cr
(WWM). However, no field or laboratory tests were performed in this study to validate which
model is more realistic.

2.6.2 Fibre slippage/ pull out model
Waldron & Dakessian (1981) further developed the Waldron (1977) fibre break model,
assuming root will slip or pull out from the root soil matrix, rather than break, to simulate the
uprooting behaviour during slippage of the slope. Root cohesion cr was then calculated using
the following equations:
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 anLD 
cr  R f  

 2A 

Eq 2. 28

where n is the root number, L is the anchorage length of the root; D is the diameter of root; A
is the area of shear plane; a is adhesion, which is usually not well known (Wu 2013). An
approximation is to assume that failure occurs in the soil within a thin soil layer around the
root, then

ac

Eq 2. 29

a   0 tan   Kz tan 

Eq 2. 30

for cohesive and cohesionless soils, respectively; where c is cohesion of soil; K is coefficient
of lateral earth pressure; σ0 is the average normal stress on reinforcement; δ is the friction
between soil and root. Limited studies show that a conservative estimate is (Wu 2013):

tan   0.5 tan 

Eq 2. 31

Mickovski (2010) observed that K and δ are a function of several parameters including stress
distribution, root diameter and stiffness. Compared with the fibre break model, this model is
seldom used by researchers in practice. The reason for this may be associated with the
difficulties in determining the anchorage length of roots and root soil adhesion in the field.
Other pull out models in recent years can be found in Schwarz et al. (2010) and; Schwarz et
al. (2011) and will not discussed further here.

2.6.3 Axial force and bending moment in reinforcement
Another more widely used approach to calculate the reinforcing effect is to consider the axial
force and bending moment in the reinforcement (Wu 2013). This approach is presented here
only for illustration. Full detail about this section can be found in Wu (2013). For the
deformed segment of root shown in Fig 2.31, the following equation can be obtained,
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Fig 2.31 Schematic of forces on the deformed bar (Wu 2013)

EI

d 4u
d 2u

T
 qd
z
dz 4
dz 2

Eq 2. 32

where E and I are the Young’s modulus and moment of inertia of the reinforcement; u is
lateral displacement; L is the length of the root (deformed portion of reinforcement); d is the
diameter of the root; q is soil reaction, and can be estimated using the equation:

q  ku

Eq 2. 33

where k is a measure of soil stiffness, also called the coefficient of subgrade reaction; the
limit of q is qy (bearing pressure at yield of the soil). Beyond this point, passive failure
occurs in the soil. As displacement increases, the zone of passive failure (L) increases until
tension failure or pull-out occurs. It is assumed that the bending moment is zero at z=0. The
shear stress between the reinforcement and soil is ignored.

2.6.3.1 Flexible cable solution
The reinforcement can be regarded to be a flexible cable when Tz is relative large relative to
EI, or ηL >2.5, where

  Tz EI
The cable solution is
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Tz 0  T L  T 0sin

Eq 2. 35

Tx 0  q y dL  T 0 cos

Eq 2. 36

u 0 

q y dL2

2Tz 0

Eq 2. 37

If any two of u(0), θ or L are known , T(0) can be calculated. At any point, T cannot exceed
the in situ strength of the reinforcement or root.

2.6.3.2 Beam or pile solution
The reinforcement can be regarded to be a beam (pile) subjected to horizontal or lateral
loading when Tz is small relative to EI, or ηL <1.5. A number of solutions and equations have
been developed for better understanding pile and soil interaction (Reese & Van Impe 2011):
i)

Elastic pile and elastic soil

ii)

Elastic pile and finite elements for soil

iii)

Rigid pile and plastic soil

iv)

Non-linear pile and p-y model for soil

Among them, the most widely used model is the p-y model (e.g. Boulanger et al. 2003;
Allotey & Foschi 2005; Knappett & Madabhushi 2009; Duckett 2013) and this will be
employed later in this project, full details about p-y model will be illustrated in detail in the
Chapter 5.

2.6.4 Finite element method (FEM)
The highly developed calculating ability of computers allows researchers to make solutions
more rapidly and accurately in recent years. FEM has been widely used for understanding the
root soil interaction, and investigating the global performance of rooted slopes. In general,
these FE models have been explored from three different perspectives (Duckett 2013). The
first looks into modelling of root system development: a detailed review of state of art on this
aspect can be found in Danjon & Reubens (2007) and Tobin et al. (2007). The second is
interested in the simulation of root and soil interaction as a function of external loading, root
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architecture and root/soil properties (e.g. Dupuy et al. 2005; Mickovski et al. 2011; Duckett
2013). The third simulates the global performance of slope, either through simulating the
rooted zone as a macro soil with additional cohension cr (e.g. Frydman & Operstein
2001;Mao et al. 2014), or through treating roots as beam elements or conventional geostructure embedded into the continuum elements of the slope (e.g. Genet et al. 2008; Lin et al.
2010).
For the macro soil model, it is generally considered that the root cohesion is uniformly
distributed along the slope surface. This may be not the case, especially for highly spaced tree
rooted slopes. The main stucture of tree root systems is concentrated within the ZRT
horizontally. Beyond this zone, roots still extend to several metres, but the density will be
relatively low (Gilman 1988; Schenk & Jackson 2002; Göttlicher et al. 2008). Tiwari et al.
(2013) reported a new approach which permits the use of a transitional discontinuous
function in finite element modelling to simulate the progressive failure of roots, and evaluate
the behaviour of vegetated slopes. However, this model can still be regarded as a type of
root–soil interaction model as it based on the fundamental theory of the fibre breakmodel.

2.7 Research requirement
The use of vegetation to reinforce soil on landslide-prone slopes is an ecological and
economical alternative to traditional civil engineering techniques. The mechanical benefit of
roots on slope stabilty has been commonly accepted (e.g. Norris et al. 2008; Wu 2007; Stokes
et al. 2014). Quantifying this benefit is of great importance for engineering application and
has attracted much research interest. Many analytical models have been developed based on
small site in-situ investigation and laboratory tests. However, the majority of validation work
has concentrated on grasses owing to the extreme expense and difficulty involved in
conducting full-scale field tests on shrubs and trees.
Geotechnical centrifuge modelling offers an opportunity to investigate in detail the
engineering performance of vegetated slopes and provide a database for the validation work
of these models, but its application has been restricted due to the lack of availability of
suitable root analogues that can replicate appropriate mechanical properties (stiffness and
strength) and realistic 3-D geometry. This thesis aims at designing a repeatable scaled 3-D
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tree root model and investigating its behaviour subject to earthquake-induced landslips. The
factors that will influence the root soil interaction during slippage will be revealed by
performing large direct shear tests using the same root analogues.
Moreover, previous research on vegetation reinforced slope focus on the static condition.
Whether vegetated slopes also perform better than fallow slopes during earthquakes is still
uncertain. Given the fact that earthquakes are one of the major triggering causes for
landslides, understanding the seismic behaviour of rooted slopes and understanding the
additional factors influencing rooted slopes design to resist seismic loading is essential. So in
this thesis the dynamic centrifuge modelling approach will be employed.
In terms of the assesment of slope stablity, the stabiliy of a grassed slope is generally
estimated in 2D assuming that the additional cohesion provided by roots is homogenous in
the soil layer. However, this is not suitable for forested slopes mainly consisting of trees
because of the heterogeneous distribution of woody roots (Kokutse et al. 2006). New
analytical and computational processes for analysing forested slopes under earthquake action
will also be explored in this thesis and these will be validated against the centrifuge test data.
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3.1 Introduction
Geotechnical centrifuge modelling is an approach which can simulate the global performance
of a full-scale soil slope prototype to a high level of fidelity, by achieving similitude of
stresses at homologous points within the model and prototype. Despite such popularity in
geotechnical engineering, only relatively few centrifuge model tests (Sonnenberg et al. 2010;
Sonnenberg et al. 2011; Eab et al. 2014) have been performed on vegetation reinforced slopes.
This chapter will introduce the principles of centrifuge modelling, and present the modelling
procedures used in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.

3.2 Principles of centrifuge modelling
It is well recognised that in situ soil stresses change with depth and soil behaviour is highly
dependent on the stress level and stress history (Knappett 2012). In the physical modelling of
geotechnical problems, scale models of field prototypes are generally involved. But the main
drawback of 1 g testing of scale models is that it reduces the stress level and results in a
greatly different soil response. An example is illustrated in Fig 3.1, a soil sample A is located
below the critical state line (CSL) (Schofield & Wroth 1968), when it is subject to shear
loading under a relatively low confining stress (1g testing) , it will dilate towards CSL. As a
comparison, a soil sample B with same density but located between CSL and normal
compression line (NCL) (Wood 1990), will contract when it is sheared under a higher mean
effective stress. The unrealistic dilation behaviour observed in 1g model testing cannot easily
represent the soil response in the field. This particular shortcoming of 1g testing of scale
models can be overcome by spinning the scale model on a geotechnical centrifuge to increase
the gravitational factor N and generating the same stress level with the prototype in the field
(Taylor 2003; Wood 2003).
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Fig 3.1 Distinct response of two soil samples at the same density sheared under different confining stress

Fig 3.2 Comparison of stress variation with depth in a centrifuge model and its corresponding prototype (Taylor
2003)

Table 3.1 shows a summary of the principal scaling laws used in geotechnical modelling. A
typical derivation of the most fundamental scaling laws for centrifuge modelling can be found
in Taylor (2003). There is a gravitational distortion within centrifuge models that can be
minimised by setting the exact match in stress between model and prototype at two thirds of
the model depth (see Fig 3.2). The maximum error in stress can be estimated using the
following equation,
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ru  ro 

hm
6 Re

Eq 3. 1

where ru and ro are errors of maximum under-stress and over-stress, respectively. hm is the
total model height, and Re is the effective centrifuge radius, which is measured from the
central axis to one-third the depth of the model.
From Eq 3.1, it is clear that the maximum error in the stress profile for most geotechnical
centrifuges is minor and generally less than 3% given the fact that in most cases the ratio of
model height to effective centrifuge radius is less than 20%. In practice, three other types of
distortion which affect the similitude between model and prototype are generally considered,
that is, angular distortion, radial distortion, and Coriolis distortions. Full detail of these
distortions and aspects of dynamic centrifuge modelling related to simulation of earthquake
effect can be found in Taylor (2003), Kutter (1995) and will not be illustrated here.
Table 3. 1. Scaling laws for centrifuge testing (After Schofield, 1981; Kutter, 1995)
Parameter
Scaling law: Model/Prototype
Length
1/N
Area
1/N2
Volume
1/N3
Density
1
Mass
1/N3
Stress
1
Strain
1
Force
1/N2
Bending moment
1/N3
Young’s modulus
1
Second moment of area
1/N4
For dynamic events
Time (Dynamic)
1/N
Frequency
N
Displacement
1/N
Velocity
1
Acceleration
N
* L = length; M = mass; T = time.
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Dimensions*
L
L2
L3
M/L3
M
M/LT2
ML/T2
ML2/T2
M/LT2
L4
T
1/T
L
L/T
L/T2
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Control cabin

Arm

Counter weight

Basket

(a)

Centrifuge Basket

Oil accumulators
Counter weight

Slip table

Centrifuge platform
(b)

Fig 3.3 (a) University of Dundee Actidyn Systems C67-2 geotechnical centrifuge ; (b) Actidyn QS67-2 earthquake
simulator
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For reinforced slope modelling, the particle size effect should be given particular attention
(Kutter 1995). If the geotechnical problem only involves soil and water, then using the same
soil in both model and prototype should not give any unwanted grain size effects. But if the
structure (e.g. fine roots in this study) is relatively small compared to the size of the grains
(e.g. D50) then the soil may no longer behave as a continuum but more as a set of discrete
particles. Ovesen (1979) proposed that there was some deviation from continuum behaviour
in centrifuge modelling when the ratio of foundation diameter to grain size was less than
about 15. In fact, the diameter of fine model roots used in this study will be very similar to
D50, as a result, grain size effects should not be overlooked in this study and these will be
discussed in further detail in Chapter 7.

3.3 University of Dundee Centrifuge
An Actidyn Systèmes C67-2 geotechnical centrifuge was installed at the University of Dundee
Civil Engineering Department in 1996 (Fig 3.3 (a)). In June 2011 the centrifuge was equipped
with an Actidyn Systèmes QS67-2 in-fight earthquake simulator (EQS), becoming one of four
facilities with earthquake simulation capabilities under N.g field in Europe. It is a 3 m radius
beam type centrifuge, capable of maximum accelerations ranging between 100 and 130 g
depending on the payload. Loads may vary from 0 to 1500 kg with a maximum payload
force of 150 kN.

Fig 3.4 Mechanism of centrifuge balancing
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Fig 3.5 Measured out of balance as a function of g level

The self-aligning swing basket can accommodate a model with maximum dimensions of
0.8×1×0.8 m3 (which reduce to 0.4×0.9×0.5 m3 for earthquake simulation). And it requires
for proper positioning, a platform surface orthogonal to the resultant centrifugal acceleration
field and with the payload centre of mass is aligned with the platform mounting surface
geometrical centre. This is quite important especially when the load is not fastened to the
platform and caution must be employed at any time to ensure the proper load centring.
A set of fully adjustable counterweights (see Fig 3.4) are located at the opposite side of the
arm to the swing basket. For proper operation the centrifuge must be balanced. When this
condition is not satisfied the control system detects the unbalance and stops the centrifuge
when the unbalance reaches a maximum limit. Fig 3.5 shows the magnitude of out-of-balance
(OOB) as a function of g level when the counterweights were initially set for 60 g
acceleration field. The error bars indicate the change in OOB due to the oil for the EQS
moving on and off the centrifuge.
Centrifuge balancing is possible from no to full load condition by simple manual adjustment
of the built-in counterweight position. A spreadsheet has been developed to calculate the
required counterweight position based on the model mass, the position of its centre of mass
and the desired g-level (N). The centrifuge is spun by two electrical motors having a speed
range of 340 to 1800 rpm, which transmit the motion to the centrifuge spindle through a belt
drive (with a 9:1 transmission ratio).
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Table 3. 2 C67-2 geotechnical centrifuge specifications
Platform radius
Nominal radius
Max usuable height
Max payload
Centrifugal acceleration at max payload
Payload at max centrifugal acceleration
Max centrifugal acceleration
Centrifugal acceleration range
Boom rate
Max operational unbalance

3m
2.7 m
1.5 m
1500 kg
100 g
850 kg
130 g
5-130 g
38-208 rpm
±40kN

The centrifuge is installed in a circular chamber. The chamber walls are made of reinforced
concrete encased by steel plates in order to present good geometrical tolerance and smooth
finish. The main specifications of the centrifuge are surmised in Table 3.2.

3.3.1 Earthquake simulator (EQS)
The Actidyn Q67-2 mono-directional servo-hydraulic earthquake simulator (EQS) (see Fig
3.3 (b)) is mounted on the centrifuge and is used to simulate a one-dimensional prescribed
base input earthquake motion. This device is based on the dynamic self-balancing technique
developed by Actidyn to eliminate a large portion of undesired reaction forces and vibrations
transmitted during earthquake shaking to the centrifuge main body (Perdriat et al. 2002). It
has a maximum payload of 400 kg, with a maximum table displacement of 2.5 mm and a
peak operation of 80 g. The motion can be exerted to a maximum acceleration value of 40 g,
with model scale frequency of 40 to 400 Hz. The EQS allows users to select the earthquake
frequency, magnitude and duration if harmonic motions are to be used. The EQS can also
simulated recorded earthquake time histories once they have been band-pass filtered to ensure
frequency content (at model scale) in the range of 40 to 400 Hz. More details about this
equipment can be found in Brennan et al. (2014).

3.3.2 Data acquisition
The data acquisition (DAQ) system consisted of a number of components as shown in Fig 3.6.
Before the spinning of centrifuge, all of the instruments are plugged into two junction boxes,
which provide the necessary supply voltage (5 V or 10 V DC depending on the instrument).
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Table 3.3 QS67-2 earthquake simulator specifications
Max payload moving mass
Payload at full shaker acceleration
Centrifugal acceleration range
Max shaking force
Peak table displacement
Peak table velocity
Frequency response
Peak full load acceleration
Peak acceleration with no payload

400 kg
300 kg
10-80 g
150 kN
2.5 mm
0.75 m/s
40-400Hz
40g
60g

Video monitoring system
Remote control PC
(Recording output)

EQS Control PC
On –board PC (DAQ)
Centrifuge operation PC
Power supply

Signal conditioners

Junction boxes

Fig 3.6 Data acquisition (DAQ) system

During spinning, the instruments’ signals were collected by the junction boxes and
transferred to a signal conditioning unit, where they can be filtered or amplified if necessary.
Once processed, the signals are sent to the on-board PC via four 16 channel Adlink NuDAQ
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2204 high frequency PCI data acquisition cards. Table 3.3 summarizes the main features of
the DAQ system used.
The data acquisition process is controlled by a LabVIEW routine originally developed by
Bertalot (2013). LabVIEW runs on the on-board PC which, in turn, is controlled remotely
from the centrifuge control room. Further detail about the operation interface for the
LabVIEW programme used in this study can be found in Al-defae (2013).

3.4 Model preparation
3.4.1 Soil
HST 95 Congleton silica sand was used in model construction, having the basic properties
shown in Table 3.4 (Lauder 2010). This sand has been widely used in geotechnical
research(e.g. Lauder 2010; Al-Defae et al. 2013; Bertalot 2013) at the University of Dundee.
It is a specific fraction of the sand extracted at Bent Farm, Congleton, Cheshire. It can be
classified as a uniformly graded fine sand with the particle size distribution (PSD) shown in
Fig 3.7. Lauder (2010) observed the sand particle shape with an electron microscope and
found that the material roundness index (R) for this sand is 0.53, which classifies it as
rounded in shape. This is important for the determination of an analytical model to estimate
soil dynamic properties and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Al-Defae et al. (2013) summarised shear box data from total of 38 tests (see Table 3.4)
conducted over a range of relative densities and confining normal effective stresses between
5kPa and 200kPa based on the literature and proposed that the critical state friction angle of
HST 95 sand is cs'=32°. This conforms to results from the Large DSA tests reported later in
this study. A straight-line fit for the variation of the dilation angle and peak friction angle as a
function of relative density ID is also given,

 pk '  20I D  29

Eq 3. 2

 '  25I D  4

Eq 3. 3
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Table 3.4 State-independent physical properties of sand used in DSA testing
(after Byrne et al. 2012; Al-Defae et al. 2013)
Property
D50:mm
Cu
Cc
𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥 : kN/m3
𝛾𝑚𝑖𝑛 : kN/m3

HST 95 silica sand
0.16
1.9
1.06
17.6
14.3

Fig 3.7 Particle size distribution for HST95 silica sand

These simple linear fits satisfy the dilation model given by Bolton (1986), but it should be
mentioned here that they have been calibrated for this particular sand of HST 95. Considering
the repeatability of this study, the more common dilation model of Bolton (1986) rather than
the linear fits given above will be used in the Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.

3.4.2 Soil preparation techniques
For all the centrifuge tests discussed in this thesis, slopes were constructed by air pluviation
of dry sand through a predetermined height using a slot pluviator (see Fig 3.8) to level,
followed by vacuum removal of excess sand to form the required slope. The slot pluviator
was mounted on wheels running on two tracks parallel to the model container longitudinal
direction, and was swept back and forth over the container length during pluviation until the
desired model height was reached. The width of the pluviator was 540 mm along the slot,
which was enough to cover the full width of the container during the pluviation process. The
guide track was fixed at a height of 1.9 m from the ground surface, which allowed a falling
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height of 1.5 m. This falling height could guarantee the sand particle falling through air
nearly at a constant speed near the model surface and ensure minimum fluctuation of density
in the vertical plane. The slopes were constructed as a uniform deposit at a relative density of
ID =55%-60%. The desired relative density can be achieved by adjusting the slot width
through moving the two plates up or down the inclined side of the container. Apart from the
predetermined falling height and the slot width, the sweeping rate was also found to influence
the relative density (Bertalot 2013). A faster sweeping rate is preferred to keep the pouring
rate for a given location, however, if the sand is dropping too fast, then local wind currents
will be generated and lead to non-uniform loose density zones (Ueno 1998). Before
constructing the formal slope model, density tests were performed to determine the width of
the slot. Four density pots were placed within the ESB container, with one sitting at the centre
of the container, one sitting near the root cluster and the other two sitting adjacent to the
boundary and side wall of the container. No more than 5% differences were detected between
these four sample points. And this indicates the uniformity of soil density across the model.
Fig 3.9 shows the measured density as a function of slot width. It can be clearly seen from
this figure, that 3 mm can reliably provide a relative density of 55%-60% for the use of this
study.

Fig 3.8 Slot pluviator with cross section (inset) for preparing all centrifuge models (Lauder 2010)
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Fig 3.9 Correlation between slot size and relative density Dr

3.4.3 Root analogue installation
Two types of root analogues were used in this study: i) a straight root group which was
designed to represent plate/ heart root system (see Fig 2.2 (a) (b)); ii) a tap root cluster with
deep roots which was designed to represent a tap root system (see Fig 2.2 (c)). Full details
about the design, fabrication and testing of these root analogues will be presented in the
Chapter 4.
During pluviation, the tap root clusters were attached using double-sided adhesive tape and
cyanoacrylate adhesive (super glue) to plastic drinking straws with varied length, as shown in
Fig 3.10.
The length of the straw depended on the distance between the root cluster and the ESB
container upper surface. Then the straws were attached to a steel support using duct tape (or
transparent adhesive tape) so that the root clusters could be hung at pre-defined positions.
When the lower part of the root clusters were embedded in the soil, the supporting straws
were cut off and removed. This approach can maintain the root clusters’ verticality and
prevent any damage or wedging of the root analogues during installation.
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Fig 3.10 Procedure of 1:10 scale root cluster installation

In terms of straight root group, a penetration technique, rather than the hanging technique
described above was used because the latter could not maintain the individual straight roots
vertically due to the light weight of these roots. When the soil layer was 20mm higher than
the tips of the root analogues, they were inserted into the soil and arranged vertically.

3.4.4 Equivalent Shear Beam (ESB) container
Models were constructed within an Equivalent Shear Beam (ESB) container with internal
dimension of 669mm × 279mm× 338mm. This type of container could provide the equivalent
dynamic shear stiffness as the adjacent soil and simulate the infinite soil condition for the
model. Such containers have been extensively used and tested for different soil types; detailed
information about the performance of such container can be found in Zeng & Schofield
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(1996), Teymur & Madabhushi (2003), Brennan et al. (2006), Lee et al. (2013) and Bertalot
(2013).

(a)

(b)

Fig 3.11 ESB container layout : a) Outline and dimensions; b) Base plate detail (Bertalot 2013)
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Table 3.5 Design parameters used for the evaluation of the ESB container dynamic behaviour (Bertalot 2013)
Box Parameter
Number of frames
Number of rubber layers (DOF)
Frame mass ,Mf (kg)
Frame thickness, tf (mm)
Rubber thickness, tr (mm)
Rubber shear stiffness, Gr,0 (kPa)
Small-strain shear stiffness, Gr,ss (kPa)
Confining stress coefficient, m

6
5
7
50.1
6
1374
177
14.6

Here Gr,0 is the value estimated under zero confining stress condition; m represents the increase in shear stiffness for 1
kPa increase of vertical confining stress

The ESB container used in this study was originally designed, fabricated and tested by
Bertalot (2013). The box was constituted of a stack of 6 solid aluminium frames mounted on
a rigid, 12 mm thick, aluminium base. The bottom frame was rigidly bolted to the base,
accommodating a rubber O-ring that runs along an indentation carved in its bottom surface in
order to provide fluid sealing, while the five top frames were glued to rubber interlayers
positioned in between them. The empty ESB container had an overall mass of approximately
70 kg, with other properties shown in Table 3.5. A typical layout of this container is shown in
Fig 3.11.
Uniform slope conditions were modelled across the slope width within the container. Given
the boundary condition of the container, the effect of side friction from the container wall
should be considered. Taylor (2003) suggested establishing the plane strain model wide
enough to eliminate this effect. In practice, this was achieved by a minimum container width
to model height ratio. The ratio between the container width to the slope height was
approximately 0.875, which was very close to the optimal ratio of 1 suggested by Davies &
Parry (1985)

3.5 Instrumentation
The centrifuge models tested were instrumented with a number of transducers in order to
document their behaviour during shaking. Two main categories of transducers were used:
MEMS accelerometers and linear variable differential transformers (LVDT). Table 3.6 lists
the specific type of instrument used.
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Table 3.6 Type of transducers used in the centrifuge tests
Transducer
ADXL78
LDC1000A

Manufacturer
Analog Device
RDP Group

Physical variable
Acceleration
Displacement

Supply voltage (V)
5
5-18

Cable length (m)
3.5
3

3.5.1 ADXL78 MEMS Accelerometers
ADXL78 MEMS accelerometers (ACC) manufactured by Analog Devices Inc. were
embedded within each model to measure the horizontal accelerations within the soil specimen.
Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) is a technology defined as miniaturized
mechanical and electro-mechanical elements that are made using the techniques of
microfabrication used in the integrated circuit industry. The ADXL78 (see Fig 3.12) is the
fourth-generation surface micro-machined iMEMS accelerometer manufactured by Analog
Devices Inc. It is a single-axis accelerometer with signal conditioned voltage outputs that are
on a single monolithic integrated circuit. This product measures acceleration with a full-scale
range of  70 g . It can measure both dynamic acceleration and static acceleration (gravity).
The sensing element of this device consists of several differential capacitor unit cells. Each
cell is composed of fixed plates attached to the instrument body and movable plates attached
to a moving frame. Displacement of the frame changes the differential capacitance, which is
measured by the on-chip circuitry. The output signal is conditioned by means of a built-in 400
Hz 2-pole Bessel filter which smoothes out high-frequency response. These devices are
widely used in the automotive industry (Bertalot 2013), specifically for use in front and side
impact airbag applications, thus they are designed to be stable over vibration and temperature
ranges found in such applications. A simple calibration procedure has been followed: each
instrument was aligned with the earth gravity field (i.e. perpendicular to the ground surface,
+1g) and its output voltage recorded, the same operation was then repeated after rotating the
instrument through 180° in the vertical plane (i.e. opposite direction,-1g) and its sensitivity
calculated by:

Sensitivit y(V / g ) 

| Voltage (1g )  Voltage (1g ) |
2

Eq 3. 4

Given the fact that the ADXL78 accelerometer is very small and delicate, they were attached
using cyanoacrylate adhesive (super glue) to a 20mm diameter circular PVC disk and then
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coated by a plastic-dip flexible emulsion. The purpose of this disk was to keep the
accelerometer in a horizontal plane during placement within the soil models, increasing the
movement sensitivity during earthquake shaking through better coupling with the surrounding
soil, and to make them waterproof with neutral buoyancy for use in saturated tests.

3.5.2 LDC 1000A Differential Transformers
Three external linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), with one installed at the
centre of the crest and the other two placed adjacent to the side walls at different distances
along the crest (see Fig 3.13), were used to measure the settlement of the slope crest and
detect any boundary effects on this. The LDC1000A type manufactured by RDP electronics
Ltd. was selected. This instrument is a spring return type LVDT, thus the measuring rod is
constantly pushed in contact with the moving object, exerting on it a force of 2 N at its midrun. This characteristic allows the instrument to accurately measure both downward and
upward vertical movements. The measuring range of the LDC1000A is 50 mm. The LVDTs
used in the tests were calibrated using a micrometer and their calibration factor is shown in
Fig 3.13(b). A circular disc with a diameter of 32mm was placed between the surface of the
slope and the tip of LVDT to prevent the LVDT penetrating into the soil. The presence of
such a disc may affect the ability of the LVDTs to record settlement at a single point. Further
discussion of the disc effect will be discussed in the Chapter 4.

Fig 3.12 ADXL78 MEMS Accelerometers: a) without coating; b) with coating
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Fig 3.13 LDC 100A differential Transformers: a) Arrangement in centrifuge model; b) Calibration

3.6 Input ground motions
Eight successive earthquake motions were applied to each model at different g level,
comprised of three types with distinct peak ground acceleration (PGA), duration and
frequency content. The sequence of motions is summarised in Table 3.7. The first motion was
taken from the 1995 Aegion earthquake (Ms 6.2) and was predicted to cause only a small
amount of slip and predominantly acts to characterise the elastic dynamic behaviour of the
slope. This initial motion was followed by three nominally identical stronger motions from
the 1994 Northridge earthquake (Ms 6.8) and a further three from the 2009 L’Aquila
earthquake (Ms 6.3), followed by a final Aegion motion to allow the changes in the elastic
dynamic response to be determined following the sequence of larger motions. The three
motions were downloaded from the PEER (Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research) Next
Generation Attenuation model database and are shown as acceleration response spectra
(ARS), normalized by the peak acceleration for the case of a system with 5% structural
damping, in Fig 3.14. The motions were each band-pass filtered using 512 point filter to
obtain demand motions which were within the controllable range of the EQS. Considering the
distinct frequency range between models, the actual input motions for each model will be
presented separately in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
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Fig 3.14 Normalised acceleration response spectra (ARS) of input motions, as recorded in the field
Table 3. 7. Sequence of input motions
Motion ID
EQ1
EQ2
EQ3
EQ4
EQ5
EQ6
EQ7
EQ8

Input motion
Aegion,1995
Northridge,1994
Northridge,1994
Northridge,1994
L'Aquila,2005
L'Aquila,2005
L'Aquila,2005
Aegion,1994

Ms
6.2
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.2

3.7 Centrifuge model layout
A total of 8 identical slopes at model scale were tested, with varied g level and motion
frequency as indicated in Table 3.8. All of the centrifuge models were constructed as a
uniform deposit at a relative density of ID =55%-60%, and had a height of 0.24m (at model
scale) from toe to crest, with a further 0.08m (at model scale) underneath. The slope angle
was 27° (1:2), and it has been shown by Al-Defae et al. (2013) that a slope of similar angle
was statically stable, yet with a low enough factor of safety (or yield acceleration) to
maximise the magnitude of slip displacement during strong ground motion. The model
configuration and instrumentation for a typical fallow case (at model scale) is shown in Fig
3.14. The test series was subdivided into three groups:
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Unit :mm (at model scale)

(a)

Rubber mat
(b)

Fig 3.15 Centrifuge model layout and instrumentation (at model scale): (a) schematic; (b) photo before loading
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Table 3. 8. Summary of Centrifuge models tested
Test identification
number
TL01
TL02
TL03
TL 04
TL 05
TL 06
TL 07
TL 08



Test
scale
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:10
1:30
1:30
1:10
1:30

Slope
height
2.4m
2.4m
2.4m
2.4m
7.2m
7.2m
2.4m
7.2m

Root type
Fallow
1:10 scale straight root group
1:10 scale root cluster
Fallow
Fallow
1:30 scale root cluster
1:10 scale root cluster
Fallow

root
quantity
0
4
4
0
0
36
4
0

Motion frequency
content(Hz)
4-30
4-30
4-30
4-30
1.33-10
1.33-10
4-30
4-10

Group 1- consisted of four fallow (non-reinforced) slopes, which were designed and
performed as reference cases for rooted slopes. Additionally, comparisons between
these tests could be used to reveal the influence of slope height and input motion
frequency on seismic slope performance; further details will be presented in Chapter 6.



Group 2- consisted of three 1:10 scale rooted slopes. Among them, model TL 03 was
reinforced with a straight root group and designed to model plate / heart root systems,
of which most of the individual roots behave independently. Further details of this
model will be discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. Tests TL 02 and TL 07 were designed to
model a tap root system. These tests will be discussed in Chapter 4.



Group 3- consisted of one 1:30 scale rooted slope, which was designed to investigate
the potential difference of root contribution on different sized slopes. Details of this
model will be presented in Chapter 7.

3.8 Summary
In this chapter, the general programme for centrifuge modelling has been presented and
characterised. This involved presenting the background of centrifuge modelling and
describing the centrifuge machine, model materials, instruments and preparation procedures.
However, detailed discussion of the modelling procedure for the tree roots are not shown here
and will be discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
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systems using 3-D printing
Contents of this chapter have been submitted as:
Liang, T., Knappett, J.A., Bengough, A.G.& Ke.Y.X, 201X. Small scale modelling of plant root systems
using 3-D printing, with applications to centrifuge modelling of root-reinforced slopes. Canadian
Geotechnical Journal, under review

4.1 Introduction
Geotechnical centrifuge modelling offers an opportunity to investigate in detail the
engineering performance of vegetated slopes, but its application has been restricted due to the
lack of availability of suitable root analogues that can replicate appropriate mechanical
properties (stiffness and strength) and realistic 3-D geometry. This chapter aims at designing
a repeatable 1:10 scaled 3-D tree root cluster model and investigating its behaviour within a
slope subject to slip. A scaled model root cluster having a tap root system will be designed,
and then fabricated in ABS plastic using 3-D printing to simulate the fibrous structure of root.
The suitability of the model roots will be identified through performing axial tensile testing
on straight rods fabricated using the same method. Large direct shear tests will then be
conducted with these root models in fine sand to measure additional root cohesion and this
data will be compared to Wu & Waldron model (WWM) and Fibre bundle model (FBM)
predictions using the parameters from the mechanical tests. Finally, some example results
using the model roots in centrifuge tests of slopes under earthquake loading as a way of
inducing soil slip will be presented to demonstrate the potential impact of tree roots on slope
performance.
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4.2 Root modelling
4.2.1 Overview of modelling technique
The 3-D root models considered in this study were designed following the procedure
demonstrated in Fig 4.1. The initial architecture was based on the tap root system of a white
oak tree located at the Warnell School for Forestry and Natural Resources, University of
Georgia (after Danjon et al. 2008). It should be noted that the check of ZRT before detailed
modelling was conducted to ensure that the root models fitted within the centrifuge container
or direct shear apparatus (DSA), and also within the build volume of the 3-D printer. The
apparatus used in the later testing is shown in Fig 4.2 (DSA) and Fig 4.3 (centrifuge). The
diameter of structural roots has tapered to less than 5 mm beyond the range of 0.5 m for most
species (e.g. see Table 4.1), and these fine components cannot in any case be resolved within
the 3-D printer (see below) and were therefore not modelled. XYZ coordinates were input
manually into the Solidworks 2012 3-D computer-aided design (CAD) software and spline
functions were employed to link these coordinates and generate each root segment. The
output file (Fig 4.4) was directly input to the uPrint SE 3-D printer used (discussed in more
detail below).

Fig 4.1 Schematic of large direct shear apparatus (DSA)
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Fig 4.2 Design procedure for 3-D root model
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Fig 4.3 Schematic of centrifuge model geometry, instrumentation and position of root analogues (Dimensions at
prototype scale in metres)
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Table 4.1 Mean lateral structural root diameter estimates at different distances from tree trunk and the
maximum lateral root spread at Ibadan, Nigeria (After Akinnifesi et al. 1999)
Species

Albizia niopoides
Alchronea cordifolia
Dialium guineese
Enterolobium cyclocarpum
Grewia pubescens
Lonchocarpus sericeus
Milletia thonningii
Nauchlea latifolia
Pterocarpus erinaceus
Pterocarpus mildbraedii
Pterocarpus santalinoides
Tetrapleura tetraptera
Triplochotion scleroxylon

Distance from tree trunk (cm)
10
50
100
(mm)
19.3±1.7
14.8±4.7
7.3±1.2
27.3±7.0
10.2±1.8
13.1±2.0
7.2 ±0.8
23.4±6.4
11.8±2.1
5.1±0
18.9±8.3
13.2±4.7
5.7±0.5

3.4±1.3
5.9±1.2
3.3±0.7
17.3±6.9
4.5±0.9
9.3±2.9
4.8±0.6
13.1±4.9
8.4±2.7
10.2±0.9
3.9±0.9

4.7±1.4
12.4±7.5
3.3±0.6
2.3±0.8
12.3±3.4
6.6±2.2
8.1±4.2
3.9±0.9

Up slope

150

200

4.7±2.7
3.6±0.8
3.2±0.6
1.5±0.1
11.1±3.5
3.6±4.2
3.2±1.1

4.2±0
1.6±0.2
7.4±1.2
0.1±0
3.0±1.1

Mean
maximum
spread(m)
0.6±0
2.2±0.4
0.9±0.2
1.5±0.3
2.5 ±0.7
0.8±0.2
1.6±0.3
3.5±0.6
0.4±0
0.1±0
1.5±0.5
1.0±0.1
2.5±0.6

Down slope

Stump

Tap root

150mm

Fig 4.4 Model tree root cluster in SolidWorks; different root diameter classes are represented by different
colours
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A scale of 1:10 was ultimately decided upon as a suitable compromise given the competing
effects of the size of the centrifuge container (see later), the need to maintain a suitably
frequency-rich input earthquake motion (see later) and the minimisation of any root diameter
– particle size scale effects. Typical scaling laws between model and equivalent prototype are
shown in Table 3.1 (after Schofield 1981; Kutter 1995) – these relate to a model which is
scaled purely geometrically, with model material properties (e.g. Tr, E) scaled 1:1. Because of
the geometric scaling, the model will not be distorted in shape and so the root architecture
was the same between model and prototype.
The reduced scale combined with the threshold dimension that could be resolved within the
3-D printer (0.75mm), meant that roots < 7.5 mm at prototype scale were not considered.
However, roots with the diameter in the range of 5-7.5 mm at prototype scale were
catalogued into the 7.5 mm range. The fine roots below this size are highly flexible and
always break when subject to soil slippage (Stokes et al. 2009) as their area reduces more
rapidly than the tensile strength increases as diameter reduces, meaning they have a lower
force contribution at break. As a result, the effect of fine roots on slope stability could be
investigated separately without considering them to be connected to the structural roots.

4.2.2 The stump
The stump, especially in older and mature trees, integrates various root segments to a
coherent whole and plays a specific role in stability. Danjon & Reubens (2007) suggested
defining the stump as the portion with a fixed depth of the first–order roots in trees. A value
of 0.25 m was employed for real trees planted in slopes by (Danjon et al. 2008). The same
value was used in this study at prototype scale. The tree component above the ground surface
was simplified to be a circular rod. Following this criterion, the radial dimension of the stump
was equal to Diameter at breast height (DBH) which was 23 mm at model scale (full details
are presented in the following section).

4.2.3 Root diameter and length
All of the roots except the tap root were simplified to circular rods of uniform diameter along
their length. The sectional dimension of these roots were grouped into four classes, as shown
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in Table 4.2 (After Watson et al. 1995), with each class being represented by a single
diameter which was approximately the mid-point in the class range. These diameters were
selected as representative of each class to be similar to those used in previous studies
(Sonnenberg et al. 2010; Duckett 2013) and use of only a few representative diameters also
simplified the quantification of the mechanical properties. Considering that the shear zone
thickness was approximately 20 mm in similar previous DSA tests (see Duckett 2013), if fine
roots are held in tension principally (Stokes et al. 2009), roots over 20 mm in length will
behave similarly and root length will have no significant effect on root contribution.
Tap roots are very common across species and they have been observed in up to 75% of
tropical trees (Klinge 1973) and in 73% of Mediterranean woody species (Canadell et al.
1996). In Khuder et al. (2007), the largest vertical root was classified as the tap root. Typical
tap root penetrations are within a range of 0.5 to 1.4 m based on limited literature (Eis 1974 ;
Systems & Agrzcultl 1992; Crook & Ennos 1999 ; Danjon et al. 2008). A series of taproot
morphologies were recorded by Danjon & Reubens (2007), based on twenty-two 12-year old
P.pinaster. These patterns can be regarded as a taper varying with root inclination and
branching rate. The pattern of taper will affect the bending moment capacity of the tap root
(Goodman 2001). A tap root penetration depth of 1.0 m at prototype scale was selected here.
A taper pattern, the diameter of which was 0.12 m (prototype) at the midpoint was selected.
Table 4. 2 Root diameter class for medium and structural roots (not including tap root)
Diameter range at
prototype scale (mm)
<5
5-10
10-20
20-40
>40

Root class at prototype scale
(after Watson et al. 1995)
fine
small
medium
large
coarse

Diameter at model
scale (mm)
0.8
1.6
3
5

Number of roots
109
81
43
13

The ZRT was determined as a function of DBH, following the procedure introduced by
Danjon & Reubens (2007a). In Danjon et al. (2005), the radius of ZRT was set to be 2.2 times
DBH. This ZRT can be approximately achieved within the threshold of 50 mm for the model
scale DBH of 23 mm (ZRT = 2.17 × DBH).
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4.2.4 Upslope /downslope distribution
Trees on slopes tend to develop a specific asymmetrical architecture in the root system
compared with trees growing in level ground. Various factors, that may be related to the
growth of root, e.g. soil strength (Kirby & Bengough 2002), slope angle (Abdi 2014),
vegetation layout (Fan & Lai 2014) and static loading (Chiatante et al. 2003; Genet et al.
2008), have been reported. It is generally believed that roots growing upslope develop to a
greater extent than roots growing downslope (see Nicoll et al. 2005; Di Iorio et al. 2005; Sun
et al. 2008; Danjon et al. 2013) despite some exceptions (e.g. McIvor et al. 2007; Sonnenberg
et al. 2011; Ji et al. 2012). This phenomenon appears related to the orientation of the aerial
part of the plant which may be vertical or perpendicular to the slope surface (Saez et al. 2014).
More roots develop and thicken in the up-down direction of the slope in response to the
turning moment induced by the combination of the inclination and the weight of the stem
interacting with the root morphology of a particular species (Danjon et al. 2013). Apart from
the inclination and weight of the stem, wind also contributes to the development of root
morphology on the slope (Danjon & Reubens 2008). However, wind effects are highly sitedependent and will not be considered further in this thesis. The asymmetrical architecture in
the root system at the shallow depth was here modelled by reducing the ZRT and number of
sinkers on one side in the model (see Fig 4.4). During the laboratory testing, the model roots
were tested with the most heavily rooted side towards the downslope direction (e.g. as
illustrated for a tree with a vertical trunk in Saez et al. 2014).

4.2.5 Fabrication
3-D printing techniques (also known as ‘rapid prototyping’ and ‘stereo-lithography’) (Cima et
al. 1995) were used to fabricate the model roots using a Stratesys Inc. uPrint SE Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) prototyper at the University of Dundee. This machine takes a
continuous spool of plastic which is melted and injected into place, a process known as fused
deposition modelling. In this way, the machine may be thought of as a 3-D inkjet printer that
uses molten plastic rather than ink. The machine is computer numerically controlled (CNC)
and once given an input file containing the 3-D geometry (exported directly from the 3-D
CAD model), will operate entirely automatically. This is useful as the root models described
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herein took approximately 22 hours to fabricate. Given the complex geometry of the model,
the rapid prototyper automatically generated a scaffold (Fig 4.5) of a contrast material to
support the model roots as they hardened. The scaffold material was subsequently dissolved
in a bath of caustic soda.

Fig 4.5 ABS plastic root model from 3-D printer showing the temporary support scaffold (left) during printing,
and the final model (right), after this has been dissolved

Multiple 2-D maps showing where roots intersect potential slip planes at different prototype
scale depths (Fig 4.7) provide an overview of the spatial structure of root reinforcement.
Planes at shallow depth showed intersections with the main tap root; above the depth of 100
mm, despite the low number of roots (Fig 4.6a) the root cross sectional area (CSA) is high
(Fig 4.6b) for this reason. Deeper planes demonstrated abundant medium and fine roots, but
the corresponding CSA is relatively low. Root CSA is directly related to RAR and root
biomass, which indicates that the major part of the root model is still concentrated in the
upper layers of soil.
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Fig 4.6 Vertical distribution of model roots: (a) number of roots; (b) root cross sectional area (CSA)

Fig 4.7 Multiple 2D distribution of roots intersecting four planes at different soil depth for 3D root model at
prototype scale (downslope positive).
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4.3 Testing
4.3.1 Material testing of individual roots
The root mechanical properties (stiffness and strength) were characterised by performing
axial tensile tests in an Instron 4204 loading frame. Straight root samples were required for
these tests and were fabricated using the same method described above but with much simple
geometry (Fig 4.8 a). All the test roots were 200 mm long, but with varied diameter (0.8 mm–
16 mm).
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of a root, Tr is calculated as a measure of the force F in
tensile testing required to induce failure of the root divided by its cross–sectional area 𝑎𝑟 :

Tr 

F
ar

Eq 4. 1

Young’s modulus was determined as the slope of stress–strain curve within the elastic
deformation region.

Fig 4.8 Element testing on printed ABS plastic straight root samples: a) Axial tensile tests; b) Three point
bending tests
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4.3.2 1-g large shear test with additional confining stress
Direct shear tests on the buried root model with a free soil surface have previously been
conducted using a modified conventional DSA at the James Hutton Institute, Invergowrie,
Dundee. Further details about this series of tests can be found in Liang et al. (2014) (see
Appendix B) and will not be discussed further in this Chapter. This Chapter reports further
tests in a larger purpose-built DSA that were conducted at the University of Dundee (Fig 4.2).
Compared with a conventional DSA mentioned above, this apparatus has three main
advantages:
a) A larger maximum shear displacement can be achieved (75 mm, compared to 20 mm), so
that soil containing ductile root analogues could be sufficiently deformed to mobilise the full
capacity of the rooted soil and break the roots, if required;
b) The top half of the shear box has a depth of 160 mm, which allows the shear plane to be
located at different depths along the 150 mm deep model by varying the amount of fill in the
upper half and applying a suitable surcharge;
c) The cross section of the DSA is large compared with the ZRT of the model root clusters to
model low RAR conditions, and is similar in total area to the slope face in the subsequent
centrifuge tests.
The model root cluster was suspended within the centre of the DSA from thin wire attached
on the boundary of DSA. Dry HST95 Congleton silica sand was then pluviated in air around
the model roots to a uniform relative density of ID = 55%-60%. The basic properties of this
sand are shown in Chapter 3. Varied confining stress at the shear plane was obtained by
changing the weights applied on the top of the sample to be able to represent the full range of
stress levels expected at different depths around the roots in the centrifuge tests.

4.3.3 10-g centrifuge modelling
Three models, referred to herein as TL03, TL04 and TL07 are presented in this chapter. The
model slope TL07 included the 3-D model root analogues (Fig 4.3) while model TL03 was
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reinforced with straight roots having the same RAR and spatial distribution at the level of the
middle of the 3-D root cluster to investigate the root morphology effect. Further detail about
the design of model TL03 can be found in chapter 5. Model TL04 was a fallow reference case
for the two rooted models. A dry soil model was selected to eliminate hydrological effects
(specifically any liquefaction) to focus on the pure mechanical reinforcement effect. Full
details of the model preparation, instrumentation and input motions can be found in Chapter 3.

4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Root mechanical properties
The tensile strength of model roots demonstrated a negative power-law relationship when
plotted against root diameter, which conforms with typical relationships for real roots. The
tensile strength, Tr (MPa) , and Young’s modulus, E (GPa), as a measurement of the root
diameter at the point of rupture, D, were found to be:

Tr  57.886D 0.523

Eq 4. 2

E  3.24D 0.55

Eq 4. 3

Further detail about such relationship is illustrated in chapter 5. Plotting these values for
various root diameters on a material selection chart (Fig 4.9) shows that printed analogues fall
within the range of real roots collected from the literature (Mora et al., 2009; Warren, 2009;
Mickovski et al., 2009; Mao et al., 2012) and that they are superior to wood and rubber root
analogues used previously (results from Duckett (2013) are shown in Fig 4.9).
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Fig 4.9 Comparison of material properties between trees roots and root analogues based on material selection
chart
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Fig 4.10 Results of large DSA tests on 3D root cluster reinforced soil with constant confining stress along
different potential slip planes

4.4.2 Direct shear tests: RAR effects within tap root system
To investigate the RAR effect of the tap root system, the confining stress at the shear plane
was kept constant at 8 kPa (geostatic stress at a shear plane depth of 0.5 m in the centrifuge
prototype slope). This is important to keep the dilative component of the soil shear strength at
the shear plane the same for comparison (low confining stresses result in excessive amounts
of dilation – Bolton, 1986). However, the shear plane was made to pass through the root
models at different depths (50 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm and 125 mm) so that the RAR could be
varied (3.99%, 2.03%, 2.86%, 1.03% respectively), as shown in Fig 4.10. Here RAR was
defined using the following equation,

RAR  Ar / A

Eq 4. 4

where, Ar is the total root cross sectional area and A is the area of CRZ ( CRZ and ZRT is the
same for model root cluster) rather than the total cross sectional area of the DSA. This was
selected based on the observation of numerical studies presented in chapter 5: that is, roots
influenced the slope performance in a certain area, but beyond this area the root influence is
limited.
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The resulting shear resistance of rooted and fallow soil is plotted against shear displacement
in Fig 4.10. As demonstrated, with different RAR, the additional shearing force was very
similar when the shear plane was at the depth of 50 mm, 75 mm or 100 mm. Given RAR
varied significantly for these three planes, 3.99%, 2.03% and 2.86% respectively, the
additional shear force should be quite different according to the general understanding. The
main difference of these three cases to the 125 mm case was that the tap root crossed the
shear plane in the former, but not in the latter. This indicated that the presence of the tap root
was very important in mobilizing the whole 3-D root system to resist shear loading. This
would be of great interest for engineering application, especially as a guide to the planting
approach for improving slope stability in terms of the importance of selecting a type of
vegetation that has a deep taproot, but has not been reported previously. The reason for this
may lie with the difficulties in generating an identical tap root system for comparison and the
general non-repeatability of shear testing on samples in-situ. The ability to produce repeatable
model root systems (yet of realistically complex 3-D geometry) is therefore a significant
benefit of the 3-D printing approach described in this paper to future studies on root-soil
interaction.
In general, roots below the tap root broke in quantity (Fig 4.11) when the root cluster was
subject to moving soil; however, whether the tap root broke or not varied with the test
conditions and could be classified into two types of failure.
Type 1 tests were those in which the root cluster broke at the fork of the tap root (e.g. the 50
mm case). For this test, the lower part disconnected from the upper component and
contributed no more to the additional shear resistance. Following the disconnection (at ~17
mm displacement, see Fig 4.10), the shear resistance decreased rapidly, but there was still
some remaining resistance compared with the fallow case. It is interesting to note that this
lower resistance after tap root breakage is approximately the same as in the 125 mm case
where the tap root does not cross the shear plane.
Type 2 tests were those in which the whole structure continued to work, despite some root
breakage of individual deep roots. This is also evident in the resistance-displacement curve
(compare the 75 mm and 50 mm cases in Fig 4.10 – both initially have the same resistance,
but the 75 mm case retains this throughout the test, even with the substantial root breakage
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(Fig 4.11)). The load displacement data also suggested that deep roots were mobilized and
destroyed in sequence rather than simultaneous (see the sudden drops on the 75 mm curve,
Fig 4.10).

50mm

75mm

100mm

125mm

Fig 4.11 Breakage of root clusters under constant confining stress following careful post-test exhumation
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Fig 4.12 Comparison of inferred root behaviour as a function of slip plane depth

The distinct difference between type 1 and type 2 can be related to the position of shear plane,
as shown in Fig 4.12. As the upper part of the root cluster rotated against the moving soil, the
tap root acted mechanically as a lever-arm. Commonly, ‘lever–arm’ structural roots failed at a
point where they branch (Tobin et al. 2007), as shown in type 1 test. The fulcrum of the lever
depended on the depth of the shear plane. As the shear displacement of the top soil was fixed,
the shallower of shear plane, the higher the bending moment transferred to the point of branch.

4.4.3 Direct shear tests: Root morphology effect
In the preceding section it was indicated that the additional root contribution to shear
resistance was principally associated with the presence (or not) of the tap root. To better
understand the effect of the 3-D geometry compared to straight root assumptions typically
made in prediction models, further large DSA tests with a simpler group of straight root
analogues at the same confining stress (8 kPa) were conducted. The straight analogues were
150 mm in length and were installed to provide the same RAR and spatial distribution of
roots of different diameter on the shear plane as the 3-D root cluster at the different depths
(50 mm, 75 mm, 100 mm and 125 mm). The shear plane was made to pass through the same
depth with 3-D Root cluster. The resulting shear resistance of rooted and fallow soil is plotted
against shear displacement in Fig 4.13.
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Fig 4.13 Results of large DSA tests on straight roots reinforced soil with constant confining stress along different
potential slip planes

A comparison of the root cohesion between the 3D root cluster and straight root analogues is
shown in Fig 4.14. Root cohesion c r ' was determined by dividing the additional shear
resistance force by the area of the CRZ of 3D root cluster (which is 50 mm in diameter) such
that the values can be fairly compared. The variation of c r ' with depth for the straight
analogues is, unsurprisingly, highly similar in shape to the root CSA distribution (Fig 4.6b).
The effect of the interconnection of roots in the 3-D cluster, however, can be seen to ‘smoothout’ the zone of low CSA around the 75 mm depth shear plane, due to the ability to transfer
load between roots in the 3-D case. Fig 4.14 also shows that c r ' of the 3-D root cluster is
consistently lower than that of straight analogues. This is not unexpected as the individual
roots of the straight analogue group had higher anchorage length (each root was of identical
length). The observations made in this section suggest that it may not be suitable to apply
theories based on straight vertical rods (such as the WWM and FBM) directly to tap root
systems of trees.
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Fig 4.14 Comparison of 3-D root cluster and equivalent straight root shear tests, constant confining stress at slip
plane (8 kPa)

Fig 4.15 Effect of confining normal stress at slip plane on measured root cohesion

4.4.4 Direct shear tests: Confining stress effect
In this section, DSA tests with varied confining stress at the shear plane are presented. As in
the previous sections, the position of the shear plane was varied, but the confining stress was
also varied to match the centrifuge stress levels at the prototype depths of 0.5m, 0.75m, 1.0m
and 1.25m. These tests therefore simulate the conditions on various potential translational
shear plane locations in test TL07. The results are compared to the earlier tests with the same
RAR but constant confining stress at all depths (8 kPa) in Fig 4.15. There was an initial
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positive correlation between c r ' and the slip plane normal stress within the soil from 50 mm
to 75 mm. This was consistent with the behaviour of straight root analogue group reported by
Duckett (2013) . However, as the shear plane moves closer to the bottom of the root cluster
and the anchorage length reduces, c r ' reduces.

In fact, Fig 4.15 suggests that for this

geometry of roots, confining stress is perhaps the more significant controlling parameter
down to half the rooting depth, but that it is RAR that is the principal control as the anchorage
length reduces.

50mm (8kpa)

75mm (12kpa)

100mm (16kpa)

125mm (20kpa)

Fig 4.16 Breakage of root clusters under varied confining stress following careful post-test exhumation
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These observations would again suggest that current c r ' prediction models which assume the
root cohesion is independent of soil type may not provide suitable predictions of root
contribution to soil strength. Fig 4.16 shows the breakage of roots during the varied confining
stress test series following careful post-test exhumation. Compared with Fig 4.11, more roots
broke at the higher confining stresses. This was not surprising as the frictional restraint
between root and soil will be higher and hence it is much more likely that the roots will break,
rather than pulling out.

4.4.5 Global performance of rooted slope in 10g centrifuge modelling
The key indicator of slope performance considered herein is the crest settlement (proportional
to permanent slip) and the acceleration response spectra at the crest. A comparison of the
crest settlement between the three slope models is shown in Fig 4.17. The interesting aspects
of behaviour were as follows:
a) For both root reinforced slopes and the unreinforced slope, a decreasing trend of
settlement was observed when the slope was subjected to successive identical motions
(e.g. aftershocks). This can be associated with slope geometry change (re-grading), as
previously reported for fallow and pile reinforced slopes by Al-Defae et al. (2013)
and Al-Defae & Knappett (2014), respectively.
b) The presence of root analogues results in a significant reduction (by 61% and 85%,
for straight roots and 3-D root cluster, respectively) in permanent slope movement
compared with the fallow case, especially in the first two motions (EQ1 and EQ2).
This can be interpreted as the rapid mobilization of root-soil interaction due to the
initial soil slip under dynamic loading.
c) After the first two motions, relatively smaller reductions in permanent settlement (in
total 14% and 27%, for straight roots and 3-D root cluster, respectively) were
observed, which indicates that the additional restive force of the root is largely
constant after the initial mobilization.
d) No roots were observed to have broken following careful post-test exhumation, which
would infer that the maximum root-soil resistance was mobilised after EQ2 and that
this was either associated with (i) yielding of the soil around the root analogues, or (ii)
the strengthening effect of the roots forcing the slip plane deeper within the slope.
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Fig 4.17 Comparison of permanent crest settlement of fallow and root-reinforced slopes from centrifuge testing

Fig 4.18 (a) shows a comparison of acceleration response spectra (ARS) measured at the crest
of the slope (instrument 12) between the slope containing the 3-D root clusters and the fallow
slope. ARS was normalized by the peak acceleration of the input motion and determined for
the case of nominal 5% damping. The ARS for the root-reinforced slope was similar to that of
the fallow slope and no significant reductions due to the root presence were observed in any
of the three distinct motions. The ARS of EQ1 for the rooted slope was even slightly higher
than that of the fallow slope over a limited range of periods. This indicates that the presence
of the roots had a very limited influence on the general propagation and amplification of
earthquake motion from the toe of the slope to the crest of the slope, in contrast to the very
significant effect they had on slip displacements (Fig 4.17). Some reductions in ARS
magnitude were observed in the near-field of the root analogues, as shown in Fig 4.18 (b),
which may have had some effect in reducing settlement at the slope crest. The difference of
ARS measured at instrument 11 and instrument 12 suggests that roots can only influence the
slope’s dynamic cyclic performance over a very limited area close to the roots (i.e. the ZRT).
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Fig 4.18 Normalized acceleration response spectra (ARS) of three distinct motions between rooted slope (TL07 –
3-D clusters) and fallow slope: (a) at the crest of the slope; (b) at the location of a root analogue.

4.4.6 Root morphology effect observed in centrifuge modelling
Fig 4.17 also shows that the slope reinforced by 3-D root cluster provides a similar reduction
in slope movement compared to the straight root case. However, the root cohesion c r ' of the
straight root case was much higher for the same confining stress, shear plane location and
RAR from the DSA tests (see Fig 4.14). It may therefore not be suitable to relate the
reduction of permanent settlement (i.e. the reinforcing effect) solely to a change in c r ' . Given,
also the observation of no root breakage in either rooted test, it may be true that in both cases,
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the c r ' is high enough to force the slip plane into a new (similarly deeper) position, and that
this is both the reason for the similarity in settlements between TL07 and TL03 and the
mechanism by which the roots reinforce the slope. The ARS was also determined (see Fig
4.19) and there was no considerable difference between 3-D and straight root cases in the
near-field of the root analogues, with the exception of EQ5.

Fig 4.19 Comparison of normalized acceleration response spectra (ARS) of three distinct motions at the location
of the root analogue (ACC11) between slopes reinforced with 3-D root clusters and straight root groups: (a) EQ1;
(b)EQ2; (c)EQ5.
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4.5 Implications for use of existing ‘straight root’ models
The additional shear resistance provided by the roots was estimated using the WWM and
FBM using the tensile strength relationship given by Eq 4.2. In the FBM all three
assumptions of breaking order were considered as defined by Eq 2.24-Eq 2.26. When the load
was apportioned by root CSA, the maximum contribution to root cohesion was provided by
the largest root (5 mm). While the maximum contribution was provided by the finest root (0.8
mm) when the load was distributed by root diameter and root number. The calculated
additional root cohesion c r ' from the WWM and FBM compared with those measured from
the large DSA tests considering the shear plane at different depth (with change of confining
stress) is shown in Fig 4.20. The root cohesion c r ' for the straight root case with varying
confining stress was not measured directly in the DSA but was calculated using the validated
Beam-on-non-linear-Winkler-foundation (BNWF) model presented in Chapter 5. This
calculated distribution used within a continuum finite element model was shown to be
consistent with the centrifuge test results of TL03. It should be noted here this should be
higher than that of 3-D root cluster case as mentioned above.

The shear displacement at failure and size of the related shear zone used in the WWM and
FBM calculations are shown in Table 4.3. The tap root with a diameter > 10 mm was not
included in the calculation of c r ' in consideration of their bending behaviour during soil slip
(Genet et al. 2008; Stokes et al. 2009). Despite ignoring the anchoring mechanism of the tap
root, WWM and FBM still over-estimated the contribution of root. This significant
overestimation may come from the following aspects:

Table 4.3. WWM and FBM parameters

Prototype
shear plane
depth

Confining
stress (kPa)

Peak
displacement
x (mm)

Shear zone
thickness
z (mm)

Shear
distortion
angle 𝜃(°)

0.50 m
0.75 m
1.00 m
1.25 m

8
12
16
20

7.3
7.7
4.4
2.9

20
20
20
20

20
21
18
8
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Soil effective
friction angle
 ' (°)
32
32
32
32

Root
orientation
factor Rf
0.93
0.94
0.83
0.76
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Fig 4.20 Comparison of the measured and predicted root cohesion: (a) position of assumed slip surface; (b)
variation of root cohesion with depth

a) Many of the roots in the 3-D cluster were not distributed perpendicular to the shear
plane; though this cannot be the principle reason as the models also overestimated the
straight root values;
b) During tests, only some of the roots were observed to break and these roots varied in
diameter. This indicated that the rupture of roots would not be simultaneous or
rigorously progressive in the order from weakest to strongest, which was inconsistent
with the assumptions of WWM and FBM. In actuality, most of the roots were not
mobilised to their ultimate tensile strength, with many having suffered pull-out at
lower load, or behaving principally in bending;
Fig 4.20 also shows that c r ' calculated by the WWM was generally higher than that
calculated by the FBM. This has been previously been illustrated and discussed by a body of
literature (Pollen & Simon 2005; Hales et al. 2009; Bischetti et al. 2009;Mickovski et al. 2009;
Loades et al. 2010;Mao et al. 2012). The calculated c r ' demonstrated a uniform ordinal
relation above the depth of 100mm, that is, c r ' (FBM, root number) < c r ' (FBM, root
diameter) < c r ' (FBM, CSA) < c r ' (WWM). This relation was in agreement with the one
presented by Mao et al. (2012).
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4.6 Conclusions
A tree root cluster model that can be used in centrifuge model tests to more realistically
model the geometry, spatial distribution and mechanical properties of tree roots was designed
and fabricated from ABS plastic using the 3-D printing technique, and subsequently used to
investigate the seismic behaviour of rooted slopes. A series of element tests in a large direct
shear apparatus were also conducted to investigate the root traits that may affect the root and
soil interaction and support the centrifuge tests.

These data were used to discuss the

suitability of common root reinforcement prediction methods. The following conclusions can
be drawn from this study:
1) The common root reinforcement models such as WWM and FBM generally over
simplified the behaviour of root and soil interaction and significantly over-estimated
the contribution of roots to the rooted soil shear strength. This suggests that improved
root reinforcement calculation models should be developed and adopted.
2) When subject to shear loading in soil, the tap root mobilized the whole root system to
resist the soil movement. As a result, the conventional RAR dependent root cohesion
derived from uniformly distributed straight root systems was not applicable for the
highly interlinked root system of a tree.
3) Root reinforcement is not only a function of root mechanical properties, but more
significantly on factors including surrounding confining stress (resulting in depth
dependency even for the same RAR), depth of the slip plane and root morphology.
The repeatability of the printed analogues was particularly useful in identify these
effects through like-for-like comparison, which will be of significant benefit for
future laboratory studies of root-soil interaction.
4) The presence of root analogues resulted in a significant reduction (by 61% and 76%,
for straight roots and 3-D root cluster, respectively) in seismically-induced permanent
slope movement (crest settlement) compared with the fallow case in the centrifuge
tests. However, the roots had a very limited influence on the general propagation and
amplification of earthquake motion from the toe of the slope to the crest of the slope.
Reductions of spectral acceleration were only observed in the near-field of the root
analogues.
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from individual root- soil interaction to global
slope behaviour
Contents of this chapter have been submitted as:
Liang, T., Knappett, J.A. & Duckett,N., 201X. Modelling the seismic performance of rooted slopes from
individual root-soil interaction to global slope behaviour. Geotechnique, under review

5.1 Introduction
Vegetation (grasses, shrubs and trees) as an effective and environmental-friendly approach to
improving slope stability, improves slope stability mainly through direct mechanical
reinforcement of soil and by modifying groundwater conditions by means of
evapotranspiration. The net effect of both of these mechanisms is an increase in shear
strength within a defined zone around the roots, though only the mechanical effect is present
at all times, the hydrological effects potentially disappearing following heavy rain. In terms
of the former direct mechanical effect, many studies have been performed to quantify the
increase in soil strength due to roots. Analytical models (e.g. Waldron 1977; Pollen & Simon
2005) and numerical models (e.g. Van Beek et al. 2005; Lin et al. 2010; Mickovski et al.
2011) based around full continuum finite element modelling of small soil-root zones have
been introduced and validated against laboratory and in-situ shear tests (Wu 2013). A fibre
break model which permits the use of a transitioning discontinuous function in finite element
modelling, was also developed to simulate the progressive tensile failure of roots, and
evaluate the behaviour of vegetated slope (Tiwari et al. 2012). Despite such attention, the
majority of this work focused on static cases. Relatively few, if any, studies have been
performed to investigate the dynamic performance of vegetated slopes during earthquakes,
which are a perennial threat to slope stability, in contrast to other more traditional reinforcing
elements within slopes such as geosynthetic layers (or ‘reinforced earth’, e.g. Ausilio et al.,
2000) and piles (e.g. Kourkoulis et al., 2011).
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Geotechnical centrifuge testing using both real plants and simple straight root analogues was
reported by Sonnenberg et al. (2011) for the case of a static rise in water table using wood
dowels and rubber cord to simulate roots of very high or low stiffness, respectively. However,
neither of these materials is a perfect analogue to the mechanical behaviour of real roots, see
Liang et al. (2014), and to the best of the authors knowledge, testing under fully dynamic
ground motions representative of real earthquake shaking has not previously been conducted.
Again, this is in contrast to other potential methods of seismic slope reinforcement which
have been investigated using dynamic centrifuge testing, including for geosynthetics (NovaRoessig & Sitar, 2006) and piles (Al-Defae & Knappett, 2014).
The work presented herein will therefore investigate the dynamic behaviour of slopes
reinforced with improved root analogues formed from ABS plastic using 3-D printing under a
sequence of successive earthquake motions and develop analysis tools for linking the
individual root-soil interactions to the global dynamic behaviour of the slope under a single
motion or a series of successive motions. The root analogues will be shown to have
mechanical properties more representatives of real roots, and the use of successive motions
might represent a sequence of strong motions occurring with insufficient intervening time for
slope reinstatement. These tests will indicate the potential improvements to seismic
performance of a slope which may be provided by the presence of vegetation.
The analytical modelling will consist of a two-stage process. Firstly, a beam-on-a–nonlinearWinkler-foundation (BNWF) approach using existing p-y curves developed from piling
engineering will be used to develop a computationally efficient macro-element for individual
soil-root interaction that is analogous to pile response under lateral loading. The approach has
been commonly used in analysing lateral soil-pile interaction, e.g. Boulanger et al.(2003);
Allotey & Foschi (2005); and Knappett & Madabhushi (2009). The second stage is to add the
force resistance contributions from roots of different diameters with different mechanical
properties to produce a smeared zone of continuum material properties (e.g. additional
representative cohesion) in place of the roots. The BNWF model is used to determine the
soil-root interaction for different potential slip plane depths through the rooted soil, to define
the variation of the smeared properties with depth. These smeared properties are finally used
within a fully dynamic Finite Element (FE) model in the time domain to simulate the global
seismic response of the slope. This will build on procedures for the seismic response of
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fallow slopes presented by Al-Defae et al. (2013). The BNWF soil-root macro-elements are
validated against a series of large direct shear tests with stress conditions mimicking those in
the centrifuge models, and the whole procedure (macro-elements to smeared properties to
dynamic FE modelling) will be validated against the centrifuge test data.

5.2 Centrifuge modelling
5.2.1 Model preparation and soil properties
Two tests, referred to herein as TL03 and TL04 are presented here. These two tests were
performed at a scale of 1:N where N = 10. The use of such a low scaling factor was felt to be
the best compromise between the competing requirements of minimising grain size effects on
the soil-root interaction (due to the generally small root analogue diameters, a lower value of
N is desirable) and producing a prototype of the order of metres in height with as much low
frequency content as possible (both of these factors improve with a larger value of N).
The model slope TL03 was reinforced with straight root analogues with a predefined
distribution (as shown in Fig 5.1), and was designed to investigate the seismic performance of
reinforced vegetated slope under multiple successive earthquakes. The root analogues were
‘printed’ from Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic which has mechanical
properties which are highly representative of plant root material. This study represents the
first use of this material as a root analogue. Further details about the construction and material
testing of these root analogues will be presented in the following section. The model TL04
was designed as a reference case for the model TL03, having identical slope geometry and
soil properties, but fallow (no roots).
The model configuration and instrumentation is shown in Fig 5.1. In order to maximise the
size of the slope, given the low scaling factor, the slope crest and toe were relatively close to
the ESB container walls. However, this geometry was carefully chosen following initial limit
analyses of the slope which suggested that the seismic failure mechanism would lie within the
geometry shown and would not be constrained by the boundaries. This will be confirmed
later through the results of the Finite Element (FE) simulations. More details about model
preparation and soil properties can be found in Chapter 3.
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Fig 5.1 Slope configuration: (a) centrifuge model layout and instrumentation (elevation); (b) distribution of root
group (plan). All dimensions in m at prototype scale

5.2.2 Model root characterization
A simplified 3-D root model cluster (length of 0.15 m at model scale) with root area ratio
(RAR), root distribution and root length representative of 1:10 geometrically-scaled tree root
clusters for element and centrifuge testing are reported in Chapter 4. These complex 3-D
models are not discussed further in this chapter as to develop the analytical models, it was
decided to start with a simpler group of straight root analogues (but still having varying
diameter) which are designed to represent heart/plate root system, of which most of the
individual roots behave independently. The straight analogues were selected to have the same
RAR and spatial distribution at the level of the middle of the 3-D root cluster; this is shown in
Fig 5.1 (b). The middle cross section was selected for two reasons: (i) RAR at the middle of
the cluster was close to the mean RAR of the 3-D cluster, which has in the past generally been
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considered as the major factor in root-soil interaction (e.g. Waldron 1977; Pollen & Simon
2005); and (ii) The stump/main central tap-root, which distinguishes tree root systems from
herbaceous types extended to 0.1 m depth from the ground surface at the model scale, and the
effect of this can therefore be investigated. There were four ‘blocks’ of root analogues
inserted within the centrifuge model slope: two near the crest of the slope and two towards
the toe (the position of these two rows in elevation is shown in Fig 5.1).
ABS plastic was selected as a material potentially having a very similar Young’s modulus
and ultimate tensile strength to real roots. Strength and stiffness were considered to be the
most important characteristics in selecting an appropriate material. However, real roots have a
cellular structure, with a number of overlying layers of tissue. Among them, the xylem and
cambium layers play a significant role on mechanical behaviour, driving the characterisation
of tensile strength and stiffness, respectively. The xylem tissue runs through the core of the
root and consists of long, cylindrical cells that are joined from end to end and provide
unidirectional fibre orientation (Karam 2005). The cellular structure can be idealised as a
stack of fibres aligned uni-directionally. To obtain a uni-directionally layered structure to the
root analogues, they were fabricated using a Stratesys Inc. uPrint SE Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) rapid prototyper (also known as a 3-D printer) at the University of Dundee
following the procedures outlined in Liang & Knappett (2015). The ABS plastic was
delivered into the machine in the form of a spooled rod which was melted and injected in
successive layers onto a build platform by a moving print head. The whole printing procedure
was controlled by a computer from a digital input file exported directly from the
SOLIDWORKS 3-D modelling software.
To characterise the mechanical properties of the layered root analogues, three-point bending
flexural tests and uniaxial tensile testing of analogue specimens of various diameters were
conducted following the methods described in Liang et al. (2014); the results are shown in
Fig 5.2.
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Fig 5.2 Typical stress-strain curves for printed ABS plastic root analogues: (a) from uniaxial tensile testing; (b)
from three-point flexural bending test

The extreme fibre stress 𝜎𝑓 versus flexural strain 𝜀𝑓 curve for the bending tests in Fig 5.2 (b)
were derived from the applied load at midspan, F, and deflection at this point, 𝛥, using the
following formulation:

f 

8Fl
D 3

f 

6D
l2

Eq 5. 1

Eq 5. 2

where l is the root length and D is the root diameter. The value of 𝜎𝑓 at failure was defined as
the modulus of rupture (MOR), while the tensile stress at failure in the uniaxial tension tests
was defined as the ultimate tensile strength (UTS).
In each case, failure was defined as the point at which the root analogues broke, indicated by
the post-peak drop in stress in Fig 5.2. These measures of strength are not necessarily the
same due to the different modes of loading (bending and stretching, respectively). Fig 5.3
shows that the new model root analogues perform as suitable substitutions of real roots – the
‘real root’ data in this figure is collated from the literature (Sonnenberg 2008; Mora et al.
2009 ; Warren, 2009; Mickovski et al., 2009; Mao et al., 2012) from uniaxial tension tests on
tree and shrub roots. It should be noted that bending test data was not available for the real
roots in the database, and is not routinely collected for real plant roots. The stiffness of the
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root analogues is less representative than the strength, but is still a substantial improvement
on previously used analogue materials such as rubber and wood, which are also shown in Fig
5.3 (b).

Fig 5.3 Comparison of material properties between typical roots and root analogues:(a) Tensile strength;
(b)Young’s Modulus

5.2.3 Initial observations of seismic performance of rooted slopes
A comparison of the crest settlement between the root reinforced slope and unreinforced
slope is shown in Fig 5.4. Because of the potential effect of the settlement-reducing disc (as
mentioned in the previous section), the settlement was confirmed by visual observations and
measurements post-test. The presence of root analogues highly reduced the permanent slope
settlement (61%) compared with the unreinforced cases, especially for the first two motions
(EQ1 and EQ2). This can be interpreted as a result of the rapid mobilisation of root-soil
interaction due to the initial soil slip under dynamic loading. Al-Defae & Knappett (2015)
have demonstrated that for the case of large vertical piles reinforcing slopes to significant
depths, the full lateral restraint of the piles is mobilised within 2% of the pile diameter;
applying this analogously to the root analogues here would suggest very rapid mobilisation.
After the first two motions, relatively smaller reductions (in total 14%) were observed, which
indicates that the additional resistive force of the root is largely constant after the initial rapid
increase. The roots were not observed to have broken following careful post-test exhumation,
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which would infer that the maximum root-soil resistance was mobilised after EQ2 and that
this was associated with yielding of the soil around the root analogues. For both root
reinforced and unreinforced slopes, a decreasing trend of settlement was observed when the
slope was subjected to successive identical motions. This can be associated with the slope
geometry change (re-grading), as previously proposed for fallow slopes by Al-Defae et al.
(2013). Dynamic motions observed from the centrifuge tests will be discussed alongside
results from numerical simulation later in the paper.

Fig 5.4 Comparison of permanent crest settlement of fallow and root-reinforced slopes from centrifuge testing

5.3 Modelling root-soil interaction using a BNWF approach
The BNWF approach using existing p-y curves was conducted using the non-linear FE
programme ABAQUS as a convenient method to solve the beam-on-spring problem (though
it should be noted that it would also be possible to complete the calculations using a finite
difference approach). A BNWF approach has significant advantages in computational
efficiency compared to previous continuum FE models of root-soil interaction (e.g.
Mickovski et al. 2011), while offering significantly more detail in the response compared to
simple models (e.g. Waldron 1977; Pollen & Simon 2005).
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Fig 5.5 Schematic of root-soil system undergoing shear loading

Fig 5.5 presents a schematic of an individual soil root system undergoing shear loading as
idealised within the BNWF approach. The root was modelled using deformable
‘Timoshhenko’ beam elements (which are flexible in both shear and bending) with
constitutive behaviour defined by Timoshenko & Goodier (1986). A detailed description of
the advantage of this element compared to simpler types may be found in Knappett &
Madabhushi (2009).
The root is discretised into elements non-uniformly along the length, with a higher
concentration within the deformable zone (0.1l either side of the slip plane) after Randolph
(1981). This was designed to provide additional computational efficiency. A linear elasticperfectly-plastic model was used to model the stress-strain behaviour of the root, which is a
very reasonable approximation to the measured behaviour illustrated in Fig 5.2. The Poisson ’s
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ratio of ABS plastic was taken as 0.35. A series of dummy beams which sat at a uniform
horizontal offset from the discrete nodes along the root were established to represent the freefield soil movement. A portion of horizontal rigid dummy beams on roller supports allowing
horizontal movement (above the location of a potential shear plane) could move past the root
without coming into contact. Non-linear p-y springs were then connected between roots and
dummy beams. A full description of the p-y spring properties will be given in the following
section. Soil deformation could be simulated by displacing the upper dummy beams laterally
while fully restraining the lower beams. By re-meshing and changing the number of beams
which were displaced, it was possible to simulate the soil-root interaction for any particular
location of the slip plane passing through the rooted soil. A horizontal roller connection was
attached at the tip of the root to prevent any unwanted vertical movement while allowing
lateral displacement and rotation (as suggested by Duckett (2013)). Other than at this point,
axial movement of the root was unrestrained.

5.3.1 p-y modelling framework
The non-linear p-y relationship derived by Reese et al. (1974) is employed in the modelling
presented herein, which was derived from the results of full-scale pile testing in sands at
Mustang Island. The use of this p-y modelling framework is beneficial given familiarity with
the approach from piling engineering; however, there are a number of differences between
root analogues and piles. Firstly, plant roots are much smaller in diameter than piles (by
approximately 2 orders of magnitude compared to the Mustang Island tests). Given that
mobilised pile-soil resistance is expressed in terms of the diameter of the pile, and the lateral
response (including the transition from rigid rotation to bending) is a function of slenderness
(i.e. again expressed in terms of diameter), it follows that so long as continuum behaviour is
still appropriate at small diameter, then the absolute size of the diameter should not have an
effect. Secondly, due to their increased flexibility, the lateral root analogue deformation will
be much larger (5-42D) than traditionally occurs in laterally loaded piles. However, the p-y
formulation includes a limiting capacity which is reached at low amounts of deformation, and
so if there is no post-peak reduction in this capacity, then it is reasonable to assume that this
capacity could be extended to larger deformations.
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The Mustang Island tests were performed on steel piles for only one pile diameter and one
type of sand. Due to the limitation of the validation data,

Brødbæk & Møller (2009)

discussed the practicability of this model and emphasised the effect of pile slenderness ratio
on the initial stiffness of the p-y curve. The feasibility of this model for stiff piles with
slenderness of l/D <10 still requires investigation as the Mustang Island tests had a
slenderness ratio of l/D =34.4. A summary of model root properties used in this project is
given in Table 5.1, where the quantity column refers to an individual root block as shown in
Fig 5.2(a). This indicates that all of the root analogues had l/D > 10.
This model has been successfully used in calculating the contribution of model root
analogues made from wood and rubber to soil shear strength at shallow depths (i.e. in low
stress 1-g direct shear tests) by Duckett (2013) including validation against a large
programme of direct shear tests.
As shown in Fig 5.6, The p-y curves consist of four segments: an initial straight line 𝑝1 , a
following parabolic section p 2 a connecting line p 3 and an upper border line p 4
characterised by the ultimate resistance p u . Two modes of failure were distinguished which
depend on the pile embedded depth. At shallow depths, an unstable mass of soil is pushed
upward along the connecting shear plane sitting in front of the pile to form a wedge. Reese et
al. (1974) simplified this to be a sharp-edged wedge to analytically calculate the ultimate soil
resistance.
Table 5. 1 Summary of root property (model scale)
Root ID
1
2
3

Diameter: mm
12
3
1.6

Length: mm
150
150
150

120

Slenderness (L/D)
12.5
50
93.75

Quantity
1
6
2
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Fig 5.6 p-y curve for piles in drained cohesionless soil (Reese et al. 2002)

Fig 5.7 Non-dimensional constants used to define: (a) ultimate soil response pu; (b) soil response pm (Reese &
Van Impe 2011)

The ultimate resistance per unit length of pile can be calculated through equation Eq 5.3. At
deeper depths, the sand flows around the pile, with the ultimate capacity of the soil against a
flow mechanism being given by equation Eq 5.4.

tan 
 K 0 x tan  sin 


( D  x tan  tan  )

pus   x tan(   ) cos  tan(   )


 K 0 x tan  (tan  sin   tan  )  K a D

pud  K a D x(tan 8   1)  K 0 D x tan  tan 4 
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In the foregoing equations,  x represents the effective stress at any given depth x. In the
centrifuge tests,  x is generated by the soil self-weight; to simulate the centrifuge stress
conditions in direct shear tests that are reported in the following section, the soil was
subjected to an additional vertical surcharge load. In these cases,  x was adjusted to be the
actual normal effective stress in the direct shear test at the given depth. The angles 𝛼 and 𝛽
are used to define the geometry of the wedge, 𝐾𝑎 and 𝐾0 are the coefficients of active
horizontal earth pressure and horizontal earth pressure at rest, respectively; these parameters
can be calculated using:





Eq 5. 5
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Eq 5. 6
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Eq 5. 7

K 0  0.4

Eq 5. 8

At any given depth, the ultimate soil resistance is the most critical of the two potential failure
mechanisms, and the transition depth between the two failure modes occurs at the depth
where p us (shallow wedge mechanism) is equal to p ud (deep flow mechanism). However, a
poor agreement of the theoretical ultimate resistance with the data gathered from the Mustang
Island test was observed (Brødbæk & Møller, 2009). A correction parameter A was
introduced to fit the field test, that is:

pu  Ap us

Eq 5. 9

pu  Ap ud

Eq 5. 10

The variation of the coefficient A with non-dimensional depth 𝑥 ⁄𝐷 is presented in Fig 5.7(a).
The soil resistance per unit length 𝑝𝑚 at 𝑦𝑚 , is determined to be:

p m  Bp u
where B is defined as a function of the non-dimensional depth 𝑥 ⁄𝐷, using Fig 5.7 (b).
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Table 5. 2 Initial modulus of subgrade reaction kpy: kN/m3 (after Reese et al. 1974)
Relative density
Unsubmerged
Submerged

Loose
6800
5400

Medium
24400
16300

Dense
61000
34000

The initial straight line portion was influenced by the initial subgrade reaction modulus
𝑘𝑝𝑦 and the depth 𝑥, and this can be associated with the phenomenon that the in-situ modulus
of elasticity increases approximately with depth according to:
p  (k py x) y

Eq 5. 12

Reese (1974) suggests that the value of 𝑘𝑝𝑦 only depends on the relative density of the sand,
and the appropriate value can be obtained from Table 5.2. For the dry soil density used in the
centrifuge and subsequent shear box tests (see below) 𝑘𝑝𝑦 = 24.4 MN/m3 was used in all
BNWF simulations reported in the paper. The parabolic part of the line can be established as:

p  C  y 1 na

Eq 5. 13

The value and tangent at point k and m are equal, according to the criteria; the parameter

na

can be calculated through the following equations:
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The p-y curve described in this section represents the soil response per unit length of pile. To
serve as the property of an individual spring in the BNWF approach, the values of p are
scaled proportionally to the length of the element.

5.4 Validation of BNWF model
5.4.1 Prediction of additional shearing resistance from root analogues
Laboratory shear tests were conducted to verify the BNWF model. The same number and
sizes of root analogues and density of soil as used in the centrifuge tests were used in the
large DSA, though the model roots were here spaced at s/D > 8 to eliminate the group effect
(Herndon 1991; Randolph 2003). All measurements were corrected to remove the small force
component due to friction between the two halves of the DSA frame, which was
independently measured for tests with no soil. Fig 5.8 (a) shows the overall shearing
resistance over the shear plane measured in the fallow and rooted tests and Fig 5.8 (b) shows
a comparison between the inferred additional shear force provided by the roots from the DSA
tests and as predicted by the BNWF simulations. The numerical value was found by
integrating up the reaction forces of the p-y springs above the shear plane depth, while the
experimental value was found as the difference in the shear box load measurement between
the rooted and fallow cases (i.e. from Fig 5.8 (a)).
The varied confining stress at the shear plane in the DSA was obtained by maintaining the
same spatial distribution of root analogues and soil, and altering the surcharge weight to
simulate homologous confining stress for different potential slip plane locations in the
centrifuge test. It should be noted that DSA tests mentioned here could not be used directly to
evaluate the realistic slip behaviour in centrifuge test due to the largely uniform confining
stress along the length of the root analogues in the DSA (in the centrifuge this increases with
depth from a value of zero at the ground surface).
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Fig 5.8 (a) Measured shear resistances from DSA tests of fallow and rooted soil; (b) additional shearing
resistance provided by root analogues, as measured in DSA and predicted using BNWF; (c) comparison of
additional ultimate shear resistance from BNWF approach and laboratory DSA tests
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The peak resistive forces in each case are summarised in Fig 5.8 (c). In Fig 5.8 two cases are
considered numerically: (I) the use of root analogue material properties from three-point
bending tests (i.e. Fig 5.2 (b)); (II) the use of material properties from uniaxial tensile tests
(i.e. Fig 5.2 (a)). The comparison is necessary, as most existing analytical formulations of
root contribution are based on the results of uniaxial tests which are much easier to conduct
on real root specimens exhumed from the ground, particularly for very fine roots, see Wu
(2013). Compared with an under-prediction in case (II), a good match was observed in case
(I). This could be considered as evidence supporting the need to define root properties (at
least for shear cases) through bending rather than uniaxial tests. At low effective stress (4
kPa), case (II) presents a slight under prediction suggesting that enhanced dilation should
perhaps be considered at very low effective stress. Fig 5.8 (c) also demonstrates a positive
correlation between the root resistive force and the vertical effective confining stress of the
soil at the slip plane based on both numerical simulation and the laboratory shear tests. This is
consistent with the behaviour of piles within a cohesionless soil and is supported by other
recent work e.g. Duckett (2013). However the observations are inconsistent with current
implementations of root reinforcement models in which typically a constant amount of
additional resistance with depth is used, as it is assumed that this is based only on the
properties of the roots and independent of the soil properties, which may vary with depth
(Waldron 1977; Pollen & Simon 2005). The use of constant additional resistance with depth
may be acceptable for grass root systems which penetrate only to very shallow depths, but for
deeper rooting systems, the normal effective stress varies significantly due to the deeper
embedding depth.
In each numerical case, critical state properties for the soil were considered (namely  '  32 ).
The reason for this was that the BNWF models are primarily used to obtain the representative
additional shear strength of the roots (i.e. at large strain shear displacements of the rooted soil)
for use in the later FEM simulations (described below). Given that the diameter of the
majority of the roots used is very small, it will only require relatively small global slip of the
rooted soil to potentially induce large relative soil-root deformations. Therefore, by the
displacement at which the rooted soil globally reaches critical state conditions most of the
roots will have relative soil-pile shear strains much higher than this and will therefore be at pu
as defined by the critical state of the local surrounding soil. Fig 5.8 (b) shows the additional
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combined resistive force from the root analogues, plotted against global shear displacement
of the DSA for both the experiments and the BNWF simulations. Considering the 12 kPa
case as an example, there are actually a series of small ‘bumps’ in the experimental data
below 10 mm displacement which would be consistent with individual size classes of roots
passing through peak behaviour at different global displacements (due to their different
diameters).

By the displacement at which the additional root contribution reaches its

maximum level (beyond 20 mm or so, which is larger than the strain to critical state of ~8%
in fallow soil, after Al-Defae et al. 2013) most, if not all, of the root-soil shearing will be at
strains large enough for critical state locally, and this is why the BNWF simulations with
critical state parameters generally fit well to the measured data at the larger displacements
which is where the additional root strength is defined.

5.4.2 Replication of failure mechanism
Soil–pile response depends on the flexibility of the pile (Augustesen 1901). In terms of the
root analogues, the behaviour of a rigid analogue and a flexible one subject to a soil
movement of 0.05 m is compared in Fig 5.9. These two analogues have identical root length
(l = 150 mm) but different diameters (D = 1.6 mm and 12 mm). For both analyses shown in
Fig 5.9, significant difference in soil response was observed.
For the flexible analogue, the root deformation is governed by the soil movement; the upper
part of the root moves similarly to the soil and the deformation zone is concentrated around
the shear plane (between 0.05 m and 0.1 m depth). This causes stress concentration near the
middle part of the root with it just reaching the yield point, as shown in Fig 5.9 (a).
According to Fig 5.9 (b) , the extreme fibre strain is approximately 0.046, which is just above
the limiting material flexural strain inferred from the strength and stiffness relationships in
Fig 5.2(b) for 1.6 mm diameter (‘elastic limit’ strain at MOR) but above the strain at UTS
(Fig 5.2(a)). As the small analogues were not observed to snap, this suggests that there was
some axial pull-through of the small roots at larger deformations which occurred at an axial
force lower than that associated with the UTS. This is allowed for in the BNWF models as
there is no restraint to axial movement at the top of the root (Fig 5.5).
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Combining these observations, the flexible root therefore would therefore be expected to
show some irrecoverable bending deformation close to the shear plane when subjected to a
soil movement of 0.05 m (which was exceeded within the laboratory DSA tests). Such
behaviour corresponds well with the physical observations following the laboratory DSA test,
as shown in Fig 5.9 (d). Conversely, the rigid root rotates significantly inside the soil with a
translational slip of about 0.02 m and the performance is dominated by the root, which is
shown to be well within the elastic range.

Fig 5.9 Comparison of root analogue response under lateral loading for stiff and flexible roots: (a) in plane
principal stress (BNWF); (b) in plane principal strain (BNWF); (c) lateral displacement(BNWF); (d) post-test
observation of laboratory DSA tests.
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Size of model in centrifuge

Absorbent boundary ( Lysmer & Kuhlmeyer,1969)
(a)

(b)

Fig 5.10 Finite element mesh, showing boundary conditions: (a) case (i); (b) cases (ii) and (iii)

5.5 Finite-element modelling
The centrifuge tests were simulated numerically using PLAXIS 2D in this study. 15-noded
triangular elements with 12 Gaussian points suitable for stress and collapse simulations were
used. This element can simulate accurately the dynamic behaviour of slopes (e.g. Al-Defae et
al. 2013). The mesh and boundary conditions are shown in Fig 5.10. The boundary conditions,
which allowed lateral deformation while reacting normal stresses and incorporated nonreflecting vertical boundaries, were established based on the theory proposed by Lysmer &
Kuhlemeyer (1969) to simulate the semi-infinite soil condition. In this way, the performance
of the boundary deformation in the ESB container can be controlled by the adjacent soil. This
same procedure has previously been used by Al-Defae et al. (2013). A dynamic ground
displacement time history was applied along the bottom of the slope. The input motions were
obtained from the measurements at instrument 2 in the centrifuge tests, which represented the
actual input motion the slope saw during the centrifuge tests. Before input, the measured
motions were band-pass filtered using an 8th order Butterworth filter defined by a zero phase
filtering method to eliminate any steady-state offset in the accelerometer recording.
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Table 5. 3 Key parameters and properties of HST95 silica sand
for HS small strain model (after Al-Defae et al., 2013)
Parameter
′
𝜙𝑝𝑘
(°)
𝜓 ′ (°)
𝛾𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡 (kN/m3)
𝛾𝑠𝑎𝑡 (kN/m3)
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐸50 (MPa)
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐸𝑜𝑒𝑑 (MPa)
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐸𝑢𝑟 (MPa)
𝜈𝑢𝑟
𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐺0 (MPa)
𝑚′
𝜀𝑠,0.7 (%)
𝑅𝑓

value
32
0
16.0
16.0
42.5
34
102
0.2
116.3
0.55
0.016
0.9

5.5.1 Soil constitutive models
The hardening soil model with small-strain stiffness (HS small, (Schanz et al. 1999) is used to
model all soil units. This specific constitutive model has been verified to be effective at
simulating the dynamic behaviour of HST 95 sand (Al-Defae et al., 2013). Model parameters
used in the analyses are summarised in Table 5.3. All of the parameters apart from the
cohesion c and damping ratio  add (discussed later) could be collected from the
aforementioned literature.

5.5.2 Root-soil matrix modelling
To model the dynamic behaviour of a slope with regions of different strength in FE analysis,
it is feasible to consider the slope as a composite set of different soil blocks (Fig 5.10 (a) and
(b)), with the soil root interaction behaviour from the BNWF approach mentioned previously
being used to quantify the additional strength and stiffness in the rooted zones.
The strength of root reinforced soil is typically evaluated from the following equation based
on Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion after Waldron (1977) ,
   tan    c  cr

(5)

where, cr represents the additional shear strength contribution due to the presence of roots,
with  ' and c′ representing the strength properties of the fallow soil. Given that the additional
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resistance from the roots was found to increase with the depth of the shear plane (Fig 5.8 (c)),
this was incorporated through increasing the c′ value in the rooted zones above that for the
soil alone (i.e. zero) and this parameter was varied with depth to simulate the depth effect as
shown in Fig 5.8. This is indicated in Fig 5.10 by the variation in shading with depth within
the rooted zones.
To determine the appropriate value of

c r

and its variation with position in the plane of failure

within the continuum FE model the rooted soil zones were represented by a plane crosssection taken horizontally through model roots as illustrated in Fig 5.1(b). At a sufficient
distance, 𝑟, away from the centre of the main taproot, the effect of the root reinforcement may
be expected to have reduced to a negligible amount.
Limited literature (Yegian & Wright 1973) is available on the determination of the zone of
the root group influence, especially for the case herein, which has variable diameter
distribution. Herein, three cases are considered to investigate the influence zone of the roots:
(i) the reinforcement effect is uniformly distributed along the whole slope face; (ii) influence
radius r is selected based on the actual extreme boundary of the root analogues; (iii) 𝑟 equal
to three times the diameter of the trunk, as shown in Fig 5.1(b).
Cases (i) and (ii) represent two extreme cases, while case (iii) was established considering the
group efficiency at 3D spacing to be 0.6 -0.8 for the main row in medium dense sand based
on a body of literature (e.g. McVay et al. 1995; McVay et al. 1998; Rollins et al. 2005). The
2D plane strain FE model assumes that stress distribution in every longitudinal section along
the length, 𝑏, of the 3-D slope geometry is equal (i.e. in the out-of-plane direction). For the
rooted case considered here, two root groups were placed along the length of 3-D slope in the
centrifuge, so that the equivalent (smeared) area, A, of shear plane per metre length of the
slope over which the additional root strength acts is given by:

Ar
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Fig 5.11 Apparent root cohesion for three cases: (a) assumed slip surface; (b) variation of root cohesion with
depth;

Having evaluated the value of A for the rooted zone for each of the three cases (i) – (iii),
BNWF simulations were run for each of the different root diameters separately considering
the shear plane at different depths, with the p-y spring properties evaluated for the prototype
effective stress conditions in the centrifuge tests (rather than the ‘model scale with surcharge’
simulations for the laboratory DSA tests). This is shown in Fig 5.11 (a). However, in the
centrifuge, the model root groups were installed into the slope vertically, rather than
perpendicular to the soil surface (as in the DSA). Modifications of the p-y curve due to the
sloping ground effect were therefore made. The wedge-type failure mechanism only was
modified as the flow-around failure has not been previously observed to be influenced by
sloping ground (Reese et al. 2002). The ultimate soil resistance in this mode is therefore
given by:

tan 
 K 0 x tan  sin 

(4t13  3t12  1) 
( Dt2  xt 22 tan  tan  )

tan(   )
pus   x  tan(   ) cos 

 K 0 x tan  (tan  sin   tan  )(4t13  3t12  1)  K a' D


t1 

tan  tan 
1  tan  tan 

Eq 5. 22

t 2  1  t1
K a'  cos 

Eq 5. 23

cos   cos 2   cos 2 
cos   cos   cos 
2
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Eq 5.22-Eq 5.25 replace Equations Eq 5.3 and Eq 5.7. For each shear plane depth, the
additional resistive force provided by each root was added together using:
n

F p  k  ( Frn  N n )

Eq 5. 25

n 1

where n is the number of distinct types/geometries of model root, reflecting the diversity of
the root diameter and N is the quantity of the model roots of a given type (see Table 5.1). For
the particular distribution of roots used in the centrifuge tests, a group-effect reduction factor
was required to model root-soil-root interaction; this parameter is represented by k in Eq 5.26.
Further DSA tests, which were arranged exactly the same as the centrifuge tests, were
performed. Through comparing the additional resistive force in these tests with the ‘widely
spaced roots’ case reported previously, a value of k = 0.78 was found. This value was then
applied to the BNWF analyses for the centrifuge simulations.
The apparent root cohesion c′r was determined in each of cases (i) – (iii) as the additional
resistive force per area of specific shear plane at each depth, i.e.:
c r  Fp A

Eq 5. 26

The resulting variations of c′r with depth for cases (i) – (iii) are illustrated in Fig 5.11 (b).
The DSA test indicated a negligible change of shear stiffness of rooted soil at the largest
confining stress of 12 kPa on the slip plane (this data is shown in Fig 5.12 (a)). A similar
phenomenon was observed for testing at other confining stresses (not shown). Measurements
made from the buried accelerometers in the centrifuge test indicated a similar result, and also
demonstrated that the damping ratio for both fallow and rooted models lay on a similar trend.
As a result it was assumed in the FE analysis that the effect of the roots could be incorporated
as an additional cohesion only, added to the underlying properties of the HST95 sand.
Fig.5.12 also shows some model from the literature (Hardin & Drnevich, 1972; Ishibashi &
Zhang, 1993) for comparison.
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Fig 5.12 Shear modulus degradation and damping as measured in centrifuge tests, DSA tests and FEM
simulations of fallow and rooted slopes, and comparison to previously published curves

5.6 Validation of FEM
The key indicators of slope performance considered herein are: (a) peak ground accelerations
at the slope crest; and (b) crest settlement.

5.6.1 Fallow slope
Fig 5.13 shows a comparison of measured and simulated accelerations and settlement at the
crest of the slope in the earthquake sequence of TL04. The HS small model has inherent
hysteretic damping when subjected to the cyclic loading (Brinkgreve et al. 2007). But
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according to Fig 5.13 (a), significant over-prediction of accelerations was observed. This
appears to be associated with the increased amplification of lower frequency (<4Hz) and
higher frequency (>15Hz) components, as shown in Fig 5.13 (b). Al-Defae et al. (2013)
reported that additional Rayleigh damping was required to supplement the inherent hysteretic
material damping to match ground accelerations when validating a similar FE model against
centrifuge tests of a larger slope at 1:50 scale. Rayleigh damping was therefore added to the
HS small model, where the equivalent additional viscous damping is given by:

 add  c m (

1
)  c k (f n )
4f n

Eq 5. 27

Additional damping of approximately 2% at the frequencies of 4 Hz and 30 Hz were
determined after several attempts, resulting in values of

cm

= 0.8870 and

ck

= 0.0001872. Al-

Defae et al. (2013) proposed different parameters corresponding to 5% additional viscous
damping and proposed that this was required as a result of imperfect replication of the semiinfinite boundary condition by the ESB box in the centrifuge. This would be consistent with a
different required damping in this study as the stiffness of the rubber inter-layers in the ESB
is normal-stress dependent and so will vary with g-level (Bertalot 2013), and so the container
will necessarily perform differently at different values of N. Both the crest accelerations and
permanent settlement with the additional damping simultaneously gave a good match
between the FE simulation and the centrifuge test.
Fig 5.14 shows the accumulated shear strain at the end of the eight earthquakes from the
fallow FE model. This indicates that the failure mechanism intersected the slope crest within
the boundaries of the ESB container and that it also passed through the toe of the slope,
therefore avoiding any potential restraint to motion of the container wall on both sides. This
supports the initial decisions regarding optimising the geometry of the slope within the
constraints provided by the low scaling factor.
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Fig 5.13 Comparison of measured and predicted acceleration and settlement at crest of fallow slope during test
TL04: (a) time domain; (b) frequency domain; (c) settlement
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Fig 5.14 Shear strain distribution within fallow FE model (end of simulation)

Fig 5.15 Comparison of measured and predicted acceleration for three cases at crest of rooted slope during test
TL03: (a) time domain; (b) frequency domain
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5.6.2 Rooted slope
The simulated accelerations for the three cases at the crest of slope (instrument 12), compared
with those measured from TL03, are shown in Fig 5.15(a) and Fig 5.15(b), in both time and
frequency domains, respectively. The accelerations without any additional damping in the
three cases for root modelling are shown in terms of the envelope of peak values and
generally demonstrate significant over-prediction. It seems that there are some effects of the
variation of soil cohesion spatial distribution on the ground motion propagation, as significant
differences were observed between the three cases. When Rayleigh damping was added to the
model, a good match was observed for all three cases, but case (ii) with damping ratio of 2%
appeared to give the best match. This damping ratio corresponds to that in the unreinforced
slope, and suggests that the root analogues do not add additional damping to the soil. Case (ii)
is illustrated in the figure to show the agreements.
Fig 5.16 (a) presents a comparison of the permanent crest settlement for the three root
modelling cases against the centrifuge test measurements. In contrast with cases (i) and (iii),
case (ii) successfully captures the pattern of settlement, specifically the root strength
mobilisation in the first two motions and the re-grading effect in the subsequent motions, and
this case also shows the best match simultaneously to the crest acceleration (Fig 5.15 (b)).
This suggests that the root soil interaction observed from the BNWF macro-element
modelling is consistent with the global dynamic behaviour of the rooted slope. It also
suggests that it is important in modelling the boundary value problem not to distribute
additional resistance uniformly across the slope (as in case (i)), but to know the boundaries of
the zone where the roots are. Fig 5.16 (b) shows the accumulated shear strain in case (ii) for
comparison with the fallow case (Fig 5.14). It can again be seen that the failure mechanism is
well fitted to the size of the centrifuge model and also interestingly shows how the rooted
zones act to buttress the slope, almost acting like soft retaining walls. This fundamental
change in mechanism may explain why the crest settlement is so sensitive to the spatial
distribution of the root reinforcement (i.e. case (i), (ii) or (iii)).
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Fig 5.16 (a) Comparison of measured and predicted permanent crest settlement for three cases of root modelling
during test TL03; (b) Shear strain distribution within rooted FE model (end of simulation, case ii)

5.7 Conclusions
Dynamic centrifuge testing has been performed to investigate the performance of slopes
containing root analogues under a sequence of earthquake motions. 3-D printing of layered
ABS plastic was used to produce repeatable root analogues which are highly representative of
the mechanical behaviour of real roots. The observed slope behaviour has been simulated
using a two-stage approach in which a BNWF approach using existing p-y curves was
employed to evaluate individual root-soil interaction, and this information was then used to
evaluate equivalent smeared properties for use in plane strain continuum Finite Element
Analysis (FEA). The whole numerical simulation approach was validated against the
centrifuge test data. The following principal conclusions can be drawn from the study:
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1) Reduction of up to 61% in permanent crest settlement was observed for the small
height prototype slope (1:2 slope, height 2.4 m) considered herein which was ‘planted’
with root analogues. The reduction mainly occurs in the first two motions (which
cause the largest amounts of slip) due to the mobilisation of the root-soil interaction.
2) The BNWF macro element approach gave comparable prediction of the performance
of the particular soil-root analogue system considered when undergoing monotonic
shear loading. The root behaviour appeared to be dominated by transverse bending
rather than axial tension when subjected to lateral soil movement. This suggests that
the measurement of root material properties for slope stability analyses should
therefore take into account this mode of deformation, and root-soil interaction models
based on axial response may underestimate the available mechanical soil
reinforcement from roots.
3) Continuum FEA using appropriately-sized zones of smeared rooted soil properties
derived from the BNWF macro elements was validated to be effective at simulating
the global dynamic performance of the slope reinforced with root analogues that was
considered in the study. The influence zone of root groups is complex, but when
simplified to the boundary geometry that the root group actually occupies, it appears
to provide a very reasonable simulation.
4) Consistency was observed between dynamic acceleration and permanent soil
movements in the FE simulations. A small amount of additional viscous damping was
required to achieve the best match to the centrifuge data.
5) The root analogues tested added additional shear strength to the soil, but did not have
an appreciable effect on modifying the soil stiffness or damping.
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of rooted slopes using centrifuge modelling
6.1 Introduction
This chapter will give further insight into the seismic performance of rooted slope. A series of
centrifuge tests will be performed at different scales (1:10 and 1:30) and corresponding
centrifugal acceleration fields (10-g and 30-g, respectively) under a sequence of earthquake
ground motions. Input motion frequency content and slope height, which are often considered
to be the key factors influencing the seismic behaviour of slopes are studied. The boundary
effect in the ESB container will also be presented. Following this, the potential benefit of
roots on slope performance will then be further discussed.

6.2 Dynamic centrifuge modelling
6.2.1 Model preparation
Five tests with varied g level and motion frequency (as indicated in Table 6.1) are compared
in this chapter. All values presented herein are given at prototype scale, unless specifically
noted otherwise. Typical model layouts are shown in Fig 6.1 for model TL 06 and TL 07.
More details about model preparation and soil properties can be found in Chapter 3.
Table 6.1 Summary of Centrifuge models tested
Test
identification
number
TL 04
TL 05
TL 06
TL 07
TL 08

Test
scale

Slope
height (m)

Root type

1:10
1:30
1:30
1:10
1:30

2.4
7.2
7.2
2.4
7.2

Fallow
Fallow
1:30 scale root cluster
1:10 scale root cluster
Fallow
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root
cluster
quantity
0
0
36
4
0

Motion
frequency
content (Hz)
4-30
1.33-10
1.33-10
4-30
4-10
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Fig 6.1 Schematic of centrifuge model geometry, instrumentation and position of root analogues: (a) 1:10 scale
model; (b) 1:30 scale mode (Dimensions at prototype scale in meters)

6.2.2 Model tree roots
A simplified 3-D root model cluster (Fig 6.2) with root area ratio (RAR), root distribution and
root length representative of a 1:10 and 1:30 geometrically-scaled tree root cluster consisting
of a tap-root system was modelled and idealised. Further details relating to the design of this
model can be found in Chapter 4. All of the roots except the tap root were simplified into
circular curved bars and classified into different types (after Watson et al. 1995) based on
their diameter, as shown in Table 6.2.
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Fig 6.2 ABS plastic root model from 3D printer showing the size difference between 1:10 scale and 1:30 scale

Fig 6.3 Multiple 2D distribution of roots intersecting four planes at different depths below the ground surface for
1:30 scale 3D root models at prototype scale (downslope positive)
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Table 6. 2 Root diameter class for medium and structural roots (not including tap root)
Diameter at 1:10
model scale(mm)
0.8
1.6
3
5

Diameter at1:30
model scale(mm)
0.8
1
1.6

Diameter range at
prototype scale(mm)
<5
5-10
10-20
20-40
>40

Root class at prototype scale
(after Watson et al. 1995)
fine
small
medium
large
coarse

The model roots were fabricated using the Stratesys Inc. uPrint SE Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) prototyper (also known as 3D printer) at the University of Dundee following
the procedures outlined in Liang et al. (2014). Compared with the 1:10 scale root cluster, the
type “small” roots were eliminated in 1:30 scale root cluster due to the threshold minimum
manufacturing size in the 3D printer (0.75mm). The corresponding difference of root
distribution at prototype scale is shown in Fig 6.3. The 3D printing technique can generate a
uni-directionally layered structure, which can successfully simulate the fibrous structure of
tree roots. The layered ABS plastic root analogues were validated to be highly representative
of the mechanical behaviour of real roots after a series of element tests, which is described in
more detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The mean particle size of the sand used was 0.16 mm, while the minimum diameter of root
segments modelled was 0.8 mm, which is only 5D50. Ovesen (1979) proposed that there was
some deviation from continuum behaviour in centrifuge models when the ratio of foundation
diameter to grain size was less than approximately 15. To verify what the impact of potential
scale effects might be, a series of direct shear tests were conducted in a large direct shear
apparatus (DSA) . The same 3D root cluster and density of soil as used in the centrifuge tests
were used in the large DSA. The varied confining stress for different potential slip plane
locations in the centrifuge test was simulated in the DSA through altering the surcharge
weight. However, it should be noted that the same confining stress with position along the
root in the centrifuge tests could not truly be simulated, as shown in Fig 6.4(a). The DSA tests
did verify that the additional shear strength for both 1:30 and 1:10 scale root clusters were of
the same order of magnitude, as shown in Fig 6.4(b). Here the difference of root cohesion
between 1:30 and 1:10 scale root cluster can been considered as an evidence of particle size
effect due to the change in the ratio of root diameter to grain size.
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Fig 6.4 Comparison of DSA tests of 1:10 and 1:30 scale root clusters: (a) variation of confining stress (b)
additional shear strength provided by roots

6.2.3 Earthquake events
Each slope model was subjected to eight successive earthquake motions, full details about
these motions are presented in Chapter 3, The motions were each band-pass filtered using 512
point filter to obtain demand motions (see Fig 6.5) which were within the controllable range
(40-300Hz at model scale) of the EQS. At 1:10 scale this range is between 4Hz and 30Hz,
while at 1:30 scale this range is between 1.33Hz and 10Hz. Significant differences in the
seismic performance of slopes between these two scales may be expected due to the
combined effects of different slope height and input motion frequency. A reduced range of 410Hz at 1:30 scale was therefore also introduced to provide both 1:10 scale and 1:30 scale
models with the same amount of low frequency motion (<4Hz) filtered out in each case, so
that a comparison could be made where only the slope height was different in the fallow case.
All motions were initially calibrated on a dummy slope identical to Fig 6.1, but without
instrumentation before formal testing to obtain repeatable achieved motions as close as
possible to the filtered demand motions.
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Fig 6.5 Input motions for different models: (a) Aegion; (b) Northridge; (c) L'Aquila

6.2.4 Natural frequency of the model slopes
The natural frequency ( f 0 ) of the model slopes was estimated using:

f 0  Vs / kH

Eq 6. 1

where Vs is the shear wave velocity, H is the soil layer height and k is a coefficient for the
shape of the soil layer (k = 4 for a half-infinite horizontal layer; k = 2.61 for a triangular
shaped layer (Gazetas & Dakoulas 1992)). In this study, no resonant column (RC) tests were
performed, but the shear wave velocity can be related to the maximum shear modulus (G0) at
small strain below the elastic threshold,
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G0  Vs2

Eq 6. 2

where ρ is density of the soil. Given the angular grained sand particles of HST 95 sand used
in this study, G0 was estimated using the relationship based on void ratio (e) proposed by
Hardin & Drnevich (1972):

G0  3230

(2.97  e) 2
 p0'
1 e

Eq 6. 3

where p0' is the initial mean effective confining stress ,which can be expressed as:

p0' 

(1  2 K 0 ) v'
3

Eq 6. 4

where  v' is the vertical effective stress and K 0 is the earth pressure coefficient at rest, which
was estimated using:

K 0  1  sin  '

Eq 6. 5

where  ' is effective angle of friction. A value of  ' =32° was reported by Al-Defae et al.
(2013) for HST 95 sand.
According to Eq 6.1- Eq 6.5, the average natural frequency of the slope for 1:10 and 1:30
scale were estimated to be 12.9 Hz (0.08 s period) and 5.7 Hz (0.18 s period), respectively,
and these values are shown in Fig 6.5.

6.3 Seismic performance of fallow slopes
The seismic response of the fallow slopes under sequences of strong motion will firstly be
discussed. This will provide a benchmark to subsequently assess the comparative
performance of the rooted slopes.
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6.3.1 Dynamic response – effect of input motion frequency content
Comparing the 1:30 scale fallow models at reduced frequency range (TL-08) and at ‘full’
frequency range (TL-05) allows the same slope profile at prototype scale to be considered
with the only difference being in the amount of low frequency signal content in the ground
motion. Comparison of the seismic performance of these two models is important to
determine what the implications of a lack of low frequency content will be on slope
behaviour, such as was necessitated by the scaling factor used in the 1:10 scale tests.
A comparison of the peak acceleration amplification factor (Spk_amp = peak acceleration at a
given depth divided by the peak acceleration of the input motion in the centrifuge tests) as a
function of normalised elevation (z/H) of models TL 05 and TL08 is shown in Fig 6.6. Here,
the first motion of each type was selected (i.e. EQ1, EQ2 and EQ5). Values estimated from
Eurocode 8, Part 5 (BSI, 2005b) for the crest (z/H = 1), are also included for comparison,
where:

S pk _ amp  S  ST

Eq 6. 6

where S is a soil factor describing the site effect ( = 1.4 for the ‘ground type E ’ soil in this
study, as classified using Eurocode 8, Part 1 (BSI,2005a)) and ST

is a topographic

amplification factor (  1.2 for shallow slopes). The overall minimum amplification factor is
then 1.7.
The response in the deeper soil (z/H < 0.2) was very similar in each case and included a
limited amount of attenuation for EQ2 and EQ5 with the higher peak input motion, as
previously observed by Ha et al. (2014). Towards the crest of the slope, the reduced motions
generally result in smaller peak accelerations, with the exception of EQ2 – this is broadly in
agreement with Fig.6.5, given the natural frequency of the 1:30 scale slope. Fig 6.7 shows a
comparison of the spectral amplification factor (Samp, given by dividing the crest spectral
ordinates by those of input motion) between the same two models and shows that the motion
which gives the highest Spk_amp in each case is the one with the highest Samp at periods below
the natural period of the slope. This is perhaps to be expected as Samp(0) = Spk_amp. Therefore,
filtering out the low frequency (high period) components of the motion, such as was
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necessitated by the low scaling factor in the 1:10 tests, will not have such a significant impact
on dynamic amplification within the slope. It is also apparent from Fig 6.7(c) that the
L’Aquila motion (EQ5-EQ7) is highly suitable for use in tests where different scaling factors
are applied. The same is likely to be true of other motions with only limited low frequency
(high period) content (see Fig 6.5).

Fig 6.6 Comparison of peak acceleration amplification
behaviour between 1:30 scale model at ‘full’ and
reduced frequency content: (a) in EQ 1; (b) in EQ 2;
(c) in EQ5

Fig 6.7 Comparison of ARS amplification factor
between 1:30 scale models at ‘full’ and reduced
frequency content: (a) in EQ 1; (b) in EQ 2; (c) in EQ5
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It should also be noted that in almost all cases shown in Fig 6.7, Samp is significantly higher
than the constant minimum value proposed by a modern design code such as EC8. This
suggests that a full site response analysis including topographical effects is important,
particularly for cases where there is short period infrastructure sited at (or near) the crest of
the slope which is sensitive to accelerations (e.g. low-rise masonry and other brittle
structures).

6.3.2 Dynamic response – effect of slope height
Having ascertained the impact of the input motion frequency content, a comparison of tests
TL-04 and TL-08 allows a comparison of two 1:2 slopes of different heights, namely 2.4 m
and 7.2 m, respectively, in each case with the same low frequency cut-off in the input motion
(4 Hz).
The ground motion at the crest for model TL 08 was observed to be generally larger than that
of TL-04 for the same peak acceleration of the input motion. The variation of peak
acceleration amplification factor with normalised elevation for these cases is shown in Fig 6.8.
In two out of the three motions considered (EQ1 and EQ2 as shown in Fig 6.8), the taller
slope shows increased amplification compared to the shorter slope, up to or beyond 2.5 × the
input motion peak. In all cases the amplification at the crest is significantly larger than the
value of 1.7 suggested by EC8. These observations would suggest that topographic
amplification factors should be substantially increased, particularly in taller slopes.

6.3.3 Dynamic response – effect of aftershocks/preshocks
Fig 6.9 shows the recorded Spk_amp for the first and last earthquake of similar type in test TL05
(i.e. for the tallest slope with ‘full’ frequency content). In this way it is possible to observe
what the effect of previous strong ground motions is on the dynamic response of the slope in
a subsequent event (i.e. in a strong aftershock). Generally the dynamic response of the ground
was found to be insensitive to previous shaking, though comparing each pair, a small amount
of additional amplification can be seen in the later motion (e.g. compare EQ4 to EQ2 or EQ7
to EQ5). The effect is most apparent comparing EQ8 to EQ1 – these are both nominally the
same motion, but EQ8 occurs after a significant amount of strong shaking. These observed
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small increases in amplification during later motions are presumably a result of densification
of the soil during previous strong shaking.

Fig 6.8 Effect of slope height on peak acceleration amplification: (a) in EQ 1; (b) in EQ 2; (c) in EQ5

Fig 6.9 Increased peak ground motion amplification in aftershocks, 1:30 scale fallow model (TL 05) shown
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6.3.4 Permanent deformations
Fig 6.10 shows a comparison of the permanent crest settlement across the eight earthquakes
for model TL-05 and TL-08. It is found that in contrast to the dynamic motions (Fig.6.6) the
effect of removing the low frequency content of the input motion is significant on the
permanent settlement at the crest. A reduction of 60% on permanent slope settlement was
observed when the low frequency content between 1.33Hz – 4Hz was removed. Considering
the response in terms of a Newmark sliding block analysis, such components, having longer
periods, would result in greater slip when they exceed the yield acceleration of the slope
compared to higher frequency components of the same peak ground acceleration, due to the
generation of larger slip velocity and hence, displacement. As a result, it is to be expected that
these components will contribute significantly to (the greater part of) the accumulated slip.
A comparison of the permanent crest settlement across the eight earthquakes for models TL04 and TL-08 (i.e. different height slopes) is shown in Fig.6.10. A reduction of approximate
57% on permanent slope settlement was observed when the height of the slope changed from
7.2m to 2.4m. This ratio is broadly consistent with the reduction in peak ground accelerations
near the surface of the soil (the likely sliding mass) in the smaller slopes (Fig 6.8) and can
again be understood through consideration as a Newmark sliding system. If the two slopes,
because of their identical slope angle, will both yield through the formation of a mechanism
close to an infinite slope, then their yield acceleration will be the same. However, the larger
size of the ground motions will mean that yield will be exceeded more often and with
increased slip velocity (and hence, displacement) on each occasion, resulting in increased slip.

As Fig 6.10 also shows the deformations due to the full sequence of eight earthquake motions
in each case, it may also be used to compare response in preshocks and aftershocks. As
previously observed for fallow slopes by Al-Defae et al. (2013), the permanent slip in
subsequent nominally identical ground motions reduces due to re-grading (geometric
hardening through a reduction in slope angle). This same effect can be observed in Fig 6.10
particularly comparing EQ2-EQ4 and EQ5-EQ7.
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Fig 6.10 Comparison of permanent settlement at the crest in fallow slopes: (a) 1:30 scale models – input motion
frequency content effect; (b) 1:10 and 1:30 scale models – slope height effect.

6.4 Seismic performance of rooted slopes
6.4.1 Boundary effect of ESB container
Three external LVDTs were located in the centre of the model (position I) as well as 50 mm
(position II, model scale) and 20 mm (position III, model scale) away from the walls of the
container along the centreline at the crest of the slope. The permanent crest settlement
measured during the seismic events for three positions of model TL06 is shown in Fig 6.11.
It was found that permanent deformation at the boundary of the ESB container is 17% higher
than that at the centre of the container, and this kept accordance with the boundary
acceleration amplification reported by Teymur & Madabhushi (2003). The other models
presented the similar behaviour and is summarised in Table 6.4. It should be noted here the
crest settlements used later are measured in the centre of the slope model, unless specific
noted otherwise, to eliminate the boundary effect as suggested by Zeng & Schofield (1996).
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Fig 6.11 Comparison of crest settlement measured at different positions away from the ESB container boundary

Table 6.3 Normalised crest settlement at different positions away from the boundary of ES B container
Test ID
TL4
TL5
TL6
TL7
TL8

Position I
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Position II
84%
100%
107%
117%
108%

Position III
101%
110%
116%
138%
130%

6.4.2 Dynamic shear modulus and damping
A comparison of shear modulus and damping as functions of cyclic shear strain within rooted
slopes and fallow slopes is shown in Fig 6.12. The data points were determined from secondorder estimates using the accelerometer data, following the method proposed by Brennan et
al. (2005). The shear modulus at a given cyclic shear strain illustrated a good match between
rooted slopes and fallow slopes. This may suggest that the presence of root had quite limited
effect on the stiffness of the soil. But for the damping ratio of the soil, the opposite
phenomena were observed, that is, 1:10 scale rooted model showed a generally higher value
than that of fallow model while a generally lower value was found in 1:30 scale rooted model.
Furthermore, it is worth noting here that the 1:30 scale model at full frequency showed a
much larger shear strain than the other two cases, which could be related to the magnitude of
the motion.
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Fig 6.12 Comparison of shear modulus degradation and damping between fallow and root reinforced slopes: (a)
1:10 scale model; (b) 1:30 scale model at full frequency content;

6.4.3 Dynamic response
The ratios of peak acceleration at the crest of root-reinforced slopes to those of fallow slopes
for 1:10 scale (instrument 12, Fig 6.1) and 1:30 scale (instrument 14) are shown in Fig
6.13(a). The acceleration for the root-reinforced slope was generally similar to or larger than
that of the fallow slope and no significant reductions due to the root presence were observed
in any of the three distinct motions (with the exception of three instances, two in EQ5 and one
for 1:10 scale in EQ8. This indicates that the presence of the model roots had a very limited
influence on the general propagation and amplification of earthquake motion from the toe of
the slope to the crest of the slope. Chapter 4 has reported that some reduction in acceleration
response was observed in the near-field of root analogues for the 1:10 scale slope;
comparative measurements for the wider set of tests reported herein are given in Fig 6.13(b).
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Fig 6.13 Reduction in peak acceleration due to the presence of roots: (a) 1:10 scale model; (b) 1:30 scale model

Fig 6.14 Reduction in ARS magnitude due to the presence of roots at the location of a root analogue: (a) 1:10
scale model; (b) 1:30 scale model

It is therefore apparent that although root systems may locally reduce acceleration magnitudes,
the effect on the overall slope dynamic motions is still small. To further understand the effect
of the roots a spectral reduction factor (Sred_ARS ) was obtained by dividing the rooted case
spectral ordinates at the crest by those for the comparative unreinforced slope, and the
resulting data is shown in Fig 6.14. For the 1:30 scale slope, (Fig 6.14(b)), Sred_ARS was very
close to 1.0, implying a negligible effect of the roots on the dynamic response of the slope.
This was not the case for the 1:10 scale slope. Such a difference may be related to the relative
size of the root cluster to the slope, particularly in terms of their depth, relative to the slope
height. The tree root systems, which have the same 1.5 m prototype depth in each case,
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influenced the 1:10 scale slope to a relatively greater depth (1.5/2.4 = 0.63H), but only a
comparatively smaller proportion of 1:30 scale slope (1.5/7.2 = 0.21H).

6.4.4 Permanent deformations
Fig 6.15 shows a comparison of the permanent settlement at the crest of the slope between
rooted and fallow cases. As observed for the fallow cases (Fig 6.10), a decreasing trend of
settlement was observed in the rooted slopes when subjected to successive strong motions
(e.g. aftershocks) attributable to the aforementioned slope geometry change (re-grading).
Reductions by 85% and 15% of the permanent fallow slope movement were observed due to
the presence of the roots, for the 1:10 scale model and 1:30 scale model, respectively. The
majority of this reduction was observed in the first two motions (EQ1 and EQ2) for the 1:10
scale models which is consistent with observations of the straight root analogue case (plate /
heart type) previously reported in Chapter 5 and attributable to the rapid mobilization of rootsoil interaction due to the initial soil slip under dynamic loading. After the initial rapid
mobilization, the additional resistive force of the root was largely constant after the initial
mobilization.
With root analogues which had similar strengthening effects on the soil over the upper 1.5 m,
given the unavoidable particle size effects (Fig 6.4), the 1:30 scale rooted model experienced
a much lower reduction of crest settlement compared with 1:10 scale rooted model. The
improvement also only became apparent in the later earthquakes. To understand this
behaviour, the Newmark sliding block framework can again be used. Within this framework,
the presence of the roots may reduce permanent slip in two ways: (i) by increasing the yield
acceleration of the slope; (ii) via a reduction of the dynamic motions within the slope
(specifically near the surface in the sliding mass). It has already been shown that the change
in acceleration response is small or slightly increasing for both 1:10 and 1:30 cases (Fig 6.13).
This leaves increasing the yield acceleration of the slope.
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Fig 6.15 Reduction in ARS magnitude due to the presence of roots at the location of a root analogue: (a) 1:10
scale model; (b) 1:30 scale model

Fig 6.4 has shown that in both cases the root models add significant additional shear strength
within their zone of influence, especially considering the low confining stresses within the
soil over the top 1.5 m. Previously Al-Defae et al. (2013) determined that the shear plane in a
fallow 1:2 slope in the same soil at the same relative density and for a similar height (H = 8 m,
compared to H = 7.2 m for the 1:30 slope in this study) was at a depth of approximately 0.5 m
and was of the translational/infinite type. Therefore it may be inferred that a translational
failure will also be critical and at a similar depth in the smaller fallow 1:10 slope. The roots
always have a positive contribution to shear strength at whatever depth the shear plane is,
until close to their tips, at which point the soil strength reverts to soil only. Therefore it is
highly likely that the shear plane over the central (majority) part of the slope will be pushed
deeper, as it will be easier to shear through the unreinforced soil below the root tips, rather
than through the rooted (reinforced) zone. In the case of the 1:10 scale slope, this would result
in significant changes to the geometry of the slip plane at the toe of the slope to form a
kinematically admissible mechanism (refer to Fig 6.1). Such changes to the mechanism
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geometry would be less severe in the case of the 1:30 slope and so it is likely that the yield
acceleration of the smaller (1:10 scale) slope will be increased by more than the taller (1:30
scale) slope. This may explain why the roots are apparently more effective at reducing slip in
the shorter slope, however, such a mechanism requires further investigation. This mechanism,
and the centrifuge observations from this study, also potentially suggest that there may be a
limiting height of slope beyond which other forms of reducing slip (e.g. discretely spaced pile
rows, Al-Defae & Knappett, 2014) may be more effective, but also that for slopes of modest
height (e.g. small embankments) tree roots may be a very effective seismic slope stabilisation
method.

6.5 Conclusion
A series of centrifuge tests has been performed at different scales (1:10 and 1:30) and
corresponding centrifugal acceleration fields (10-g and 30-g, respectively) to investigate the
performance of slopes containing root analogues under a sequence of earthquake motions
under a sequence of earthquake ground motions. The key factors that may influence the
seismic behaviour of slopes were studied. The following principal conclusions can be drawn
from the study:
1) The crest amplification factors for all cases were observed to be significantly larger
than the value of 1.7 suggested by EC8. These observations would suggest that
topographic amplification factors should be substantially increased, particularly in
taller slopes.
2) Filtering out the low frequency (high period) component of the motion, will have a
significant effect on slope deformation response, but will not have a significant
impact on dynamic amplification within the slope.
3) Seismic performance of the slope was found to be highly influenced by the slope
height; the reason for this is due to the change of the natural frequency of the slope
hence a distinct resonance response.
4) The dynamic response of the ground was found to be insensitive to previous shaking.
5) The stiffness of the soil for the overall slope was found to be insensitive to the
presence of roots, but this would not be the case for the damping of the soil.
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6) The influence of roots on the seismic performance of roots varies with the size of the
slope. In this study, for the slope reinforced with similar tree roots, the small size
slope performed much better than the large size slope, both in the acceleration
response and permanent slope movement.
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Chapter 7 Development of FEM-based tools for
determine seismic performance of vegetated slope
7. 1 Introduction
The two-part numerical modelling approach developed in Chapter 5 is validated to be
effective for plate / heart root systems of shrubs and trees, of which most of the individual
roots behave independently. However, for the deep tap root system, it may not be the case
given the fact that the main tap root penetrated into the soil to significant depth and mobilised
other roots to resist soil movement. Experimental evidence of the distinct behaviours between
such a tap root system (3D root cluster) and the plate / heart root type (straight root group)
with the same distribution at a given shear plane during shear loading has been illustrated in
Chapter 4. Hence, the modelling approach which can be used for a tap-root system will be
developed in this chapter and validated against the centrifuge tests data reported in Chapter 6.
Following validation, a parametric study was conducted to investigate the influence of
different potential characteristics of rooted soil on the overall seismic performance of slope
with different size.

7.2 Finite element modelling
The two–dimensional numerical simulations were conducted using the commercial finite
element program PLAXIS 2D. The numerical models of TL 06 and TL 07 are shown in Fig
7.1. The dimensions of the slope were established based on the prototype size of the
centrifuge with extensions at the left and right boundary to simulate semi-infinite soil
conditions as closely as possible the boundary performance in the ESB container using
adjacent soil. Full details of the boundary conditions can be found in Chapter 5. Input
earthquake loading was applied in time domain along the bottom of the model (indicated by
the arrows in Fig 7.1). The waveform used in each case was the acceleration record measured
at instrument ACC2 in the centrifuge tests. Before input, the motions were band-pass filtered
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using an 8th order Butterworth filter defined by a zero phase filtering method. Through this
way, any steady-state offset and noise content outsider the demand frequency content in
accelerometer recording could be eliminated.
The ESB container used in this study was designed to match the dynamic stiffness of the soil
subject to 2010 Maule earthquake (PGA =0.4g) under an acceleration filed of 50g (Bertalot
2013). However, during earthquake, the stiffness of the soil, which depends on the void ratio,
effective stress and shear strain, will change while the stiffness of the container is fixed
(Madabhushi & Teymur 2003). Unwanted boundary effect will be generated due to the
different g level and input earthquake motions compared with the design cases. The boundary
effect along the crest was observed and demonstrated in Chapter 6. So crest settlements used
in analysis were measured in the centre of the slope model as suggested by Zeng & Schofield
(1996) to avoid the boundary effect. However, whether this point stands for no boundary
effect or not is still uncertainty and requires further identification given the fact that the crest
located very near to the ESB container wall (1.4m at prototype) at 1:10 scale slope.
In Chapter 5, the semi-infinite soil condition rather than the real case with ESB container was
established with the aim to highly reduce (more than 80% for the same global coarseness) the
computational time and physical memory requirement. But such condition was based on the
assumption of good performance of ESB container and relative small effect on slope
performance from ESB container wall. This assumption will be identified through comparing
the seismic performance of semi-infinite soil condition case and ESB container case.

7.2.1 Soil constitutive models
All soil materials were simulated using the Hardening Soil constitutive model with smallstain stiffness (HS small, Schanz et al. 1999). This stress and strain dependent elastic part of
the model was originally derived from the strain dependent stiffness model proposed by
Hardin & Drnevich (1972):

G

G0
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where the threshold shear strain  r is quantified as :

Fig 7.1 Finite element mesh, showing boundary conditions: (a) 1:10 scale model (b) 1:30 scale model

Fig 7.2 Finite element mesh of ESB boundary model (1:10 & 1:30 fallow model)
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r 

 max

Eq 7. 2

G0

with  max being the shear stress at failure. Santos & Correia (2001) proposed that the use of a
smaller threshold shear strain could reduce errors within the model and suggested the shear
strain  r   0.7 at which the secant shear modulus G is reduced to about 70% of its initial
value:

G

G0

1
1  0.385

Eq 7. 3


 0.7

Plastic failure is modelled using a cap-type yield surface combined with the Mohr-Coulomb
failure criterion in this model. This model can successfully capture the strain hardening and
small strain stiffness behaviour of soil during dynamic loading. However, strain softening
behaviour is not modelled. Al-Defae et al. (2013) suggested using the critical state strength
'
(  ' = crit
) to model large strain slope behaviour. Such suggestion was employed in Chapter

5 and illustrated a good predication of seismic performance for 1:10 scale model. The reason
for this is due to the non-significant softening behaviour resulting from the small earthquake
loadings, further discussion of this will be given in Chapter 8. Hence, in this chapter, the
critical state strength will still be used during modelling the 1:10 scale model. However, this
may be ideal, especially for slopes subject to large cyclic loadings such as the 1:30 scale
model in this study, the failure of the slope is governed by the strain softening behaviour
(Bolton & Take 2011). To approximate such behaviour within a hardening soil model, the
'
value of  ' used in modelling (Knappett et al. 2006) was modified from crit
to   as

suggested in Detournay & Drescher (1993) and given by:

 cos ' sin  pk '
  tan 
 1  sin ' sin  '
pk



1






where  pk is the peak friction angle and can be written in terms of dilation angle  ' as
'
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'
 pk
 cs'  0.8 '

Eq 7. 5

for plane strain conditions (Eichhorn & Drechsler 2010);  pk can also be given as a function
'

of the relative dilation index I R (Bolton 1986) ,
'
 pk
 cs  AI R

Eq 7. 6

where A is dimensionless factor to account for strain type, A= 3 for tri-axial strain, A=5 for
plane strain; I R is given by

I R  I D 10  ln p'  1

Eq 7. 7
'

where I D is the relative density, 55%-60%, varied depended on the model here; p0 is the
mean confining stress at failure, which can be expressed as the vertical and horizontal
effective stresses,

1
1
p0'  ( v'   h' )  ( v'  2 K 0 v' )
3
3

Eq 7. 8

where  v' is the vertical effective stress,  h' is the horizontal effective stress, and K 0 is the
earth pressure coefficient at rest , which is estimated using:
K 0  1  sin  '

Eq 7. 9

According to Eq 7.5 to Eq 7.9, the mean peak friction angle  pk and equivalent friction angle
'

  are 44° and 39°, for the 7.2m slope. The corresponding dilation angle  ' is 9°. All of the
other input parameters (see Table 5.3 ) apart from the cohesion c ' and damping ratio  add for
the HST 95 sand used in this study have been previously reported by Al-Defae et al. (2013)
and validated to be effective in Chapter 5 and will not be further discussed in the following
sections. Damping will be discussed further during validation against the centrifuge test data
for the fallow slopes.
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7.2.2 Root-soil matrix modelling
Initially a highly simplified model of the rooted soil zones within the slope models was
considered, in which this soil was assumed to be a ‘smeared’ zone having the same
mechanical characteristics as the surrounding soil, but with additional ‘root cohesion’
(apparent cohesion due to roots) added to the aforementioned HS-small soil properties. The
variation of smeared properties with depth (see Fig 6.4) was determined for the centrifuge
models by performing direct shear tests. Full details about this can be found in Chapter 6. The
influence zone of the root systems was complex, but as found in Chapter 5, when the
influence zone was simplified to the boundary geometry that the root system actually
occupied, highly accurate simulations could be achieved. This approach was employed here
in defining the dimension of smeared rooted zone, which are shown in Fig 7.1.

7.2.3 Modelling ESB container
7.2.3.1 General consideration
A typical layout of numerical model of TL04 and TL05 with ESB boundary is shown in Fig
7.2. Here the dimensions of the slope were established based on the prototype size of the
centrifuge model. All soil materials were simulated using the Hardening Soil constitutive
model with small-strain stiffness. Full details about the soil models can be found in the
preceding section. The ESB container was simulated using 5-nodes plate element following
the layered structure of ESB container composited of 6 aluminium frames and 5 rubber interlayers. The plate element is based on Mindlin’s theory (Bathe & Saunders 1984), which
allows for plate deflections due to shearing as well as bending. For each node, three degrees
of freedom are defined, that is, two translational degree of freedom (ux, uy) and one rational
degree of freedom (rotation in the x-y plane). It should be noted that the top and bottom
horizontal plates are dummy plates with the aim of establishing the whole system. During
construction, these two plates should not be activated in case of any wrong amplification of
earthquake motions. Rotational fixity was then applied to the base of each plate to fix the
rotational degree of freedom around the z axis. Nodes to nodes anchors were connected
between aluminium frame plates to make them behave as a whole system as in reality.
Interfaces were assigned between soil model and ESB container wall to simulate the
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interaction between them, here the factor of interface was taken as 1.0 to guarantee that the
end wall had the same friction as the adjacent soil as proposed by Zeng & Schofield (1996).
An absorbent boundary was applied on the end wall to minimize the unwanted P waves
(Milsom 2007) generated by aluminium frames to accurate simulate the function of shear
beam.
Here aluminium and rubber were considered to be isotropic and elastic material, 6 input
parameters are required: two stiffness parameters, axial stiffness EA and bending stiffness EI;
specific weight w; Poisson ratio ν; and two viscous damping ratio parameter cm and ck. All the
plate parameters used in the analyses are summarised in Table 7.1. The determination of these
parameters will be discussed later. As indicted by Zeng & Schofield (1996), the dynamic
behaviour of the ESB container is defined by the lateral stiffness of the rubber layers and by
the mass of the aluminium frames, so the accuracy of simulation is highly dependent on the
accuracy of rubber stiffness properties and aluminium frames mass properties.
Table 7.1 Key parameters and properties of ESB container wall

1:10
Scale
model

1:30
scale
model

Parameter

Bottom
rubber layer

2nd rubber
layer

3rd rubber
layer

4th rubber
layer

EA (kN/m)
EI (kN m2/m)
w (kN /m/m)
ν
ζ (%)
cm
ck
EA (kN/m)
EI (kN m2/m)
w (kN /m/m)
ν
ζ (%)
cm
ck

2268
26.58
0
0.5
5
2.218
0.4681e-3
11.13e3
1175
0
0.5
5
0.7228
1.408e-3

2124
24.89
0
0.5
5
2.218
0.4681e-3
9838
1038
0
0.5
5
0.7228
1.408e-3

1979
23.19
0
0.5
5
2.218
0.4681e-3
8538
900.5
0
0.5
5
0.7228
1.408e-3

1835
21.50
0
0.5
5
2.218
0.4681e-3
7237
763.3
0
0.5
5
0.7228
1.408e-3

Top
rubber
layer
1690
19.81
0
0.5
5
2.218
0.4681e-3
5937
626.2
0
0.5
5
0.7228
1.408e-3

Aluminium
frame
25.88e6
0.303e6
19.23
0.334
0.04
0.01774
3.745e-6
77.63e6
8.187e6
57.69
0.334
0.04
5.783e-3
0.0112e-3

7.2.3.2 Properties of rubber layer
The shear modulus Gr (kPa) of rubber layer used in this study as a function of vertical
confining stress σv (kPa) was given by Bertalot (2013) based on the conventional shear box
testing,
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Gr  1374  14.6   v

Eq 7. 10

where σv is induced by the weight of aluminium frame rather than the soil model, and will
vary with working g level. Young’s modulus Er (kPa) of the rubber can then derived from the
following equation,

Er  2Gr (1  r )

Eq 7. 11

where νr=0.5 for rubber (Mott & Roland 2010). For plane stain model, the value of EA (kN/m)
relates to stiffness per unit width in the out-of-direction, and can be calculated by:
Er A  Er  d eq  1m

Eq 7. 12

where deq is the equivalent thickness of the plate, for solid layer used in this study, the real
width of rubber sheet (0.375 m at prototype) is taken.
The flexural rigidity EI (kN m2/m) can then be calculated as a function of EA and deq,

d eq  12

Er I
Er A

Eq 7. 13

The weight of rubber is considered to have limited effect on the dynamic performance of ESB
container and is taken as 0 for simplicity. The standard dynamic damping of rubber is 5%
according to Orban (2011) and applied as Rayleigh damping at the frequency of 4 Hz and 30
Hz to calculate the corresponding damping coefficient.

7.2.3.3 Properties of aluminium frame
The Young’s modulus EAl and Poison ratio νAl of aluminium are given by Euro code 9 . The
corresponding stiffness properties can then be determined following the Eq 7.12 and Eq 7.13.
For the anchor connecting the two sides of walls, only axial stiffness and length is required
for input. Here the length of anchor taken as 1 m, and the corresponding axial stiffness is then
the same with aluminium plate.
The weight wAl of the aluminium frame plate is obtained by multiplying the unit weight of
plate material by the thickness of the plate deq. It should be mentioned that the calculated unit
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weight of the aluminium frames should be less than the real unit weight of aluminium
material due to the hallow slots on the outer sides of aluminium frames to achieve the design
mass requirement as reported by Bertalot (2013). The dynamic damping of aluminium is
taken as 0.04% after Orban (2011).

7.3 Validation of numerical model
7.3.1 Dynamic shear modulus and damping
A comparison of shear modulus and damping in EQ1 as functions of cyclic shear strain
within both centrifuge models and the corresponding numerical simulations are shown in Fig
7.3 and Fig 7.4, for unreinforced model TL 05 and root reinforced model TL06, respectively.
It was found that material hysteretic damping within the numerical model was generally
smaller than that inferred from the centrifuge tests. This indicated that a small amount of
additional damping was required for the soil model to accurately simulate the seismic
behaviour of the HST95 sand in the tests. Rayleigh damping, which allows additional mass
and stiffness-proportional damping to be modelled, was included in the simulation, full
details about the determination of Rayleigh damping is given in Chapter 5.
The additional damping required so that the numerical simulations presented a good match to
the centrifuge seismic performance (in terms of shear modulus, damping, accelerations and
crest deformation) are illustrated in Table 7.2. It was found that for the 1:30 scale slope model
a higher additional damping ratio (3.5%) was required compared to the 1:10 slope model
(2%). This is not surprising given the fact that the hysteretic damping ratio is bounded by an
upper limit corresponding to the lower limit of shear modulus in the HS small model (see Fig
7.3). However, during centrifuge tests, large motions were observed to illustrate higher
damping than that of small motions because of the high mobilised shear strain (see Chapter 6).
Hence a higher additional Rayleigh damping is essential to eliminate the gap between the
‘real’ damping and the material hysteretic damping for large magnitude motions. It is worth
noting that the same damping ratios were used for both rooted and fallow zones within the
simulations, though the effect of this will be further discussed later. The reason for this was
due to the difficulties on quantifying two variations (root cohesion and damping ratio) at the
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same time. It should also be noted that the increases in additional viscous damping with
scaling factor are consistent with the 5% additional damping suggested for 1:50 scale tests by
Al-Defae et al. (2013).

Table 7.2 Additional Rayleigh damping ratio used in different model
Model ID
TL 04
TL 05
TL 06
TL 07
TL 08

Additional Rayleigh damping ratio
2%
3.5%
3.5%
2%
2%

Motion frequency(Hz)
4-30
1.33-10
1.33-10
4-30
4-10

cm
0.8870
0.5163
0.5163
0.8870
0.7181

ck
0.1872E-3
0.9833E-3
0.9833E-3
0.1872E-3
0.4547E-3

Fig 7.3 Comparison of shear modulus degradation and damping in centrifuge tests and FE simulation for 1:30
scale fallow model
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Fig 7.4 Comparison of shear modulus degradation and damping in centrifuge tests and FE simulation for 1:30
scale rooted model

7.3.2 Acceleration responses
A comparison of the measured and simulated accelerations at the crest of the slope (ACC14)
for model TL 06 in both the time and frequency domains is shown in Fig 7.5. The
accelerations without any additional damping in terms of the envelope of the peak values
demonstrated significant over prediction, while those with additional viscous damping of 3.5%
presented a good match with the recordings from the centrifuge tests. The amplification
behaviour within the soil of peak accelerations at particular levels was also extracted from the
simulations and compared with the measured response in Fig 7.6.
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Fig 7.5 Comparison of measured and predicted acceleration (in terms of the envelope of the peak values): (a) in
the time domain; (b) in the frequency domain

It can be seen that the simulated slope broadly captures the general characteristics of
acceleration amplification behaviour, such as the attenuation at deeper levels and higher
amplification factors around the slope crest; however, the FEM generally under-predicts the
magnitude of the amplification factor, particularly in EQ1 and EQ2. Considering the hazard
posed to infrastructure at the crest is more usefully represented by a response spectrum, Fig
7.7 presents a comparison of the normalised ARS at the crest of the slope for 5% nominal
structural damping from FEM and measured data from the centrifuge tests. The FEM
including additional Rayleigh damping showed a good match of ARS to the centrifuge data
for EQ2 and EQ5, but under predicts the resonance response around the period of 0.17s of
EQ1. In consideration of such under-prediction of amplification factor and resonance
response to EQ1, the predicted slope height and input motion effects will show different
behaviour with centrifuge models and will not be discussed later.
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Fig 7.6 Comparison of simulated and measured peak
acceleration amplification: (a) in EQ1; (b) in EQ2; (c)
in EQ5
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Fig 7.7 Comparison of ARS in centrifuge tests and
FE simulation: (a) in EQ1; (b) in EQ2; (c) in EQ5
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7.3.3 Permanent deformation
A comparison of the permanent crest settlement in the 1:10 and 1:30 scale rooted slopes
across the eight earthquakes as predicted by FEM and as measured in the centrifuge is shown
in Fig 7.8. It is clear that the HS small model with appropriate additional Rayleigh damping
can provide a very good simulation of the permanent crest settlement. This highlights the
importance of determining an accurate amount of soil damping for FE simulations.

Fig 7.8 Comparison of permanent settlement at the crest in centrifuge tests and FE simulations: (a) 1:10 scale
rooted slope; (b) 1:30 scale rooted slope

7.3.4 ESB container Boundary effect
Fig 7.9 shows a comparison of permanent settlement between semi-infinite soil conditions
case and ESB container case at the crest of the slope (ACC14) for 2.4 m slope (model TL 04)
and 7.2 m slope (model TL 05), respectively. It can be found that there was non-significant
disturbance on seismic response of soil model due to the proximity to the container end wall.
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Fig 7.9 Comparison of permanent settlement between semi-infinite soil conditions case and ESB container case

Model with ESB boundary presents a slightly higher deformation (10.9% and 23.9% for 2.4
m slope and 7.2 m slope, respectively) than that for model with semi-infinite soil condition,
especially for the first two motions. The reason for this is mainly associated with the relative
stiffness between ESB container and soil layer as suggested by Zeng & Schofield (1996). The
shear stiffness of the soil layer is significantly higher than that of the end wall at very small
strain (EQ1 and EQ2). As a result, the deformation of soil induced by the base shaking is less
than that of end wall. Under such conditions, the model container will drive the soil to deform
further and hence a higher crest settlement. During the following motions, with the
accumulation of shear strain, the shear stiffness of the soil drops very close to that of the end
wall, a consistent deformation is presented between the end wall and the soil layer. However,
considering the non-significant difference for the overall deformation between these two
cases, it will be suitable to use semi-infinite soil conditions to represent the ESB boundary
with the objective of highly reducing the computational time and physical memory
requirement for engineering application.
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Fig 7.10 Predicted peak acceleration amplification for 1:30 scale model at reduced frequency: (a) measured data
for fallow model; (b) simulated data for rooted model

7.4 Implication for slope seismic performance prediction
The seismic performance of 1:30 scale rooted slope subject to motions at reduced frequency
content (4-10 Hz at prototype) was predicated. The amplification response of acceleration and
crest settlement for this model are shown in Fig 7.10 and Fig 7.11, respectively. Here the
additional Rayleigh damping ratio of 2% was used to keep insistent with the fallow case. The
horizontal acceleration response with depth is very similar between simulated rooted case
(Fig 7.10 (b)) and measured fallow case (Fig 7.10 (a)), and is insensitive to prior shaking, but
highly dependent on the motion type.
For the crest settlement prediction, two cases were considered: (i) root cohesion with depth
derived from 1:30 scale root cluster DSA tests; (ii) root cohesion with depth derived from
1:10 scale root cluster DSA tests. No more than 0.6% difference was observed between the
two cases, suggesting that any particle size effects apparent in the root cohesion from the
DSA tests (Fig 6.4 (b)) do not have a significant influence on the overall slip of the slope.
This may indicate that the slip plane is moved deeper within the soil, below the rooted zone,
due to the presence of the roots – i.e. that in each case the root cluster is strong enough
(particularly at 1.25 m prototype depth) to result in the same position of the slip plane in
rooted tests, such that the mass of slipping soil to the depths of the roots translates as a rigid
block.
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Fig 7.11 Predicted and measured permanent settlement at the crest between rooted model and fallow model: (a)
1:10 scale model; (b) 1:30 scale model at full frequency; (c) 1:30 scale model at reduced frequency

Fig 7.11 (c) also shows that a reduction of 23% of permanent deformation at crest due to the
presence of roots. This is of a similar order of magnitude to the 15% reduction (Fig 7.11 (b))
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observed in the centrifuge tests at 1:30 scale (7.2 m tall) slope with full frequency, implying
that the reduction in low frequency content, while in general reducing the amount of slip,
does not significantly affect the soil-root interaction. It is however much less than the 85%
reduction (Fig 7.11 (a)) in the 1:10 scale (2.4 m tall) slope with the same reduced low
frequency content, indicating that roots are a more effective stabilisation measure in shorter
slopes.

7.5 Future insights into rooted slope behaviour
In this section, root modelling assumptions that may influence the seismic performance of
rooted slopes that cannot be achieved within a centrifuge model will be identified through a
parametric study. 1:10 scale rooted slope and 1:30 scale rooted slope performance subject to
motions at full frequency content will be considered and compared to show these influences.
Fig 7.12 shows the results of a parametric study investigating the effects of (a) the magnitude
of the root cohesion; (b) the ratio of rooted zone to soil damping; (c) the ratio of rooted zone
to soil stiffness; and (d) the width of the zone over which the root cohesion acts. In each case,
the ratio of rooted slope displacement to fallow slope displacement is shown, i.e. the lower
this value, the more improved the rooted slope is.

7.5.1 Influence of rooted zone strength (root cohesion) on response
The variation of permanent settlement with the decay of root cohesion is shown in Fig 7.12
(a). To obtain these results, the distributions of root cohesion in Fig 6.4 (b) were uniformly
reduced at all depths by the reduction factor shown on the x-axis of Fig 7.12 (a). Therefore,
the values at 100% represent the magnitude of reduction, and are of the similar order of
magnitude but not the same with the 85% and 15% reduction (Fig 7.11) observed in the
centrifuge tests for the 1:10 and 1:30 scale slopes respectively. This is because there was no
100% match between centrifuge and simulated models (see Fig 7.11). The input motions for
parametric studies are all from the rooted case rather than the individual motions between
rooted case and fallow case during validation work.
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Fig 7.12 Influence of slope parameters on deformation response at the crest according to FE simulation: (a) root
cohesion; (b) additional Rayleigh damping; (c) size of rooted zone; (d) root-soil matrix stiffness

The results here are of great potential application and value in the long term management of
vegetated slopes because the strength of tree roots decays gradually, rather than instantly
dropping to zero, when a tree dies (Coppion & Richards 1990). It can be seen in Fig 7.12 (a)
that the 1:10 scale slope and 1:30 scale slope show quite different behaviour. For the small
slope (1:10), the reduction in soil slip due to the roots remains significant and almost
undiminished until the root cohesion decreases to 25% (approximately 4 kPa of root cohesion
within the rooted zone) of its initial strength. The mechanisms of such behaviour can be
associated with development of a deeper position of the slip plane due to the presence of roots,
as mentioned previously. This would imply that when root cohesion is less than 4 kPa, it
becomes more critical if the slip plane passes through the rooted zone, rather than taking up a
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position below the rooted zone. In terms of the larger slope (1:30), the contribution of roots to
slope stability decreases gradually with the decay of root cohesion. Considering the nonsignificant difference between case (i) and case (ii) distributions of root cohesion in Fig 7.12
(c), this suggests that the slip plane remains closer to the ‘fallow’ position in this case where
the rooted zone is smaller relative to the slope height, resulting in a gradual reduction in
effectiveness of the roots as the cohesion is reduced.

7.5.2Influence of additional damping on response
The previous comparisons on acceleration response and permanent crest settlement between
soil models with and without additional damping have shown the effect of overall global (soil)
damping on seismic performance of the slope. Here, the additional damping within the rooted
zone was varied (keeping the surrounding soil damping as before) to understand how
sensitive the slope performance was to this parameter. The variation of permanent settlement
with altering the damping ratio is shown in Fig 7.12 (b). It can be found that the crest
deformation response of the slope is insensitive to the variation of the damping within the
rooted zone. Such response is significantly different with the case of changing overall global
(soil) damping, the main reason for this should be associated with the propagation of the
earthquake motions. The vibration of soil in the horizontal direction is generated mainly by
vertically propagated by S waves (Zeng & Schofield 1996). Therefore the variation of
damping within rooted zone will have very limited effect on the motions propagated into the
crest hence limited effect on crest deformation. And it can be predicted here that significant
difference on crest deformation response will be observed if damping of the soil underneath
the crest changes.

7.5.3 Influence of matrix stiffness on response
Traditionally, the effects of roots on geotechnical system performance have been limited to
adding additional strength (root cohesion). While this may be suitable for static stability
problems, dynamic performance (accelerations) is more likely to be affected by stiffness. For
the cases modelled in this paper, the stiffness of the rooted zone does not appear to have a
significant effect on slope performance (see Chapter 6). However, other root systems may
exist which have locally higher stiffness. The variation of permanent settlement due to
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increases in the stiffness of the rooted zone altering the stiffness of structure-soil matrix is
shown in Fig 7.12 (c). Here the stiffness was normalised by dividing the initial soil stiffness.
The ratio of 10 times for the stiffness of reinforced soil is believed to cover all range of
material used in geo-technical engineering. When the stiffness of the rooted zone is higher
than that of the surrounding soil, the slope performance is found to be insensitive to the
variation of the stiffness. For 1:10 scale rooted model, tree roots take a large portion of the
slope entity, but the reduction of the crest settlement is no more than 4% when the stiffness of
reinforced soil was 10 times of the fallow soil stiffness. The 1:30 scale rooted model, of
which roots take a relative small portion, illustrates an even smaller reduction as expected.
However, if the stiffness of the rooted zone is lower than that of the surrounding soil, the
deformation of the slope is observed to be highly influenced by the variation of stiffness.
Such observation indicates that the slides may initiate on weak layers, as suggested by Dan et
al. (2009). Special attention should be given on remediation of such weak layers during slope
management.

7.5.4 Influence of rooted zone on response
Chapter 5 has highlighted the effect of rooted zone on the seismic performance of rooted
slope, but the focus in that chapter was to find the optimum size of zone that could
successfully simulate the seismic performance of a rooted slope with a plate/heart type
system. For different trees of the same species, the lateral extent of the root system of
established tress may vary, and this parameter will also increase after new trees are planted as
they establish a mature root system progressively. Better understanding the influence of the
size of the rooted zone can therefore help to inform forest management and also provide a
guide for the selection of species with a propensity for lateral spread in engineering
application. The variation of permanent settlement with smaller rooted zones extending
horizontally from the main tap root is shown in Fig 7.12 (c). It should be noted here that the
root cohesion keeps the same for different rooted zones to more realistically simulate the
growing process of new roots. As before, the root area of 100% represents the case modelled
in the centrifuge tests. The slope performance is shown to be significantly influenced by the
dimension of rooted zone for both 2.4 m slope and 7.2 m slope. Given the fact that the slip
plane appears to be transferred below the rooted area due to the high root cohesion, the
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horizontal extension of the root system can generate a larger influence zone and further
influence the geometry of the slip plane.

7.6 Conclusion
Based on the numerical procedure developed in Chapter 5, FE models which can be used for
a tap-root system was developed in this chapter and validated against the centrifuge tests data
reported in Chapter 6. The possible disturbance on seismic response of slope crest due to the
proximity to the container end wall was also identified. Following this, a parametric study
was conducted to investigate the influence of different potential characteristics of rooted soil
on the overall seismic performance of slope with different size. The following principal
conclusions can be drawn from the study:
1) FE approach using appropriately-sized zones of smeared rooted soil properties
derived from the large direct shear tests was validated to be effective simulating the
acceleration response and deformation response of rooted slope in centrifuge
modelling, however, this model could not accurately simulate the resonance response
of the slope.
2) Soil model with assumed absorbent ESB boundary could successfully simulate the
seismic response of soil model with infinite lateral extent and finite depth. The
possible disturbance on seismic response of soil model due to the proximity to the
container end wall was mainly induced by the difference of stiffness between soil
model and ESB container end wall.
3) The slope performance was found to vary with the height of the slope compared to the
depth of the roots. For taller slope, the slope performance was found to be
significantly influenced by the horizontal extension of root system and the variation
of the root cohesion, and this was associated with forcing the slip plane deeper than
its optimal position. While for slopes of modest height, performance is significantly
affected by the lateral and vertical extent of root system, but insensitive to the
continuous increase of root cohesion.
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4) The variation of key soil dynamic properties (stiffness and damping) within the rooted
zone was found to be insensitive to the seismic performance of rooted slope. However,
weak soil layer in the slope is a hazardous threat to the slope stability.
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Chapter 8 Newmark sliding block model for
predicting seismic performance of vegetated slopes
8.1 Introduction
The finite-element method (FEM) developed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 has been shown to
be effective in predicting the seismic performance of vegetated slopes through validation
against centrifuge test data and can be used in the detailed study of the seismic hazard posed
to such slopes and any infrastructure located at the slope crest. However, given the
computational expense of FEM, a complimentary simplified procedure would be highly
useful in preliminary design, particularly for identifying key configurations for further
detailed study via FEM. Such a two-level approach has been previously applied to fallow
slopes and slopes reinforced with discrete piling. In this chapter, an improved sliding-block
procedure is developed to predict the seismic performance of vegetated slopes. The procedure
consists of two components. Firstly, an analysis using Discontinuity Layout Optimisation
(DLO) is used to detect the slope failure mechanism (i.e. find the lowest upper-bound
mechanism using a virtual work approach) and predict the yield acceleration of a given slope
configuration, accounting for the presence of the roots. The derived yield acceleration from
DLO will then be incorporated into a modified limit equilibrium formulation for sliding block
to further account for the geometric hardening of the slope as it flattens with slip allowing the
permanent settlement at the crest of the slope to be estimated. The procedure is then validated
against the centrifuge test results reported in Chapter 6 which will reveal further insights into
the seismic behaviour of vegetated slopes.
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8.2 Discontinuity Layout Optimisation
8.2.1 Fundamental theory
Discontinuity Layout Optimisation (Smith & Gilbert 2007) is a recently developed numerical
limit analysis procedure which can be applied to a wide range of geotechnical stability
problems involving cohesive and/or frictional soils. Compared with the more traditional finite
element limit analysis (FELA) technique which requires discretising the problem into solid
(finite) elements, DLO employs rigorous mathematical optimisation techniques to identify a
critical layout of lines of discontinuity which form at failure. These lines of discontinuity are
typically ‘slip-lines’ in planar geotechnical stability problems and define the boundaries
between moving rigid blocks of material which make up the mechanism of collapse.
Associated with this mechanism is a collapse load factor, determined via the principle of
virtual work, which is an upper bound on the ‘exact’ load factor according to formal plasticity
theory.
The primal kinematic problem formulation for the plane strain analysis of a quasi-statically
loaded, perfectly plastic cohesive-frictional body discretised using m nodal connections (slipline discontinuities), n nodes and a single load case can be given by:

min f LT d  f DT d  gT p

Eq 8. 1

subject to

Bd  0

Eq 8. 2

Np  d  0

Eq 8. 3

f LT d  1

Eq 8. 4

p0

Eq 8. 5

where f D and f L are vectors containing respectively specified dead and live loads, d contains
displacements along the discontinuities, where d T  s1 , n1 , s 2 , n2 ,  , nm  and s i and ni are
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the relative shear and normal displacements between blocks at discontinuity

i

;

dT  c1l1 , c2l2 ,  , cmlm  , where l i and ci are respectively the length and cohesive shear

strength of discontinuity i . B is a suitable (2n×2m) compatibility matrix , N is a suitable
(2m×2m) flow matrix and p is a (2m) vector of plastic multipliers. The discontinuity
displacement in d and the plastic multipliers in p are the linear programing variables.
For seismic problems (Smith & Cubrinovski 2011), pseudo-static theory may be employed.
The imposition of horizontal and vertical seismic acceleration within the system results in
additional work terms in the governing equation that are analogous to that for self- weight.
Here, the contribution made by discontinuity i to the f DT d term in Eq.(1) can be written as
T
f Di
d i  (1  k v ) Wi  i

 Wi  i   k h  Wi  i

s 
Wi  i  i 
ni 

Eq 8. 6

where k v and k h are the vertical and horizontal pseudo-static acceleration coefficients,
respectively; Wi is the total weight of the strip of material laying vertically above
discontinuity i, and  i and  i are the horizontal and vertical direction cosines of the
discontinuity in question.
The DLO method finds the optimal collapse mechanism for the problem studied. This is
achieved through increasing loading within the system until collapse is achieved, by applying
what is termed an ‘adequacy factor’ to a given load. In the case of seismic loading, this factor
is applied to the horizontal or vertical acceleration. To apply live loading to the horizontal and
vertical acceleration, the f DT d term in Eq 8.1 is not modified ,instead modification is
performed on the f LT d terms, and given by

f LiT d i  k v  Wi  i

s 
 Wi  i   k h  Wi  i Wi  i  i 
n i 
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8.2.2 Constitutive modelling
DLO calculations were carried out using the software Limit State: Geo 3.1, which involves an
adaptive solution procedure described by Gilbert & Tyas (2003) to significantly reduce
memory requirements and the time (no more than 5 minutes for one case) to reach an
optimised solution. The DLO models used in this study are shown in Fig.1. The geometry of
the DLO models is identical with that of the FE models in Chapter 7. The root-soil matrix
was modelled using a smeared zone with additional representative shear strength (here
incorporated as additional cohesion) as in the FE modelling. Further details can be found in
Chapter 7 (section 7.2.2).

Fig 8.1 Discontinuity Layout Optimisation (DLO) model layout: (a) 2.4m high rooted model; (b) 7.2m high
rooted model

The current implementation of DLO uses a rigid-plastic material model based on the Mohr–
Coulomb model with an associative flow rule for frictional materials, and this was used in the
modelling presented herein. Four soil input parameters were required, namely: unit weights
under saturated and dry condition and two measurable effective stress strength parameters,  '
and c ' . Although associative flow is implicitly assumed in this model, such an assumption
will overestimate the yield acceleration compared to the true non-associate behaviour due to
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an overestimation of the amount of dilation, and therefore potentially overestimate the yield
acceleration resulting in an under-prediction of seismic slip. Hence non-associative flow
should be considered pre-input (Michalowski & Shi 1995). As such a limit analysis approach
is also rigid plastic, if the strength is defined by the peak friction angle it will imply that slip
will not occur until peak strength is exceeded, even though the soil may be substantially into
its non-linear deformation range below this level, and be able to accrue small permanent
displacements with repetitive cyclic loading. To overcome these limitations an approximate
procedure is proposed below (and validated against centrifuge data later on) to account for
non-associativity via an equivalent associative analysis, and to determine a mobilised friction
angle (  ' mob ) and corresponding mobilised yield acceleration for cases where the induced
seismic shear stress is less than the peak shear strength of the soil to allow improved
predictions of small amounts of permanent displacement in smaller earthquakes. This latter
feature will be particularly important in predicting the behaviour of the 1:10 scale slopes.
Here, non-associative flow was modelled by adjusting the value of  ' =  ' mob used in the
analyses from the actual value for the true non-associative behaviour to an equivalent
associative value   as suggested in Detournay & Drescher (1993) and used for other seismic
limit analysis problems (e.g. Knappett et al. 2006), given by:
'
 cos ' sin mob


'
'
 1  sin sin mob 

 *  tan 1 

Eq 8. 8

where  ' mob is the mobilised friction angle which takes a value between a lower bound of  'cs
at critical state and an upper bound of  ' pk if the seismically induced shear stresses would be
sufficient to exceed the peak soil strength. Considering the limiting case of  ' mob =  ' pk ,  ' pk
can be written in terms of dilation angle  ' , further details on the determination of  ' pk can
be found in Chapter 7 (Eq 7.5 - 7.9).
According to Eq 7.5 to Eq 7.9, peak friction angle may be evaluated with depth in the two
slope models shown in Fig.1 and averaged over the depth to obtain mean peak friction angles
of 47° and 44°, for the 2.4 m and 7.2 m slopes, respectively. The dilation angle utilised by
this approach is the maximum dilation angle, corresponding to the cap yield surface. The state
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of the soil is very strongly dependent on its stress history (Schofield & Wroth 1968; Wood
1990), and the shape of the yield surface is determined by the maximum stress the soil has
ever experienced. For smaller earthquake motions, the magnitude of the induced shear
stresses may not be sufficient to push the soil to the cap yield surface, though there may be
accumulation of plastic strains due to the inelasticity of the soil pre-failure. This may be
represented by a yield surface (described by  ' mob ) for the non-associative soil which the
induced shear stresses will just reach. This can then be modelled within an equivalent
associative analysis through the use of Eq 8.1. When a motion is large enough to push the
yield surface to the cap yield surface the soil will dilate to the maximum condition and any
further increase in ground acceleration and seismically induced shear stress will not further
change the shape of yield surface. Therefore Eq. 7.5 - 7.9 are accurate for large motions, but
for small motions, over-predictions of yield acceleration (under predictions of slip) would be
realised through the blunt use of peak friction angle as measured in laboratory tests and a new
approach is required.

Fig 8.2 Failure mechanism of a shallow translational (infinite) slip under horizontal shaking

The first stage in this method is to determine the equivalent mean mobilised friction angle  '
which is consistent with the expected magnitude of the seismically induced shear stresses (i.e.
the strength of the input motion). For a slope plane at depth z beneath the slope surface under
uniaxial horizontal shaking (plane strain – see Fig 8.2), the applied down slope shear stress is:
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 applied  z sin  cos   k hz cos 2 

Eq 8. 9

where the first term relates to the static shear stress due to the ground slope, and the second
term relates to the additional peak dynamic shear stress induced by the earthquake. The mean
effective confining stress on the same slip plane is:

   z cos 2   khz sin  cos 

Eq 8. 10

Then, the mobilised friction angle (for a cohesionless soil) may be estimated as:

tan 

'
mob

 h z sin  cos   k hz cos 2 
tan   k h



 tan[  tan 1 (k h )]
2
  z cos   k hz sin  cos  1  k h tan 

Eq 8. 11

or alternatively,
'
mob
   tan 1 k h 

Eq 8. 12

'
'
'
'
  pk
  pk
Eq.8.12 is applicable while mob
, and is bounded by mob
. This is plotted in Fig

8.3, which can be used to estimate the mobilised friction angle compatible with the strength
of the input motion. The strengths of the earthquake motions used in the centrifuge tests, as
recorded at the base (ACC2), are also indicated on Fig 8.3.

Considering first the shorter slope the recorded peak acceleration is 0.124 g, which
corresponds to a yield surface with  ' mob of 34° (case i). Compared with that of the following
motions, the peak acceleration of EQ1 is relatively small. A new, expanded yield surface will
be generated for the following motions. Use of the corresponding  ' mob for all earthquakes
will be shown later on to lead to a reasonable estimation of the settlements induced by EQ1
but a significant over-prediction of the following deformations, hence an overall overprediction. A mobilised friction angle of 38° (case ii) can be determined for EQ2. Given the
fact that the peak acceleration of the following motions is not higher than that of this motion,
the maximum mobilised dilation has been achieved during this motion, and no further change
in mobilised friction angle would be observed for the following motions. Use of the
corresponding   derived from 38° will lead to an accurate prediction of the settlement
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induced by the last six motions but an under prediction of the first two motions considering
the wide range of high magnitude contents before peak acceleration for EQ2, hence an overall
under prediction of crest settlement.

Fig 8.3 Estimation of mobilised friction angle using based on earthquake strength: (a) 2.4m slope; (b) 7.2m slope

In terms of taller slope which is subject to larger motions, the recorded peak acceleration is
0.61 g (EQ2), which is significantly higher than 0.31 g (acceleration for cap yield surface
'
'
  pk
when mob
), so all cases will mobilise the full peak friction angle of the soil.

The soil used was cohesionless, and so the aforementioned procedure is sufficient to define
the mobilised strength of unvegetated soil (i.e. c '  0 ). For the rooted soil, the additional
strength contribution from the roots used within the smeared rooted zones (see Fig 8.1) were
input for the 3D root clusters (see Fig 6.4 (b)) based on the results of the large DSA tests for
consistency with the FE simulations. A fine nodal density (1000 nodes) was used in all DLO
calculations to accurately describe the geometry of the failure mechanism.

8.2.3 Effect of roots on slope failure mechanism (slip plane depth)
A comparison of the failure mechanisms determined for the fallow and vegetated slopes is
shown in Fig 8.4. It is clear that, the 1:2 fallow slopes fail in a shallow translational
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mechanism, with a shear plane located at the depth of 0.25 m and 0.70 m, for the 2.4 m and
7.2 m slope, respectively. This is consistent with the visual observations from the centrifuge
tests. For the vegetated cases, different failure mechanisms are illustrated between the larger
slope (7.2 m) and the smaller slope (2.4 m). The slip plane is observed to transferring from
through the rooted zone to below the rooted zone for the 7.2 m slope. As for the 2.4 m slope,
it is subject to a much shallower (0.09 m) slip failure between the rooted zones. The
difference is not surprising given the fact that roots penetrate into the 2.4 m slope so deep and
almost touch the base of the slope, as a result, roots stabilise the whole slope very well and
cannot find a slip surface in the deep soil.

Fig 8.4 Failure mechanism computed from DLO : (a) 2.4 m fallow slope; (b) 2.4 m rooted slope; (c) 7.2 m fallow
slope; (d) 7.2 m rooted slope

In other words, the shallower slip behaviour between rooted zones for 2.4 m slope implies the
deep slip failure mechanism as depicted by 7.2 m slope. It is also worth noting here that the
tree system acts in the same manner as toe stabilising piles in 2.4 m slope, further retraining
the down-hill movement of the slope. Such observation will be employed in establishing the
analytical model and will be revisited later.
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8.2.4 Effect of roots on yield acceleration
Table 8.1 shows a summary of the static factor of safety (Fs) and the yield acceleration for all
cases as determine by DLO, alongside the values for the yield acceleration of fallow slopes
calculated using the approximate analytical infinite slope model described in Al-Defae et al.
(2013). These latter results confirm that a reasonable estimation of k hy is made using DLO
for the fallow cases. The presence of roots is found to improve slope stability both in the
static and dynamic condition (in the former case, through an increase in Fs and in the latter,
via an increase in k hy ). An improvement of approximately 6-7% and 12% is observed for the
static safety factor, for the 2.4 m and 7.2 m high slopes, respectively. In the dynamic
condition, the yield acceleration for slippage is increased by 7-11% and 13%, for 2.4 m and
7.2 m slope, respectively. It is clear therefore that the presence of plant roots increases slope
stability and will reduce seismic slip (due to increased yield acceleration).
However, considering Fig 8.4, it is apparent that the mechanism by which the roots achieve
this stabilising effect is by forcing the slip plane below the root tips, which is clearly a suboptimal failure mechanism compared to fallow slope conditions. Historically, the contribution
of roots within slope stability has been considered through an additional shear strength
component acting at the unaltered position of the slip plane (e.g. Norris et al. 2008;
Sonnenberg et al. 2011; Mao et al. 2014). The results shown here suggest that knowing the
root shear strength contribution is still important, but that (i) it is important to understand how
this varies with position (particularly depth) in the soil, rather than just conducting shear box
tests of rooted soil block samples at a single depth and (ii) once the roots provide a strong
enough contribution to force the slip plane to pass beneath them, there will be little point in
achieving further root strength.
This suggests that if planting trees to improve slope performance, it may not always be
necessary to limit species choice to the strongest rooting species, and that selection from a
wider range may be possible, so long as a minimum amount of root shear strength
contribution can be achieved. This will be explored further in a later section.
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Table 8.1. Static and dynamic slope stability data
Test ID
TL04
TL07
TL04
TL07
TL05
TL06

Slope
type
Fallow
Rooted
Fallow
Rooted
Fallow
Rooted

Slope
height
2.4m
2.4m
2.4m
2.4m
7.2m
7.2m

'mob



34°
34°
38°
38°
44°
44°

29.8°
29.8°
33.6°
33.6°
39.3°
39.3°

Fs
(DLO)
1.264
1.340
1.435
1.532
1.691
1.889

zsilp

khy (DLO)

0.38m
0.15m
0.26m
0.15m
0.70m
1.50m

0.057g
0.063g
0.124g
0.132g
0.227g
0.257g

khy (Al-Defae
et al. 2013)
0.049g
/
0.115g
/
0.203g
/

8.3 Development of an improved sliding-block method
In the forgoing section, DLO has been used to determine the critical failure mechanism and
corresponding yield acceleration in vegetated slopes. While this is useful, one drawback of
the DLO procedure is that it does not immediately yield to a direct measure of slope
performance (e.g. seismically-induced slip) and it only provides an instantaneous yield
acceleration at the initial slippage, and cannot account for the increase of acceleration due to
geometric hardening of slope with slip (Al-Defae et al. 2013) without performing many
repeat analyses on cases with reduced slope angle. In this section the sliding block method
introduced by Newmark (1965) and modified by Al-Defae et al. (2013) to allow for
geometric hardening is further developed to predict the permanent deformation response of
vegetated slopes, utilising the yield accelerations derived from DLO.

Fig 8.5 Schematic of Newmark sliding-block model

8.3.1 Formulation
The mechanism of earthquake induced slope displacement is the sliding of an essentially rigid
block (given the shallow thickness, Fig 8.5) along a well-defined slip surface, which from Fig
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8.5 may be approximated as largely translational, rather than rotational. From Newmark’s
original method, sliding occurs when the shaking induced acceleration exceeds the yield
acceleration (Fig 8.5):
a slip  a(t )  k hy

Eq 8. 13

where k hy is the horizontal yield acceleration ,which represents the acceleration required to
overcome the sliding resistance along the slip plane and thus initiate sliding. Those portions
of the recorded acceleration that exceed yield acceleration are integrated to obtain the
cumulative displacement history of the block, s(t), using the following equations:

t 2
 at   k hy dt , t  t1 , t 2 
v(t )  t
1

0, otherwise


Eq 8. 14

t2

s   vt dt , t  t1 , t 2 

Eq 8. 15

t1

s   s

Eq 8. 16

Aside from the DLO approach mentioned above, the horizontal yield acceleration of a
shallow translational slip in fallow soil can be estimated using standard limit equilibrium
techniques, incorporating pseudo–static acceleration components due to the seismic ground
motion, as shown previously in Fig 8.2 (Sarma 1973; Bray & Rathje 1998;Bray & Travasarou
2007). Full details about the derivation of the yield acceleration in fallow soil can be found in
Chapter 2 (Eq 2.6 – 2.9).
In a vegetated slope, the mechanism is more complicated given that the profile is now nonhomogenous (rooted zone and non-rooted zone, as shown in Fig 8.1). Initial attempts,
considering a rooted cohesionless slope to consist of a homogenised  ' (from the soil) and c '
(from the roots) across the whole slope face (i.e. assuming that the additional resisting force
provided by the roots was uniformly distributed among the slope plane), were presented in
Chapter 5 and it was found that this assumption highly over predicted the effect of roots on
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slope performance. However, Eq 2.8 can be divided into two parts, a part attributed to the
fallow slope and the other part attributable to the mobilisation of root resistance, that is:

k hy( rooted) 

cos  tan  ' sin 
c'

2
cos   sin  tan  ' z cos   z sin  cos  tan  '
k hy( rooted) 

cos  tan  ' sin 
 k hy
cos   sin  tan  '

Eq 8. 17

Eq 8. 18

where k hy is the increase of yield acceleration due to the presence of roots. This increase can
be determined directly from DLO:
DLO
k hy  k hyDLO
( rooted)  k hy( fallow)

Eq 8. 19

It should be noted that the initial yield accelerations for the fallow slope component
calculated by Eq 2.9 and DLO are a little different (see Table 8.1), so a modification is
required to keep consistency between the two approaches which will be described later.
In a standard sliding block analysis (Kim & Sitar 2004), β and ϕ' are constant, but in reality,
strain hardening (SH) and strain softening (SS) behaviour is always observed for dense soil.
In a strong earthquake, a single cycle usually causes sufficient strain/slip to reach the critical
state condition and so the effect of SH and SS behaviour on crest settlement is relatively
limited and can be overlooked. But for small to moderate earthquakes whose peak ground
acceleration magnitude is close to (larger than) k hy , it may be not the case. SS behaviour has
been reported to have a dramatic effect on computed slope displacements in some cases
(Matasovic et al. 1997) . To account for SS behaviour, Al-Defae et al. (2013) suggested using
the strain-softening model proposed by Matasovic et al. (1997) (see Fig 8.6), in which case  '
is highly depended on the magnitude of shear strain. Before calculation, an estimated
thickness of the shear band along the slip plane is required to estimate shear strain. This
makes the problem more complicated and limits its practical use. Here a much simpler but
effective model based on   is used (see Eq 8.8).
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Fig 8.6 Schematic of strain hardening and strain softening in new sliding-block model along with other models

Fig 8.7 Schematic of geometric hardening (re-grading) incorporated in the sliding-block model

In terms of the slope angle, it will decrease with slippage as crest settlements make the slope
shallower, which is called re-grading (RG). A simplified model for re-grading is shown
schematically in Fig 8.7 after Al-Defae et al. (2013). The instantaneous slope angle βi+1 can
be estimated by the following equation,
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 i 1  tan 1 (

H i  d i sin  i
)
H i cot  i  d i cos  i

Eq 8. 20

where Hi is the height of the slope at the previous time step of the Newmark analysis and di is
an increment of slip in this time step. For the initial time step, d0=0, Hi=H and βi=β0 (initial
slope angle). It is assumed here that once the slope has deformed to a new, small value of β,
the failure mechanism will continue to be of the translational type, with a new slip surface
parallel to the new slope surface. Then the slope angle can be re-calculated at each time step
to account for the regarding of the slope based on the increment of slip occurring in the last
step using Eq 8.20.
Understanding the re-grading behaviour of slope, Eq 8.18 can then be modified to incorporate
this in the unreinforced component; the difference between the DLO and analytically
computed versions of this component can also be incorporated by multiplying the DLO
version by a reduction factor from the analytical model:

k hy( rooted) 

k hyDLO
( fallow) cos  tan  ' sin  cos  0  sin  0 tan  '

cos  0 tan  ' sin  0 cos   sin  tan  '



DLO
 k hyDLO
( rooted)  k hy( fallow)



Eq 8. 21

Eq 8.21 integrates the effects of root resistance (from DLO), SH, SS and RG behaviour into a
single equation which is simple to use at each time step to calculate the instantaneous value of
the yield acceleration within a Newmark sliding block analysis. The effectiveness of this
equation in quantifying the performance of rooted slopes will be validated against the
centrifuge data in the following section.

8.4 Validation of sliding block model
Sliding-block analyses were subsequently conducted for each of the centrifuge tests. The
input earthquake loading used was the acceleration record measured at instrument ACC2 in
each case, as previously used in the FEM. The effect of root resistance, geometric re-grading
(change in β) and strain softening on the yield acceleration compared to the fallow slope
using the mobilised friction angles for EQ1(small earthquake) and EQ2 (large earthquake) of
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TL 06 is shown in Fig 8.8 as an example. Only the positive (downslope) accelerations have
been shown for clarity.

Fig 8.8 Application of new sliding-block model to 7.2 m high slope, showing key effects: (a) EQ1; (b) EQ2 .

It can be seen that the model considering strain softening via   highly increases the initial
yield acceleration compared with that based on critical state strength (SH), from 0.08 g to
0.15 g for EQ1. As a result, a large portion of EQ1 will be not considered in predicting the
yield acceleration and this will strongly influence the deformation response, which will be
illustrated later. It is worth noting here that the effect of root resistance on yield acceleration
was constant between EQ1 and EQ2. This is clearly a simplification of the problem because
the effect of root resistance will be mobilised progressively rather than instantly reaching
peak resistance.
However, given that root-soil interaction will mobilise very rapidly with slip due to the small
diameter of the roots (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), the simplification is considered to be
reasonable. Geometric re-grading causes the yield acceleration to increase non-linearly
throughout the remainder of the earthquake with continuing slip, leading to reduced slip
velocity and hence reduced permanent slip compared with the case with no geometric
hardening.
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Fig 8.9 Comparison of predicted cumulative crest settlements with centrifuge test measurement for 7.2 m high
fallow slope

Fig 8.10 Comparison of predicted cumulative crest settlements with centrifuge test measurement for 2.4 m high
fallow slope
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8.4.1 Fallow slope
Fig 8.9 and Fig 8.10 shows the cumulative crest settlement across the eight earthquakes as
predicted by sliding block model and compares this to the values measured in centrifuge, for
the 1:30 scale (7.2 m high) slope and the 1:10 scale (2.4 m high) models, respectively. It is
clear that, for both suites of earthquake motions, use of the Kim & Sitar (2004) model with
critical strength hugely over-predicts settlement at the crest of fallow slope. This would lead
to a significant over-prediction of the risk posed to the slope, and hence, potentially,
uneconomic design. For the prediction of the large slope (7.2 m) behaviour subject to large
motions the model presented by Al-Defae et al. (2013) tracks the settlement at the crest of the
fallow slope reasonably closely to the centrifuge observations. However, the new model
developed in this study presents an even better match.
In terms of the 2.4 m slope which is subject to smaller earthquake motions, the initial model
with constant  and  ' shows a dramatic difference compared to the 7.2 m slope when the
Al-Defae et al. (2013) model is considered. An over-estimation of 42% in crest settlement is
observed for the 7.2 m slope, but for the 2.4 m slope, the slope is found to be stable without
any crest deformation. This reflects the use of the full peak strength as the initial value in this
model, rather than the, mobilised friction angle from Fig 8.3. The dilation and strength of
sand measured in the direct shear tests are based on the cap yield surface and hence lead to an
over-prediction of dilation response during small earthquake loading. Case (i) (use of
mobilised friction angle of 34°) gives a good match to the displacement response of EQ1 as
measured from centrifuge tests but significantly over-estimates the response of the following
motions. For case (ii) (use of mobilised friction angle of 38°), under-estimations are observed
for the first two motions but good matches are shown in the following six motions as
described previously. To better validate the improved model and provide a reference for the
rooted case, the settlement induced by each motion was also estimated separately and
accumulated to obtain the overall settlement trend (case (iii)). In case (iii), three mobilised
friction angles were used: 34°, 36.7° and 38°, for EQ1, EQ2 and the last six motions,
respectively. The mobilised friction angle of 36.7° is derived from the first peak (0.18g) of
EQ2 and shows an overall good match of the settlement for EQ2. Case (iii) presents a slight
over-estimation of EQ3, the reason for this is due to the recorded peak acceleration of 0.237 g,
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which is a little higher than that of EQ2 (0.22 g), but is not taken into consideration for
simplicity in use.

Fig 8.11 Comparison of predicted cumulative crest settlements with centrifuge test measurement for 7.2 m high
fallow slope

Fig 8.12 Comparison of predicted cumulative crest settlements with centrifuge test measurement for 2.4 m high
fallow slope
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8.4.2 Rooted slope
Fig 8.11 also shows the results of simulations of cumulative crest displacement compared
with the centrifuge test data, for 7.2m rooted slope. A good match to the total measured crest
settlement at the end of the test is presented. A reduction of 15% in calculated permanent
crest settlement is observed after a comparison with the calculated fallow case through the
modified sliding block model. This reduction is consistent with the observation from the
centrifuge tests (15%). This further proves that reduction of crest settlement is mainly due to
the increase of the yield acceleration for the 7.2 m slope due to the deepening of the slip plane
shown in Fig 8.4 (d). However, the sliding block model does not quite capture the reduction
within each motion perfectly. As observed, the root contribution is mainly mobilised in EQ4
in the centrifuge tests, but this is mobilised from EQ2 progressively in the simulated case.
The permanent crest settlement for the 2.4 m rooted slope across the eight earthquakes as
estimated by the new sliding block model, with a comparison to the centrifuge results shown
in Fig.8.12. Here, four cases were considered: case (a) is the standard case as used in the 7.2
m slope; case (b) is established to account for the root buttressing behaviour observed in DLO,
and is achieved by adjusting the slope height from 2.4 m to 0.4 m in calculation; case (c)
corresponds to the reduction (20%) of peak acceleration observed in centrifuge tests and is
performed by multiplying the input motion by a factor of 0.8 as new input motion; case (d)
considers the combined effect of case (b) and case (c). It can be clearly found that case (a)
without consideration of the acceleration reduction effect highly under-estimates the
contribution of the roots on the slope crest deformation response. The reduction of crest
settlement caused by the increase of the yield acceleration, root buttressing and the reduction
of peak acceleration is 54%, 37% and 71%, respectively. The overall reduction of these three
effects is 90%, which is a little higher that that (85%) observed in centrifuge tests. The
reason for this is associated with the fact that the contribution of roots is mainly mobilized
during the first two motions and then has an apparently less significant effect for the last six
motions in the centrifuge tests but the simulated case assumes that the root contribution keeps
constant across the eight earthquakes. If the root contribution is ruled out for the last six
motions, a very good match is presented (see Fig 8.13). Fig 8.12 also suggest that the
contribution of roots on seismic performance of small slopes is mainly mobilised by the
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increase of yield acceleration and decrease of peak acceleration due to the deepening of the
slip plane as shown in Fig 8.4 (b).

Fig 8.13 Accuracy of new sliding-block model, showing the effect of assuming the root contribution mobilised
during different motions

Fig 8.14 Influence of root cohesion on yield acceleration of the slope

8.5 Future insights into rooted slope behaviour
In Chapter 7, a parametric study has been conducted to investigate the influence of different
potential characteristics of rooted soil on the overall seismic performance of slope with
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different size using FE modelling. Here, the influence of root cohesion is further revealed
using the improved sliding-block procedure.

Fig 8.15 Comparison of failure mechanism for rooted slope with different cohesion: (a) 2.4m slope; (b) 7.2m
slope

The variation of yield acceleration with the decay of root cohesion is shown in Fig 8.14. To
obtain these results, the distributions of root cohesion in Fig 6.4 (b) were uniformly reduced
at all depths by the reduction factor shown on the x-axis of Fig 8.14. It can be found that the
yield acceleration always keeps constant even when the root cohesion decreases to 1%
(approximately 0.16 kPa of root cohesion within the rooted zone) of its initial strength for 2.4
m slope. However, according to Chapter 7, when the root cohesion decreases less than 25%,
the root contribution on slope performance will reduce rapidly. Such conflict was further
identified by checking the depth of the slip plane for these two remarkable cases, as shown in
Figure 8.15 (a). For the low root cohesion (1%) case, although the yield acceleration
increases to the ultimate value, the slip plane is still passing through the rooted zone. While
for the 25% strength case, the slip depth transfers from through the rooted zone to between
the rooted zones as full strength case. This indicates that the rapid decrease of root
contribution for 2.4 m slope reported in Chapter 7 is mainly induced by the change of slip
plane rather than the decrease of yield acceleration. As for the 7.2 m slope, the slip plane
shallows (see Fig 8.15 (b)) gradually with the decay of root cohesion and results in a
decreasing contribution (see Fig 8.4 (b)).
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8.6 Conclusion
An improved Newmark sliding-block procedure which can include the effect of roots on
seismic slope performance has been developed and validated against dynamic centrifuge data.
The procedure consists of two components. Firstly, DLO analysis is used to determine the
seismic slope failure mechanism and estimate the corresponding yield acceleration of a given
slope. The rigid perfectly plastic (Mohr–Coulomb) model with associative flow is used to
model the slope, but this model overlooks the SH and SS behaviours of soil. To more
realistically simulate the non-associative behaviour of cohesionless slopes, a simple
modification was used to model this as an equivalent associative material and an approach for
estimating mobilised friction angle as a function of earthquake strength is also incorporated.
The second stage incorporates the derived yield acceleration from DLO into a modified
Newmark sliding block approach to predict the permanent settlement at the crest of the slope;
this also accounts for the geometric hardening response of slope with slip. This procedure is
validated to be highly effective for both fallow and vegetated slopes as measured in
centrifuge test and can be easily performed in preliminary design to predict the seismic
performance of rooted slopes with lower computational effort than Finite Element modelling.
Some factors that may influence the seismic performance of root reinforced slopes were also
revealed during the development of sliding-block model. The presence of roots deepens the
slip plane depth and it is this effect which increases the yield acceleration against seismic
loading hence stabilises the slope. The potential benefit of roots appears to vary with the size
of the slope. For large slopes where the root depth is only a small proportion of the slope
height, roots only increase the yield acceleration of slope against dynamic loading. For
smaller slopes, in addition to increasing the yield acceleration in a similar way, roots also
appear to decrease the magnitude of earthquake loading within the slope resulting in
increased effectiveness and much reduced deformation response at the crest.
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9.1 Overview
In this thesis, 3-D printing of layered ABS plastic was firstly used to produce repeatable root
analogues which are highly representative of the mechanical behaviour of real roots. The
printed root analogues were used in large direct shear tests and centrifuge tests to study rootsoil interaction and the seismic behaviour of rooted slopes. A total of 8 identical slopes at
model scale, with varied g level and motion frequency were conducted, reported and
interpreted, considering fallow and root-reinforced cohesionless slopes, to provide a richer
dataset concerning the dynamic response within the slope (e.g. more information on
topographic amplification). This was then supported by the development of numerical
modelling procedures (beam-on-a–nonlinear-Winkler-foundation (BNWF) model for rootsoil interaction and finite element modelling (FEM) for global slope performance) and a
modified sliding block procedure for use in design.
Tree root systems were simplified and classified into two types in this study: i) a straight root
group which was designed to represent a plate / heart root system, of which most of the
individual roots behave independently; ii) 1:10 and 1:30 scale root clusters which were
designed to represent a tap root system. The distinct behaviour of these two types of roots
were revealed and compared both in 1g large direct shear tests and 1:10 scale centrifuge tests,
and this should be given particular attention when using the existing models for slope design.
Centrifuge observations and supporting analytical models illustrate that vegetated slopes
perform better than the benchmark fallow slopes during earthquakes, especially in terms of
the crest deformation response, which is a key parameter in performance based slope
assessment and design. The benefit of vegetation to slope performance is mainly mobilised
through forcing the slip plane deeper than its optimal position or buttressing the movement of
the shallow soil, depending on the height of the slope compared to the depth of the roots.
However, there may be a limiting height of slope beyond which other forms of reducing slip
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may be more effective. The reason for this is mainly related to the shallow depth of the root
system, the majority of which is concentrated within the top 2 m (Jackson et al. 1996). In
other words, tree roots as an individual engineering technique for slope stabilisation will not
be such an effective solution for taller slopes, where complementary hard engineering
methods (e.g. piles, retaining walls) should be used. But for slopes of modest height (e.g.
small embankments along transport infrastructure), tree roots may be a very effective seismic
slope stabilisation method.
In practice, plant species for slope stabilisation are generally screened for their ability to
establish and grow in the target environment, defined in terms of their specific physical,
chemical, ecological and biological characteristics (Stokes et al. 2014). Plant traits of
particular relevance to stabilising slopes, such as root morphology and root mechanical
properties are highlighted in previous research (e.g. Genet et al. 2005;Mickovski et al. 2007;
Sonnenberg et al. 2010; Ghestem et al. 2013). However, parametric studies reported in this
thesis suggest that when vegetation is used in slopes of modest height (the most effective
case), the benefit of vegetation on global slope performance is significantly affected by the
lateral and vertical extent of root system, but insensitive to the continuous increase of root
cohesion. So it could be better for practitioners of ecological engineering to select species
with deep and extensive lateral root systems, rather than focus on cultivating species having
the strongest possible root systems.
The analytical procedures developed in this thesis are recommended for use, particular in the
preliminary design stages, and they could provide a quite accurate and reasonable prediction
both for individual root soil interaction and global slope performance. However, it should be
noted here that although the common root reinforcement models such as WWM and FBM
generally over simplified the behaviour of root and soil interaction and significantly overestimated the contribution of roots to the rooted soil shear strength, such over-estimation of
root cohesion will not have a significant impact on the global slope performance (e.g. crest
settlement) given the insensitivity to increasing root strength described above.
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9.2 Future work
This project aimed to investigate the dynamic performance of slopes planted with tree roots
from individual root-soil interaction to global slope behaviour. Specific areas for future study
are described in relation to specific objectives of this:
Scale modelling of tree root system: In this study the heart/ plate roots system was simplified
to be a straight root group based on previous study. Further validation of this simplification
should be conducted in the future. In terms of tap root systems, only one specific 3-D root
morphology (tap root system with fine roots in the deep soil) was modelled and idealised.
Other root morphologies such as tap root system with extensive laterals may also be of
interest. The effect of variation of root system properties with time will also be an important
practical issue from the point of view of planting management.
Qualify the root and soil interaction: The root traits that may affect root and soil interaction
were studied through DSA testing, but no FEM of individual roots in soil has been performed
to support the testing results. Since the BNWF model gave such good simulation of
individual root and soil interaction, it will be suitable to employ such a model to detect the
possible factors that may affect root contribution in a computationally-efficient way.
Furthermore, the root soil interaction was investigated mainly based on the root overturning
behaviour; uprooting behaviour during slippage should also be considered in the future.
Improved BNWF model for root system: The BNWF model using existing p-y formulations
was employed to simulate the individual root and soil interaction, but when it comes to the
root system, a type of structure which is more complicated than pile groups, then further
factors such as 3-D geometry/tortuosity will need to be investigated.
Dynamic centrifuge modelling of rooted slope: 11 centrifuge models were initially planned
for the whole project. The effects of slope height, input motion frequency, and root
morphology have already been investigated. However, 3 tests which were designed to
investigate the effect of the subaerial component of trees (trunk) and the surrounding shallow
grass root system remain. Also, the effect of different 3-D root geometries on reinforcement
remains unknown and tracing the optimal structure and the widespread suitability of the
analysis methods in the thesis would be an area for future research beyond this project, to
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provide more detailed guidance for engineering use. Moreover, all the centrifuge tests
performed in this study were conducted using dry cohesionless soil. The main reason for this
was to ensure controlled parameters and avoid decouple other influences such as seismic
liquefaction and root hydrological effects. Once a full understanding of the mechanical effect
of roots on slope performance is obtained, the potential effects of roots on liquefaction and
modifying the pore water pressure can be quantified.
Soil dilation behaviour under dynamic condition: The importance of using the mobilised
friction angle in dynamic dilation analysis was highlighted in this study. Realising and
determining the proper mobilised strength properties will be of great value in geo-structure
design.
Numerical modelling of rooted slopes: The numerical modelling was mainly used to simulate
the centrifuge modelling performed in this study. Since it could provide such a good
simulation, further detailed investigation into slope site effects, slope topography effects and
motion characteristic effects on seismic performance of slopes should be characterised
through using varied slope geometry (e.g. slope morphology, slope angle and slope height)
and varied types of earthquake motions. Furthermore, FE models with ESB container
boundaries were established to investigate the effectiveness of standard FEM procedures.
Further investigation into the performance of ESB containers using numerical modelling
would be an area for future research.
Generalisation of the whole simulation and prediction procedure for engineering application:
The improved sliding block procedure can be easily performed in preliminary design to
estimate the seismic performance of rooted slopes and determine the optimal planting strategy
to minimise slope deformation. However, the BNWF model developed in this study may still
be difficult for engineering application due to access to the software. Implementation of a
program for BNWF root-soil interaction during shear loading in a MATLAB script or
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet file rather than running FE software will be more helpful.
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Appendix A Root mechanical properties
Data collected from recent studies on the relationship between root tensile strength (Tr), maximum force at
breakage in tension (Fr) and Diameter (after Mao et al. 2012)

Based on
Tensile
strength
Tr
(Eq 2.3)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1–25: De Baets et al., 2008, Europe Medit., hilly; 26–47: Thomas and Pollen-Bankhead, 2010, USA Mriparian; 48–53: Genet et al., 2010, China
Sichuan, montane/subalpine; 54–58: Genet et al., 2005, Europe Alps, montane; 59–61:S, Oregon and Kansas, Genet et al., 2008, China Sichuan,
montane/subalpine; 62–64: Loades et al., 2010, UK experimental field; 65–69: Bischetti et al., 2009: Europe Alps, montane; 70–72: Mattia et
al., 2005, Europe Medit., hilly; 73–77: Bischetti et al., 2005: Europe Alps, montane; 78: Abernethy and Rutherfurd, 2001, Australia, riparian;
79: Easson and Yarbrough, 2002, USA, riparian; 80: Abdi et al., 2009, Iran,hilly; 81: Fan and Su, 2008, China Taiwan, experimental field.

Species
Atriplex
halimus
Salsola
genistoides
Brachypodium
retusum
Thymelaea
hirsuta
Phragmites
australis
Limonium
supinum
Tamarix
canariensis
Artemisia
barrelieri
Stipa
tenacissima
Juncus acutus
Fumana
thymifolia
Dorycnium
pentaphyllum
Teucrium
capitatum
Dittrichia
viscosa
Thymus zygis
Lygeum
spartum
Plantago
albicans
Rosmarinus
officinalis
Helictotrichon
filifolium
Piptatherum
miliaceum
Avenula
bromoides
Nerium
oleander
Ononis
tridentata
Anthyllis
cytisoides
Retama
sphaerocarpa

Functional
gruop

k

m

T.S.

No.

Species

Functional
gruop

k

m

T.S.

Shrub

45.59

-0.56

ex situ

42

Betula nigra

Tree

45.8

-0.66

in situ

Shrub

44.23

-0.51

ex situ

43

Pinus contorta

Tree

19.1

-0.65

in situ

Grass/herb

45.05

-0.61

ex situ

44

Populus spp.

Tree

18.9

-0.64

in situ

Shurb

22.9

-0.54

in situ

Tree

23.3

-0.51

in situ

Tree

24.3

-0.5

in situ

Tree

79.4

-0.63

ex situ

Shrub

33.31

-0.64

ex situ

45

Spiraea
douglasii

Grass/herb

34.29

-0.78

ex situ

46

Salix geyeriana
Fraxinus
latifolia
Betula
laminifera

Grass/herb

33.82

-0.85

ex situ

47

Tree

31.74

-0.89

ex situ

48

Shrub

30.12

-0.61

ex situ

49

Aralia elata

Tree

93.08

-0.76

ex situ

Grass/herb

24.34

-0.61

ex situ

50

Idesia polycarpa

Tree

14.34

-1.32

ex situ

Grass/herb

23.23

-0.89

ex situ

51

Litsea cubeba

Tree

64.36

-0.65

ex situ

Tree

74.28

-0.65

ex situ

Grass/herb

34.42

-0.52

ex situ

Carya
cathayensis
Phyllostachys
nidularia

Shrub

15.71

-0.66

ex situ

52

Shrub

16.32

-0.62

ex situ

53

Shrub

18.72

-0.45

ex situ

54

Pinus nigra

Tree

18.4

-0.52

ex situ

Shrub

18.94

0.45

ex situ

55

Pinus pinaster

Tree

23.4

-0.87

ex situ

Shrub

19.31

-0.73

ex situ

56

Picea abies

Tree

37.86

-0.51

ex situ

Grass/herb

19.28

-0.68

ex situ

57

Fagus sylvatica

Tree

63.51

-0.61

ex situ

Grass/herb

16.75

-0.52

ex situ

58

Castanea sativa

Tree

31.92

-0.73

ex situ

Tree

21.59

-0.34

ex situ

Tree

25.79

-0.37

ex situ

Tree

31.9

-0.41

ex situ

Grass/herb

2.63

-1.62

ex situ

Grass/herb

3.03

-1.2

ex situ

Grass/herb

2.04

-1.27

ex situ

Cryptomeria
japonica
Cryptomeria
japonica
Cryptomeria
japonica
Hordeum
vulgare
Hordeum
vulgare
Hordeum
vulgare

Shrub

12.89

-0.77

ex situ

59

Grass/herb

14.51

-1.08

ex situ

60

Grass/herb

11.49

-1.77

ex situ

61

Grass/herb

4.77

-1.52

ex situ

62

Shrub

4.41

-1.75

ex situ

63

Shrub

9.59

n.s.

ex situ

64

Shrub

8.43

n.s.

ex situ

65

Fagus sylvatica

Tree

41.57

-0.98

ex situ

Shrub

16.36

n.s.

ex situ

66

Castanea sativa

Tree

17.86

-0.53

ex situ
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26
27
28

Panacum
virgatum
Phalaris
arundinacea
Lolium perenne

Grass/herb

35.2

-1.78

in situ

67

Ostrya
carpinifolia

Tree

21.89

-0.43

ex situ

Grass/herb

1.7

-1.71

in situ

68

Picea abies

Tree

28.1

-0.72

ex situ

Grass/herb

2.1

-1.65

in situ

69

Larix decidua

Tree

33.45

-0.75

ex situ

Grass/herb

60.7

-1.3

ex situ

Shurb

73

-0.6

ex situ

Shurb

91.2

-0.45

ex situ

Lygeum
spartum
Atriplex
halimus
Pistacia
lentiscus

29

Wet Meadow

Grass/herb

20.9

-1.21

in situ

70

30

Salix nigra

Tree

45.9

-1.1

in situ

71

Tree

52.1

-1.04

in situ

72

Grass/herb

43.1

-1

in situ

73

Salix purpurea

Tree

26.33

-0.95

ex situ

Tree

22.1

-1

in situ

74

Salix caprea

Tree

34.5

-1.02

ex situ

Grass/herb

22.1

-0.99

in situ

75

Alnus viridis

Tree

34.76

-0.69

ex situ

Tree

60.15

-0.75

ex situ

Tree

35.73

-1.11

ex situ

Tree

49.39

-0.77

in situ

Tree

23.58

-0.57

in situ

Tree

34.24

-0.45

ex situ

Shurb

60.48

-0.86

ex situ

31
32
33
34

Liquidamber
styraciflua
Tripsacum
dactyloides
Elaeagnus
angustifolia
Dry Meadow

35

Pinus palustris

Tree

30

-0.99

in situ

76

Corylus
avellana

36

Plantanus
occidentalis

Tree

50.5

-0.94

in situ

77

Fraxinus excelsa

37

Tamarix
ramosissima

Shrub

23.6

-0.9

in situ

78

38

Salix lemmonii

Tree

25.9

-0.86

in situ

79

Tree

21.6

-0.8

in situ

80

Shrub

19.5

-0.69

ex situ

81

Tree

25.2

-0.68

in situ

39
40
41
Based on
Fr

Alnus
tenuifolia
Rubus
armeniacus
Salix interior

Melaleuca
ericifolia
and
Eucalyptus
camaldulensis
Liquidamber
styraciflua
Carpinus
betulus
Sesbania
cannabina

82–88: Nilaweera and Nutalaya, 1999, Thailand, montane; 89: Abe and Iawamoto, 1986, Japan; 90: Burroughs and Thomas, 1977, USA.

No.

Species

Functional
gruop

k

m

T.S.

No.

Species

Functional
gruop

k

m

T.S.

82

Dipterocarpus
alatus

Tree

54.16

1.55

ex situ

86

Ficus benjamina

Tree

31.8

1.28

ex situ

Tree

28.79

1.23

ex situ

Tree

79.08

1.45

ex situ

Tree

19.44

1.8

ex situ

83
84
85
85

Hopea odorata
Alangium
kurzii
Hibiscus
macrophyllus
Alstonia
macrophulla

Tree

68.36

1.31

ex situ

87

Tree

41.59

1.47

ex situ

88

Tree

40.44

1.44

ex situ

89

Tree

22.21

1.54

ex situ

238

Hevea
brasiliensis
Cryptomeria
japonica
Pseudotsuga
menziesii

